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Preface

Naval engineering is the field of study and expertise that concerns the
design, construction, operation, and maintenance of naval ships. The
Office of Naval Research (ONR) of the U.S. Department of the Navy
sponsors basic and applied research in the scientific and technical fields
that support naval engineering as well as education programs to ensure
the supply of researchers and engineers in these fields. In 2001, ONRdes-
ignated naval engineering as aNational Naval Responsibility (NNR), one
of four technical areas that ONR has so designated. ONR committed to
investing in basic and early applied research in the areas of ship design
tools, ship structural materials, hydromechanics, advanced hull designs,
ship propulsion, ship automation, and ship integration; conducting field
experiments that integrate technologies into innovative ship concepts;
and investing in students and research facilities in these areas. In addi-
tion, ONR stated that it would examine the health of the national science
and technology community supporting naval engineering. The purpose
of the initiative is to ensure that ONR is able to sustain research in the
United States on long-term problems of importance to theNavy; sustain
the supply of researchers, engineers, and faculty; and provide superior
science and technology in naval architecture and marine engineering.
Assigning the NNR designation indicated that (a) the listed activities
deserve special priority in planning and budgeting at ONR because the
identified scientific and technical areas are critical to the Navy and lack
support from other sources and (b)management of these activities must
be coordinated with the stated objective in mind.
This study originated in discussions atmeetings of theMarine Board, a

subunit of the Transportation Research Board (TRB) of the National
Academies. These discussions highlighted the central role of ONR in

vii
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sustaining research and education in naval engineering and identified the
need to assessONR’s effectiveness in fulfilling this role. As a result, in 2009
ONR asked the National Research Council (NRC) to conduct a study to
evaluate the state of basic and early applied research in naval engineering
and related disciplines in the United States and to review the status of
ONR’s efforts, through the National Naval Responsibility for Naval Engi-
neering (NNR-NE) initiative, to ensure a healthy research and educational
enterprise thatmeets the future technologyneeds of theNavy. TRB formed
theCommittee onNaval Engineering in the 21stCentury to respond to this
request. The committee includedmembers with experience in research in
the fields that support naval engineering and in ship design and construc-
tion and included three current or past members of theMarine Board.
The committee relied on four sources of information in preparing its

report. First, it reviewed past assessments of the state of the scientific and
technical fields that support naval engineering by the Navy, NRC com-
mittees, and professional societies. Second, it received fromONR lists of
the basic and applied research and educational projects making up the
NNR-NE portfolio and data on papers published and graduate students
supported throughONR research grants in theNNR-NE technical areas.
These data indicate the scope and direction of the initiative and the insti-
tutions and researchers that participate.
Third, the committee commissioned nine papers addressing aspects of

its task. The backgrounds of the authors include scientific research, com-
mand and management experience in the Naval Sea Systems Command
(NAVSEA) and in ONR, technology policy, naval history, and private-
sector management and technical experience in naval and commercial
ship design and construction. Appendix B gives the authors.
Finally, the committee held three public information-gatheringmeet-

ings organized as workshops. The committee asked the speakers and dis-
cussants to address specific questions concerning innovation, the state
of research and education, and the role of ONR in naval engineering.
Participants included representatives from each of the groups involved
in planning, conducting, and applying research in fields related to naval
engineering: ONR and other research sponsors; researchers fromuniver-
sities, the Navy laboratories, and industry; educators; NAVSEA; and pri-
vate-sector shipbuilders and designers. Appendix A lists the workshop
participants and presentation topics. The committee drew on the infor-
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mation and advice it received in the workshops and papers in reaching
its conclusions.
This report has been reviewed in draft form by individuals chosen for

their diverse perspectives and technical expertise, in accordance with
procedures approved by theNRC’s Report ReviewCommittee. The pur-
pose of this independent review is to provide candid and critical com-
ments that assist the authors and NRC in making the published report
as sound as possible and to ensure that the reportmeets institutional stan-
dards for objectivity, evidence, and responsiveness to the study charge.
The contents of the review comments and draft manuscript remain con-
fidential to protect the integrity of the deliberative process. The follow-
ing individuals participated in the review of this report:Michael S. Bruno,
Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, New Jersey; Charbel Farhat,
Stanford University, Stanford, California; Robert E. Hebner, Jr., Uni-
versity of Texas at Austin; Roy S. Kalawsky, Loughborough University,
Loughborough, United Kingdom; James L. Kirtley, Jr., Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Cambridge;William B.Morgan, Naval Surface
Warfare Center (retired), Rockville, Maryland; Richard W. Thorpe,
Herbert Engineering Corporation, Annapolis, Maryland; and Kirsi K.
Tikka, American Bureau of Shipping, New York.
Although the reviewers listed above providedmany constructive com-

ments and suggestions, they were not asked to endorse the committee’s
conclusions or recommendations, nor did they see the final draft of
the report before its release. The review of this report was overseen by
George W. Crabtree, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois,
and by C. Michael Walton, University of Texas at Austin. Appointed
by NRC, they were responsible for making certain that an independent
examination of the report was carried out in accordancewith institutional
procedures and that all review comments were carefully considered.
Responsibility for the final content of this report rests entirely with the
authoring committee and the institution.
Joseph R.Morrismanaged the study under the supervision of Stephen

R. Godwin, Director, Studies and Special Programs. Pete Johnson, a
consultant to TRB, provided important support to the committee, and
Beverly Huey of TRB assisted in several aspects of the study. The report
was drafted by members of the committee and by the TRB staff under
the guidance of the committee. Suzanne Schneider, Associate Executive
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Director of TRB, managed the report review process. Norman Solomon
edited the report; Janet M. McNaughton, Senior Editor, handled the
editorial production; Juanita Green, Production Manager, coordinated
the design, typesetting, and printing; and Jennifer J. Weeks, Editorial
Services Specialist, prepared the prepublication manuscript and back-
ground papers for web posting, all under the supervision of Javy Awan,
Director of Publications. Claudia Sauls assisted withmanuscript prepara-
tion, data tabulations, and meeting arrangements.
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Summary

The Office of Naval Research (ONR) asked the National Research Coun-
cil (NRC) to examine the state of basic and applied research in the scien-
tific fields that support naval engineering and to advise it onwhetherONR
activities, under its National Naval Responsibility for Naval Engineering
(NNR-NE) initiative, have been effective in sustaining these fields. The
committee’s conclusions and recommendations are in five areas: the value
of theNNR-NE, the state of science and technology supporting naval engi-
neering, the wholeness of the NNR-NE research portfolio, opportunities
for enhancement of research and education, and the effectiveness of the
NNR-NE initiative. The principal conclusions below are in bold type. Rec-
ommendations are addressed to the administrators of theNNR-NE initia-
tive and of ONR. Recommendations that concern research opportunities
could be acted on within the present structure of the initiative. Recom-
mendations for changes in management processes would require action
by senior ONR administrators.

NEED FOR AND VALUE OF NNR-NE

Need for Navy Support

Navy support is necessary for basic and early applied research in fields that
are critical to naval engineering and lack other sources of support, that
have a long-termhorizon, and that have potential for discoveries of broad
application leading to advances innaval capabilities. Technological progress
is essential to security to ensure that naval superiority is maintained
as the operating environment, missions, and resources available to the
Navy change in the future. This support is valuable not only because it is

1
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necessary inmeeting defense requirements but also because U.S. Depart-
ment ofDefense research funding historically has yielded benefits beyond
national defense and because the department is a primary funder of
research and education in a number of engineering disciplines of impor-
tance to the U.S. economy. Without Navy support, the critical mass of
expertise and research talent in these fields would not bemaintained, and
the capability to innovate in naval engineering would be lost.

Value of NNR-NE

NNR-NE, as defined in the 2001 ONR memorandum establishing it
and the ONR instructions defining the NNRs, is a useful means of
organizing support of basic and applied research in the scientific and
technical fields that underlie naval engineering. Assigning the NNR
designation establishedNavypolicy that the identified activities are deserv-
ing of special consideration in planning and budgeting at ONR and are
to be managed in coordination so as to sustain U.S. research capability
in problems important to the Navy, maintain the supply of scientists
and engineers in disciplines of uniqueNavy importance, and ensure that
ONR can continue to provide the science and technology necessary for
naval superiority.
The need for NNR designation is particularly great in the case of naval

engineering, an essentially integrative activity that must apply scientific
knowledge from an expansive array of disciplines to solve complex prob-
lems of naval ship design. The attention to long-term planning and coor-
dination of research that theNNRprocess calls for is critical for producing
innovation in naval engineering.

STATE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORTING NAVAL ENGINEERING

The committee examined the state of research, education, and infrastruc-
ture in the six fields supporting naval engineering identified by ONR as
within the scope of NNR-NE:

• Ship design tools;
• Structural systems;
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• Hydromechanics and hull design;
• Propulsors;
• Automation, control, and system integration; and
• Platform power and energy.

Chapter 5 summarizes the committee’s conclusions concerning the indi-
vidual fields. General conclusions are presented below, as well as a rec-
ommendation for a process for ONR to follow in monitoring the health
of these fields.

State of Research

The task statement for this study indicates that ONR seeks to “ensure a
healthy research and educational enterprise” supporting naval engineer-
ing. A healthy research field is one that is productive in advancing knowl-
edge, has linkages to engineering practice as evidenced by transitions of
discoveries to applications and by communication between researchers
and practitioners, and has positive prospects as evidenced by retention
of researchers and attraction of new researchers and resources.

Some of the fields within the NNR-NE derive strength from the
breadth of related applications. These fields benefit from diversity of
funding sources and opportunities for cross-fertilization among com-
munitiesof researchersworkingunderdifferent sponsorship.For exam-
ple, vibrant research communities are devoted to computational fluid
dynamics and to structural systems. In these fields, the tasks for the NNR-
NE initiative are to ensure that the Navy takes advantage of the pool of
researchers that could contribute to solving its problems and to fund
research on specific problems relevant only to Navy applications. In other
NNR-NE fields or subfields (e.g., propulsors and naval hydrodynamics),
ONRandotherNavy agencies are nearly the only sources of support.ONR
has great responsibility for sustaining education and the institutional infra-
structure in these fields.

Recommendation 1: To fulfill its obligation under the NNR-NE to
sustain U.S. research capability to work on problems important to
the Navy, ONR should carry out regular systematic assessments of
the state of health of each of the research fields supporting naval
engineering in the United States.
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The assessments should examine the objectives and progress of research
supported by all government and private funders. As part of itsmonitor-
ing of the health of these fields, ONR should evaluate worldwide inno-
vation in naval engineering practice and identify the research outputs
that have been the sources of the enabling technologies.

State of Education

The education establishment that conducts research and trains future
researchers intheNNR-NEfieldsdrawsstrengthfromthediversityof the
disciplines engaged. However, research centers and departments con-
centrating on certain specialized fields critical to naval engineering and
deriving a large share of their support from ONR (including research
centers and departments that perform research in hydrodynamics and
in naval ship design methods) may be vulnerable. A decline in research
support would cause these departments to diminish, research capabilities
to be lost, and the supply of researchers to be interrupted.

Recommendation 2: In carrying out its responsibility under the
NNR-NE to sustain the research and graduate infrastructure support-
ing naval engineering and to ensure the supply of future researchers,
ONR should make a special effort to encourage multidisciplinary
graduate programs focused on naval engineering that train future
researchers and professionals.

State of Infrastructure

Institutional infrastructure is the organizational framework of research:
schools; university, government, and industry research laboratories;
grant-making organizations; and professional societies. Physical infra-
structure is the facilities required to carry out research, for example,
towing tanks, wave basins, and cavitation flow tunnels.
The institutions participating in naval engineering science and tech-

nology are the Navy, the shipbuilding and ship design industries, com-
mercial ship operators, and research universities and other research
organizations. U.S. industry investment in offshore technology is
strong, and industry demand for marine professionals is vital in sup-
porting the maritime-related university infrastructure. U.S. universi-
ties are a rich source of expertise that potentially is applicable to Navy
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problems but is not fully utilized by theNavy now. TheU.S. government
is overwhelmingly the major supporter of relevant research. Within
the U.S. government, the Navy is the largest supporter, and within the
Navy, ONR.

Thecommitteecollected limiteddataonphysical research infrastruc-
ture from ONR, Navy laboratories, and naval engineering researchers.
Noobvious shortfallswere identified.Maintaining and funding test facil-
ities are challenges. Facilities rely heavily on use fees collected from users
conducting government-sponsored research; therefore, if research fund-
ing is interrupted, survival of facilities is jeopardized. The committee calls
the attention of ONR to the 2000 report of the NRCCommittee for Naval
Hydromechanics Science and Technology, which noted that these facili-
ties require ongoing investment in updated instrumentation and strong
technical support staffs to produce cutting-edge research.

WHOLENESS OF THE NNR-NE PORTFOLIO

The task statement directs the committee to “assess the wholeness of the
program” and to “assess whether [the six technical areas] adequately
define the scope of NNR-NE.”

Overall Portfolio

Relation of the Portfolio to Needs and Objectives
The wholeness of the NNR-NE portfolio can be judged only by com-
paring its objectives and accomplishments with the Navy’s priorities
for innovation in naval engineering. Priorities should be determined
through regular communication with ship designers, fleet strategic
planners, and researchers in the fields allied with naval engineering
and should be specified in a plan. Planning is necessary in managing
an applied research program and is not inconsistent with the spirit of
basic research. The committee is not aware of a plan for guiding basic
and early applied research in naval engineering–related fields that is
specific enough to fulfill this need.
To ensure the wholeness of the NNR-NE portfolio, identification of

the implications of U.S. Department of Defense technology needs for
basic and applied research priorities by ONR will be necessary. A clear
correlation between needs and research emphasis was not always evident
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to the committee in its examination of the NNR-NE portfolio and its
review of the research needs implications of the Navy’s operational
challenges.

Definition of Technical Areas Within NNR-NE
Advances in each of the six technical areas identified by ONR as within
the scope of NNR-NE could contribute to innovation in ship design.
Each of the fields, if broadly defined, receives support from sources other
than the Navy and has application beyond naval engineering, but the
need to maintain expertise in the problems of unique importance to
naval engineering justifies including each within NNR-NE.
The major gap in the present definition is inadequate acknowledg-

ment of the need for basic and early applied research in support of the
integrative function that is central to the practice of naval engineering.
The present portfolio in automation, control, and system integration does
not appear to fulfill this need, and ONR needs a new vision to guide
research in these areas.

Recommendation 3: ONR should retain the six fields in the defini-
tion of the basic and applied research areas within NNR-NE. The
definition should state that all ONR basic and early applied research
in these fields is to be coordinated to meet the goals of the NNR-NE.
In particular, basic and early applied research in platform power and
energy should be retained in the definition regardless of where this
activity is housed in ONR. In addition, the definition should explic-
itly identify multidisciplinary systems engineering as an area of basic
and early applied research within NNR-NE.

Recommendation 4: The Navy should dedicate an important share
of its resources for naval engineering science and technology to
problems whose solutions are expected to have broad applicability
to a range of possible future ship programs.

Research Portfolio in Each NNR-NE Technical Field

The committee considered three aspects of the research projects in
each field: intellectual quality, mission alignment, and management
commitment.
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Theresearchportfolios in someNNR-NEfields (includingpowerand
energy and structural systems) appear to be of high intellectual quality,
organized around well-defined objectives, demonstrating progress,
alignedwithpotential applications, andadequately supported.Forother
fields (including automation, control, and system integration and ship
design tools), the objectives are not evident and the project portfolios
appear to lack cohesion or to be too narrowly focused. The problems
in the less strong portfolios may be traceable to the extent and quality
of input from users and the research community in the articulation of
research needs and the evaluation of research products.
The conclusions of the committee concerning the research portfolio

in each of the NNR-NE fields are presented in Chapter 5. Recommenda-
tions concerning two elements of the portfolio are as follows.

Recommendation 5: ONR should view total ship systems as a legiti-
mate topic of basic and early applied research, and all such research at
ONR should be coordinated through the NNR-NE framework.

Recommendation 6: To ensure continuity of component and sub-
system technology, the Navy should pursue research and develop-
ment for power and energy systems in partnership withU.S. industry.
It is equally important to pay due attention to integration of the power
system with the total ship system and to transition of the technology
rapidly and effectively to the ship planners. The transition process
should be initiated in the early conceptual design stages.

OPPORTUNITIES TO ENHANCE RESEARCH
AND EDUCATION

Opportunities exist for offering significantly improved capabilities to
the fleet through basic and applied research in the scientific and tech-
nical fields supporting naval engineering. Opportunities presented by
new technology and demands for technology arising fromNavy require-
ments, as well as opportunities for enhancingONR education programs,
are identified in Chapter 5.

Recommendation 7: In planning the NNR-NE research portfolio,
ONR should search for research directions from both (a) emerging
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scientific and technological developments that hold promise for pro-
viding new capabilities and (b) gaps in fundamental knowledge that
are hindering fulfillment of needs identified by the operating Navy.
The search should be systematized, adequately funded, measured,
and incentivized and should be included as part of the organiza-
tion’s and its managers’ performance evaluation processes.

Recommendation 8:ONR should embrace its role as the lead agency
for the Navy in promoting primary and secondary science, technol-
ogy, engineering, andmathematics (STEM) education and adequately
fund, measure, incentivize, and manage STEM activities as part of its
portfolio, in cooperation with the Naval Sea Systems Command
(NAVSEA), the professional societies, and industry.

NNR-NE EFFECTIVENESS

The task statement directs the committee to “assess theNNR-NE’s progress
in the ability to: (l) provide and sustain robust research expertise in
the United States working on long-term problems of importance to
the Department of the Navy; (2) ensure that an adequate pipeline of
new researchers, engineers, and faculty continues; and (3) ensure that
ONR can continue to provide superior S&T [science and technology]
in naval architecture and marine engineering.”

Overall Effectiveness

The conclusions listed below concern the effectiveness of the NNR-NE
and factors that influence its effectiveness. Chapter 5 explains the basis
for each conclusion.

• NNR-NE meets a Navy need but requires planning and stronger
links to users and researchers.

• NNR-NE has not yet gained recognition within or outside ONR as
the focus of naval engineering research.

• ONR does not appear to have conducted the reporting required by
the memorandum establishing NNR-NE.

• The role of NNR-NE in the Naval S&T Strategic Plan has not been
clearly defined.
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• ONR has not defined the practical administrative significance of
NNR designation.

• Some prescribed NNR-NE activities may not have been undertaken.
• The scope of NNR-NE responsibilities concerning related research

conducted by units other than the Ship Systems and Engineering
Research Division and concerning educational activities lacks
definition.

Recommendation 9: ONR should bring NNR-NE in line with the
structure of the initiative as envisioned when it was established by
taking the following actions:

• ONR management should ensure that the elements and objec-
tives of NNR-NE are communicated to researchers, program
officers, and research product users and that ONRmanagers and
grant applicants justify new activities within the scope of the
NNR-NE by showing how they will contribute to the initiative’s
objectives.

• ONR should develop an enterprisewide information system that
will make information on NNR-NE projects available to proposers
and to ONR’s clients.

• ONR should use the information system as a management tool
in assessingNNR-NE progress, tracking funding allocation trends,
benchmarking performance, and communicating NNR-NE
achievements.

• ONR should prepare an annual report that compares accomplish-
ments with the objectives of the NNR-NE.

• In revisions of theNaval S&T Strategic Plan,ONR should delineate
the expected contributions of the NNR-NE to the plan.

• To fulfill the requirement of the 2001 memorandum for creation of
consortia to foster naval engineering science and technology, ONR
should consider adoption of the alternative organizational models
for cooperative research proposed by the 2002 NRC Committee on
Options for Naval Engineering Cooperative Research.

• ONRshould revise thedefinitionofNNR-NE, specifying educational
responsibilities and requirements for coordinationof related research
outside the Ship Systems and Engineering Research Division.
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Improving NNR-NE Effectiveness

Framework for Research Portfolio Management
High-performance research organizations base portfolio management
processes on a series of information search, decision-making, perfor-
mance, and evaluation tasks (Figure S-1). The assessment, benchmark-
ing, and continuous process improvement activities that align incentives
with desired performance are key to portfolio management processes.

ONR collects information on metrics that could be helpful in eval-
uating progress. However, it is not clear that the metrics are linked to
a set of measurable objectives for NNR-NE or whether any NNR-NE
goals or objectives are tied to department or agency strategic plans,
and the committee was unable to identify an NNR-NE strategic plan.
Moreover, the committee could not identify a process by which NNR-
NE mission area needs and research strategies are prioritized or a sys-
tematic process by which ONR funds are allocated according to needs
or prioritized research strategies. Finally, the committee did not find

Feedback
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evidence thatNNR-NE ismeasuringorachievingbalance in its research
portfolio, despite its stated balance goal.

Recommendation 10:ONR should establish an enterprisewide strate-
gic planning and assessment process to develop a strategic plan for
NNR-NE, link the plan to goals and objectives, communicate the goals
and objectives throughout the naval research community, and evalu-
ate and incentivizeNNR-NE performance against the plan. TheNNR-
NE strategic planning and assessment process should encompass all
facets of the NNR-NE mission and should include the following
elements:

• A process to articulate and prioritize mission area needs and
research priorities on an annual and continuing basis;

• A process for allocation of funds that is aligned with the needs
and priorities;

• Metrics for measuring the activities of needs identification,
resource allocation, management performance, and continuous
process improvement;

• A continuous process improvement activity that utilizes the met-
rics to assess research portfolio management and to evaluate and
report annually on progress;

• An enterprisewide communication system to promulgate lessons
learned and best practices; and

• A research portfolio management procedure to guide planning
and information collection, administration, and assessment. The
procedure should follow recognized standards for research port-
folio management, including performance benchmarking. The
goal of instituting the procedure should be to establish a culture
of continuous process improvement.

Recommendation 11: ONR should identify and use metrics to mea-
sure NNR-NE portfolio balance.

Recommendation 12: As input to the identification of research per-
formers, to enhance dissemination of Navy mission and needs, and to
improve communicationwith operationalNavy units, inmanaging the
NNR-NE,ONR should utilizemission capabilitymanagers responsible
for understanding specific Navy missions.
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Measuring the Output of NNR-NE
ONR’s present metrics for output of its investment in NNR-NE provide
useful information. However, they fall short of adequatemeasures of the
benefit of ONR’s investment in NNRs.

Recommendation 13: As part of the NNR-NE research portfolio
management process, ONR should develop research performance
metrics that assess the contribution of its investments to discovery and
innovation.Metrics should be inputs to investment decisions inman-
aging theNNR-NE. They also should be used to improve understand-
ing of the importance of ONR naval engineering research. Successes
identified through the metrics should be publicized, and research
excellence should be incentivized to raise the visibility of research and
the standard of quality.

Recommendation 14: Because of the complexity of naval engineering
science and technology problems, ONR should consider adopting
integrative and interdisciplinary performance metrics in NNR-NE
(e.g., numbers of interdisciplinary projects and publications and
numbers of citations outside the primary disciplines).

Peer Review
Management of the NNR-NE relies primarily on theONRprogram offi-
cers in selection of projects and project investigators. Review of project
proposals and investigators before selection does not involve formal
external peer review or other consultative procedures. External peer
review (i.e., review by technical experts from outside ONR) through-
out the research project selection process would offer the opportunity
to strengthen project selection and to obtain the advice and counsel of
technical experts, NAVSEA technical authorities, and industry practi-
tioners who are the ultimate recipients of the developed technology,
while maintaining the ONR program officer’s independence in mak-
ing decisions for his or her program.

Recommendation 15: ONR should establish a process for NNR-NE
in which the program officer assembles a small group of Navy labora-
tory technical experts andNAVSEA technical authorities to assess and
rank research proposals. The program officer would be responsible
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for considering the recommendations and selecting projects. The
midproject external review that ONR already conducts would be car-
ried out by this panel with the addition of external reviewers.

Technology Interpreter

Recommendation 16: ONR should implement the concept of the
technology interpreter in the NNR-NE. The task of the technology
interpreter would be to assist in the technology transition process. The
recommended peer-review panels would implement the technology
interpreter concept in the program officer and technical authority
communities. Frequent communication between these communities
would inform the program officer of technologies that the technical
authorities require and inform the technical authorities of new tech-
nologies as they emerge andmature. In addition to the review panels,
personnel dedicated to improving communications and execution
could significantly improve NNR-NE integration withNavymissions
and operational requirements.

Maintaining Connections Across the Wider
Naval Engineering Community
Maintaining connections across the wider naval ship systems engineer-
ing community means bridging the valleys that naturally exist between
the naval research, design, manufacturing, and operational communi-
ties and the commercial and offshore communities.Connectivity, com-
munication, and human resource and organizational development
are important to the success of the naval engineering enterprise.
However, the committee was unable to find evidence that NNR-NE
strategic research planning makes use of measures of these dimen-
sions of performance.

Recommendation17:Tomaintain connectivity among thewider naval
engineering community, NNR-NE should utilize the concept of tech-
nology interpreter. ONR should consider additional connectivity and
communication activities, including seminars, scholarly exchanges,
and rotation opportunities for NNR-NE program officers such as
research sabbaticals.
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Recommendation 18: ONR should incorporate human capital and
organizational development goals and objectives as explicit responsi-
bilities of NNR-NE.

Integrating Naval Engineering Science and Technology
The committee found examples of interdisciplinary and integrative
research in the NNR-NE portfolio. However, these efforts were the out-
growth of initiatives of individual program officers rather than of ONR
processes that encouraged interdisciplinary or integrative research.

Recommendation 19: ONR should establish processes that encour-
age interdisciplinary and integrative research in NNR-NE.

Developing Human Capital and Revitalizing
Naval Ship Systems Engineering

Recommendation 20:ONR should reinvigorate its efforts in develop-
ing the 21st century naval engineering workforce, including improve-
ment of outreach activities to underrepresented groups. ONR’s lead
role in STEM primary and secondary education activities should be
strengthened and incorporated into its enterprisewide strategic plan-
ning processes, and performance metrics for workforce development
and STEM achievements should be identified.
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Introduction

The United States Navy is the world leader in warship capabilities that
allow the nation to respond to security threats at sea. A key factor inmain-
taining naval superiority is a solid science and technology (S&T) founda-
tion supporting innovation in the design, construction, andmaintenance
of the Navy’s ships. The Office of Naval Research (ONR) supports the
S&T that will be essential to the fleets of the future.
Naval engineering includes all engineering and sciences as applied in

the design, construction, operation,maintenance, and logistical support
of surface and subsurface ships, craft, and vehicles used by theNavy. The
problems of naval engineering include the architecture and engineering
of themission, platform, andhuman systems thatmake up the ship.Naval
engineering includes the design of weapons and related combat systems;
however, this study’s consideration of these systems was limited to their
integration into and support by the ship itself.
ONR supports basic and applied research in the scientific and techni-

cal fields that sustain innovation in naval engineering. It also supports
educational programs to ensure the availability of new researchers enter-
ing naval engineering–related fields. ONR defined the scope, focus, and
objectives of certain of its naval engineering S&T activities in a 2001mem-
orandum that designates naval engineering as a national naval responsi-
bility (ONR2001).ONR at present defines the scope of itsNational Naval
Responsibility forNaval Engineering (NNR-NE) initiative to include five
technical fields: structural systems; ship design tools; hydromechanics
and hull design; propulsors; and automation, control, and system
integration (J. Pazik, presentation to the committee, April 6, 2010). In
addition, until 2010, the ONR division responsible for NNR-NE man-
aged a program of basic and applied research projects in platform power

15
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and energy, which ONR included in tabulations of NNR-NE projects
provided to the committee.
In 2009, ONR asked the National Research Council (NRC) to examine

the state of basic and applied research in the scientific and technical fields
that support naval engineering and to advise ONR on whether activities
under its NNR-NE initiative have been effective in sustaining these fields.
ONR also asked NRC to identify opportunities to enhance innovation,
research, and graduate education in these fields and to identify areas of sci-
entific research that provide opportunities for fundamental advances in
naval ship capabilities. Box 1-1 presents the committee’s task statement.

BOX 1-1

Committee on Naval Engineering in the
21st Century: Statement of Task

This study will evaluate the current state of science and
technology—specifically, basic and early applied research—
activities in naval engineering and closely related disciplines
in the United States in the context of research, education (the
“pipeline” of future naval researchers, graduate andpostdoctoral),
and the associated infrastructure. It will assess the robustness of
activity, and, if appropriate, identify potential gaps and shortfalls
in research and educational (graduate and postdoctoral) pro-
grams. As appropriate, the study will provide recommendations
for new opportunities to enhance innovation, research, and grad-
uate educational capabilities in basic and applied research.

Ultimately, the goal of this study is to inform the Office of Naval
Research (ONR) on the status of its efforts, under the National
Naval Responsibility inNaval Engineering (NNR-NE), to ensure
a healthy research and educational enterprise that meets the
future technology needs necessary to advance the Navy’s ability
to provide highly capable and affordable sea platforms.
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This project will collect, synthesize, and evaluate data regarding
seven (7) key university, government, and industry research
activities in naval engineering: ship structural materials, design
tools, hydromechanics, advanced hull designs, ship propulsion,
ship automation, and systems integration. The data collected will
be evaluated to assess thewholeness of the programand, as appro-
priate, identify any key opportunities for theNavy tomake funda-
mental leaps in sea platform capability and affordability. The
study will assess whether these seven disciplines adequately
define the scope of NNR-NE. It will report on the health of the
basic and early applied research, graduate and postgraduate
research “pipeline” and the associated infrastructure necessary
for a long-term, sustainable portfolio that will provide technol-
ogy options for future Navy advanced technology development
programs and affordable sea platforms.

The study will advise on the ability of the NNR-NE’s portfolio of
programs toprovide steady, long-termsupport to theNavyunique
core disciplines of naval engineering. Recommendations will be
provided on the research areas within these disciplines necessary
for the Navy to maintain/advance capabilities and affordability of
future Navy platforms. It will assess the ability of the NNR-NE to
maintain healthy and robust research activities, educational capa-
bilities (graduate and postdoctoral), and the infrastructure that
supports both. The studywill comment on advances in naval engi-
neering research and research “pipeline” activity since the initiation
of the NNR-NE. Specifically, it will assess the NNR-NE’s progress
in the ability to: (l) provide and sustain robust research expertise in
the United States working on long-term problems of importance
to theDepartmentof theNavy; (2) ensure that an adequatepipeline
of newresearchers, engineers, and faculty continues; and (3) ensure
that ONR can continue to provide superior S&T in naval architec-
ture andmarine engineering.
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NRC formed the Committee on Naval Engineering in the 21st Cen-
tury to respond to ONR’s request. This report presents the results of the
committee’s investigations and analyses.
This chapter introduces naval engineering as a vital technical disci-

pline and research and development enterprise in support of the Navy’s
overall mission. It provides an overview of ONR’s NNR-NE initiative
and discusses related activities as well as its connection to the larger ship
design, development, and construction industries. The NNR-NE initia-
tive has important connections to two larger endeavors: ONR’s overall
research program and the nation’s overall naval engineering enterprise.
This report will point out these connections and describe howONR can
use them to enhance its mission and meet its goals.

NATIONAL NAVAL RESPONSIBILITY
FOR NAVAL ENGINEERING

ONR’s mission, as defined in federal law, is to “plan, foster, and encour-
age scientific research in recognition of its paramount importance as
related to the maintenance of future naval power, and the preservation of
national security” and to “manage theNavy’s basic, applied, and advanced
research to foster transition from science and technology to higher levels
of research, development, test, and evaluation” (ONR 2009, 1).
ONR’s Discovery and Invention (D&I) portfoliomakes broad invest-

ments in basic and applied research, and within this portfolio, ONR has
identified four areas as NNRs: ocean acoustics, underwater weaponry,
underwater medicine, and naval engineering. These areas were desig-
nated because they are essential to innovation in naval capabilities and
because no organization other than the Navy will continually support
research fulfilling unique Navy needs. ONR is committed to sustaining
research investment in these areas (ONR 2009, 26).
Naval engineering was designated anNNR in a 2001 ONRmemoran-

dum that specified the purpose of the designation and the activities that
were to constitute the NNR-NE (Box 1-2). Thememorandumwas from
F. E. Saalfeld, Executive Director of ONR (the senior civilianmanager at
ONR), and addressed to the director of ONR’s Engineering, Materials,
and Physical Sciences Science and Technology Department. ONR was
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BOX 1-2

National Naval Responsibility for
Naval Engineering

The purpose and actions for execution of the constituent activities
of theNNR-NE according to thememorandum “National Naval
Program for Naval Engineering” (ONR 2001) are summarized
below.

Purpose of defining the NNR-NE: The initiative is to position
ONR to take responsibility for

• Sustaining robust research in the United States on long-term
problems of importance to the Navy;

• Continuing an adequate pipeline of new researchers, engi-
neers, and faculty; and

• Continuing to provide superior S&T in naval architecture and
marine engineering.

Execution: The purpose of the NNR-NE is to be achieved by the
following actions:

• ONR is to dedicate the resources necessary for developing
innovative shipbuilding concepts. In particular, resources are
to be provided for
– Investing in sevenkeyS&Tareas: shipdesign tools, ship struc-
turalmaterials, hydromechanics, advanced hull designs, ship
propulsion, ship automation, and ship integration;

– Conducting major field experiments that integrate tech-
nologies into innovative ship concepts; and

– Investing in infrastructure such as students, facilities, and
equipment.

• ONR is to examine the health of the national S&T community
and, to ensure long-term strength in naval engineering, was to
issue special broad agency announcements for three purposes:
– Developing half of the pipeline of future naval researchers
required to sustain expertise in naval engineering (estimated
as five graduate and five postdoctoral fellowships per year),

(continued on next page)
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– Developing university–industry–laboratory consortia for
S&T in naval engineering, and

– Encouraging industry–university partnerships for career
development of future naval engineers.

[This requirement (Item4.d in the 2001memorandum)appears
to be a further specification of the infrastructure investments
that the preceding bullet point (Item 4.a in the memorandum)
calls for.]

• The ONR division responsible for the NNR-NE is to seek the
required resources throughONR’s Investment Balance Review
and other appropriate channels.

• The progress and impact of the efforts supporting NNR-NE
are to be reviewed every 5 years by a panel of experts including
academic, military, and industry representation.

The ONR instruction stating the policy for designating an S&T
initiative as anNNR, issued in 2007 and revised in 2010, also spec-
ifies required activities in NNR initiatives (ONR 2010, 3–4). The
department responsible for an NNR is to

• Formulate thrust areas within the field to provide S&T prod-
ucts that ensure naval superiority,

• Coordinate theNNRwith other efforts includingONRFuture
Naval Capabilities technology transition initiatives and activ-
ities at the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency,

• Augment basic researchwith experiments focused on promot-
ing applications and balance theoretical with experimental
research,

• Promote knowledge base development and retention through
a military officer fellowship program or an entry-level faculty
support program,

• Report annually on progress of the NNR, and
• Submit the NNR to review by an independent board at least
every 5 years.

BOX 1-2 (continued)

National Naval Responsibility for Naval Engineering
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already engaged in all or nearly all of the specified activities before the
memorandum was issued. Rather than initiating new programs, the
memorandum served as a declaration of policy: assigning the NNR des-
ignation indicated that (a) the listed activities deserve special priority in
planning and budgeting at ONR because the identified S&T fields are
critical to the Navy and no one else will support them and (b) manage-
ment of these activities must be coordinated with the declared policy
objective in mind.
ONR provided the committee with tabulations of the basic and

applied research projects supported by ONR grants or contracts and
of ONR-supported educational projects that made up the NNR-NE
portfolio of activities for the years 2006 to 2009. In these tabulations,
ONR categorized research projects into six scientific and technical areas:

• Automation, control, and system integration;
• Ship design tools;
• Hydromechanics and hull design;
• Platform power and energy;
• Propulsors; and
• Structural systems.

In addition to the research projects categorized into these areas, theONR
tabulation of the NNR-NE portfolio includes a number of projects cat-
egorized as educational. The educational projects are activities to attract
students and train beginning researchers in the fields related to naval
engineering.
The committee accepted this tabulation as the definition of the ONR

research and educational activities that ONR now includes within the
NNR-NE initiative. The committee understands that the six scientific
and technical areas are the areas that ONR views as constituting the
National Naval Responsibility.
This list of the scientific and technical areas within NNR-NE differs

somewhat from the list of seven scientific and technical areas specified
in the 2001 memorandum creating the NNR-NE (see Box 1-2). It is
the committee’s understanding that the change since 2001 has been
primarily in the titles given to the areas rather than in the scope of the
ONR activities considered to make up the NNR-NE initiative. The most
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FIGURE 1-1 ONR spending for naval engineering basic and applied research
and education, 2006–2009. (SOURCE: Tabulations of NNR-NE project data
provided by ONR to the committee.)

significant change from the 2001 list of areas is the addition of the plat-
form power and energy category. This addition reflects a substantial but
temporary increase in funding in this area, which ONR received after
2001. Presumably, in 2001, projects in power and energy would have
been included in the ship propulsion category. Table 4-1 in Chapter 4
compares the 2001 and present lists of scientific and technical areas.
In 2009, the ONR tabulation lists 232 NNR-NE projects under way;

they received $47.4 million in ONR funding in that year (Figure 1-1).
Most projects are conducted at U.S. universities, withNavy laboratories,
private-sector firms, and foreign research institutions also participating
(Figure 1-2). Power and energy research projects received the largest
share of 2009 funding, followed by projects in hydrodynamics and in
structures (Figure 1-3).

NNR-NE IN THE CONTEXT OF ONR’s
TOTAL RESEARCH PROGRAM

NNR-NE is one element of ONR’s overall research and development
activities supporting naval engineering. Assessment of the initiativemust
take into account its relation to the other activities andwhether the scope
of the initiative is adequately defined. In addition, evaluating whether
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FIGURE 1-2 Number of active NNR-NE projects by performing sector,
FY 2009. (SOURCE: Tabulations of NNR-NE project data provided by ONR
to the committee.)
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FIGURE 1-3 Funds committed for NNR-NE projects by field, FY 2009 (total
outlays = $47.4 million). (SOURCE: Tabulations of NNR-NE project data
provided by ONR to the committee.)
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NNR-NE is capable of satisfying the Navy’s needs requires examina-
tion of how the initiative is connected to other elements of the innova-
tion process.
ONR’s research and development portfolio is organized into three

directorates: Research, Innovation, and Transition. This organization
seeks to invest in S&T to meet Navy strategic goals through a series of
stages, from basic research through development of products that pro-
vide new naval capabilities. ONR’sNaval S&T Strategic Plan describes
the D&I research portfolio (the primary activity of the Research Direc-
torate) as follows:

Discovery and Invention (D&I) consists of Basic Research (Budget Activity
(BA) 6.1) and early Applied Research (BA 6.2), and is the seed corn for future
naval technologies and systems. The D&I portfolio, by design has a broad
focus, and programs are selected based on potential naval relevance and tech-
nology opportunity. D&I investments leverage other service, governmental,
department, industry, international and general research community invest-
ments. The D&I portfolio supports sustained funding of the four National
NavalResponsibilities (NNR):OceanAcoustics,UnderwaterWeaponry,Naval
Engineering and UnderseaMedicine. (ONR 2009, 3)

The Innovation Directorate manages ONR’s Innovative Naval Pro-
totypes portfolio, projects to develop potentially high-value technolo-
gies to a level near the stage of transition to application. The Transition
Directorate manages the Future Naval Capabilities portfolio, projects
to “mature technology into requirements-driven, transition oriented
products” (ONR 2009, 3). These two directorates do not sponsor basic
(Budget Activity 1) research.
ONR research and development projects also are organized into six

departments according to intended areas of application (see Figure 1-4).
NNR-NE is administeredby thedirector of the Ship Systems andEngineer-
ing Research Division within the SeaWarfare andWeapons Department.
Research projects in the NNR-NE are exclusively in the D&I port-

folio, that is, basic research and early applied research. The definitions
that ONR uses for basic and applied research and advanced technology
development are shown in Box 1-3. These definitions are used by the
Department of Defense in budget formulation and in the department’s
budget proposals and justifications addressed to Congress for Research,
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BOX 1-3

Department of Defense Research and
Development Budget Activity Definitions

Budget Activity 1, Basic Research: Basic research is systematic
studydirected towardgreater knowledgeorunderstandingof
the fundamental aspects of phenomena and of observable
factswithout specific applications towardsprocesses or prod-
ucts inmind. It includes all scientific study and experimenta-
tion directed toward increasing fundamental knowledge and
understanding in those fields of the physical, engineering,
environmental, and life sciences related to long-termnational
security needs. It is farsighted high payoff research that
provides the basis for technological progress. . . .

Budget Activity 2, Applied Research: Applied research is sys-
tematic study to understand themeans tomeet a recognized
and specificneed. It is a systematic expansion andapplication
of knowledge to develop useful materials, devices, and sys-
tems or methods. It may be oriented, ultimately, toward the
design, development, and improvement of prototypes and
new processes to meet general mission area requirements.
Applied researchmay translate promising basic research into
solutions for broadly definedmilitary needs, short of system
development. The dominant characteristic is that applied
research is directed toward general military needs with a
view toward developing and evaluating the feasibility and
practicality of proposed solutions and determining their
parameters, exploration efforts andpaper studies of alterna-
tive concepts for meeting a mission need. . . .

Budget Activity 3, Advanced TechnologyDevelopment (ATD):
This budget activity includes development of subsystems
and components and efforts to integrate subsystems and
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components into system prototypes for field experiments
and/or tests in a simulated environment. ATD includes con-
cept and technologydemonstrationsof components and sub-
systems or systemmodels. The models may be form, fit and
function prototypes or scaled models that serve the same
demonstration purpose. The results of this type of effort are
proof of technological feasibility andassessmentof subsystem
and component operability andproducibility rather than the
development of hardware for service use. Projects in this cat-
egory have a direct relevance to identifiedmilitary needs. . . .

Budget Activities 4, 5, 6, and 7 are AdvancedComponentDevelop-
ment and Prototypes; System Development and Demonstration;
Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation Management Sup-
port; and Operational SystemDevelopment, respectively.

SOURCE: DOD 2010.

Development, Test, and Evaluation appropriations. InONRdocuments,
projects funded as Budget Activity 1 are referred to as basic research,
and projects funded as Budget Activity 2 often are referred to as early
applied research (to distinguish them from Budget Activity 3 and above
projects that might also be characterized as applied research).
Research and development related to naval engineering is conducted

under all three directorates. Basic and applied research relevant to naval
engineering may also be conducted in divisions other than Ship Systems
and Engineering Research (for example, in the Ocean Engineering and
Marine Systems Division and in the Naval Materials Division). The
2010 ONR instruction stating the policy for designating new NNRs
requires that management of each NNR be coordinated with related
Innovative Naval Prototypes and Future Naval Capabilities as well as
with relevant research outside ONR (ONR 2010, 3–4). Coordination
of relevant D&I research with the NNR in all ONR divisions is not
mentioned but is implied.
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ONR management seeks to coordinate work in Budget Activities 1, 2,
and 3 by vertically integratingmanagement of related programs at all three
levels to enhance connectivity and thus allow projects at the three levels to
becomemutually supporting. TheNNR concept is an attempt to establish
direction and long-term goals for a group of related basic and applied
research programs (Gaffney et al. 1999, 13–15). These arrangements are
consistent with the recommendation of the 2005 report of theNRCCom-
mittee on Department of Defense Basic Research that the department
“should view basic research, applied research, and the other phases of
research and development as continuing activities that occur in parallel,
with numerous supporting connections among them” (NRC2005, 5). The
intent of such arrangements is that through continuing close contact and
interaction among researchers and research managers working on basic
research, applied research, and development projects, basic research will
be guided in directions with long-term relevance and value. Such coor-
dination is useful not only within ONR and the Navy at large but also
with related activities in the entire naval engineering enterprise.

THE NAVAL ENGINEERING ENTERPRISE
IN THE UNITED STATES

By definition, naval engineering is multidisciplinary in scope, of broad
application, and practiced by a diverse community. It includes engineers
engaged in all phases of design, construction, operation, maintenance,
and logistical support of naval ships, craft, and vehicles. The practition-
ers come from various engineering disciplines and have received diverse
formal engineering education backgrounds, but they have a common
understanding of the unique requirements, characteristics, capabilities,
and limitations associated with ships.
The naval engineering enterprise includes all entities that conduct the

business of naval ship systems research, development, design, acquisition,
construction, operation,maintenance, repair, anddisposal. The groups that
make up this enterprise in the United States are the Navy commands,
private-sector engineering firms, naval shipbuilding and equipment
manufacturing industries, universities that conduct research and train
engineers and researchers, and private-sector research organizations.
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Commercial ship operators and shipbuilders, the recreational yacht and
boat industry, and the offshore petroleum industry share technologies
with naval engineering. The larger naval engineering enterprise depends
on ONR to identify and support research and development leading to
improved performance and efficiency. Effective communication between
ONR and all elements of the naval engineering enterprise is essential for
ensuring that ONRmeets the needs of the Navy for innovation.
Of the total technical workforce engaged in the larger enterprise, only

a small portion makes up the community conducting the research that
is the focus of this study. Scientists and engineers frommany disciplines
contribute to the knowledge base and bring innovative ideas to naval
engineering. The relevant disciplines include aeronautical and aerospace
engineering; biosciences; chemical engineering; chemistry; civil engi-
neering; cognitive, neural, and behavioral science; electrical and com-
puter engineering; information sciences; marine engineering; materials
science and engineering; mathematics; mechanical engineering; naval
architecture; nuclear engineering; ocean engineering; oceanography;
operations research; physics; and industrial and systems engineering.
ONR’s basic and early applied research programs in support of naval

engineering must coordinate the contributions that these disciplines
offer by integrating innovations to enable advances in naval capabilities
and provide solutions to Navy problems. Figure 1-5 shows the variety of
disciplines in which the NNR-NE principal investigators received their
graduate training. This diversity indicates that the challenge facing ONR
in the NNR-NE initiative is to attract researchers from a broad range of
backgrounds to work on a particular set of problems that are critical to
the practice of naval engineering.
In addition to ONR, numerous government and private institutions

participate in the training of naval engineers and naval engineering
researchers and conduct and sponsor basic and applied research and
development in support of naval engineering. The following categories
of engineering and science schools and research institutions contribute
to the naval engineering enterprise:

• Private-sector research and engineering businesses that perform inde-
pendent or government-sponsored research and development;

• Dedicated U.S. government research and engineering entities;
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• U.S. universities that have a major program focused on naval engi-
neering and that participate in naval engineering research;

• U.S. universities that typically do not specifically educate for or place
students in the naval engineering enterprise but participate in naval
engineering research programs;

• U.S. universities focused on education for themaritime sector, includ-
ing theUnited States Naval Academy, theMerchantMarine Academy,
the Coast Guard Academy, and the Naval Postgraduate School; and

• Foreign research institutions.

ONR supports projects conducted by all of these institutions. In FY 2009
ONR funded research, through its NNR-NE initiative, at 51 U.S. univer-
sities, seven Navy and other federal government institutions, 10 private-
sector firms, and 13 foreign research institutions. There is little non-ONR
funded research at universities on the topics that are funded through the
NNR-NE,with the exception of research funded by branches of theNavy.
There is also some limited funding of university research by shipyards,
major ship operators, and classification societies, but this tends to be
more applied research than basic research.
A variety of associated government agencies also participate in the naval

engineering enterprise. The Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA)
Warfare Centers and Naval Research Laboratory are parts of the naval
engineering enterprise that conduct naval engineering–related research.
The NAVSEA Warfare Centers include the Naval Surface Warfare Cen-
ters (NSWC), which has eight locations, and theNavalUnderseaWarfare
Center, which has two locations. The Warfare Centers are the Navy’s
principal research, development, test, and evaluation assessment facili-
ties for surface ship and submarine systems and subsystems. Located at
NSWC Carderock is the Center for Innovation in Ship Design (CISD).
Its mission is to “ensure the future capability (People, Tools and Knowl-
edge) of the nation to develop innovative ship designs to effectively
meet defense needs” (NSWC n.d.). CISD is funded by NAVSEA and by
ONR. ONR classifies its CISD contribution as a part of the NNR-NE.
A significant part of the total funding through the NNR-NE supports
projects within these Navy facilities (especially NSWCCarderock), but
this source makes up only a small portion of the total funding of these
institutions.
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Department of Defense research institutions other than theNavy con-
duct activities relevant to the objectives of NNR-NE. For example, the
Department ofDefense funds theComputational Research andEngineer-
ing Acquisition Tools and Environments (CREATE) initiative, a 12-year,
$360 million program. CREATE is an applied research and development
initiative; its purpose is to develop and deploy computational engineer-
ing tools for the design of aircraft, ships, and radio-frequency antennas.
The National Science Foundation funds basic and applied research in
related fields, including fluid dynamics; structuralmaterials; systems engi-
neering, design, and control; and energy and power systems.
Finally, private maritime industries in the United States devote some

limited resources to research and development, but for the most part
research related to NNR-NE in the maritime industries applicable to
Navy ships is funded by theNavy.One example is theNational Shipbuild-
ing Research Program (NSRP), which is a collaboration of 11 U.S. ship-
yardsworkingwith government, industry, and academia.NSRP’smission
is tomanage national shipbuilding and ship repair research and develop-
ment funding and focus it on technologies thatwill reduce the cost of war-
ships to theU.S.Navy and other national security customers by leveraging
commercial practices and improving the efficiency of the U.S. industry.
NSRP also provides a collaborative forum to improve business and acqui-
sition processes. NSRP is sponsored by NAVSEA.
There are examples of industry-led innovations that have served as a

route todiscovery and invention and subsequently application. Inone case,
Northrop Grumman Shipbuilding’s Gulf Coast Operations led an initia-
tive to bring composites to naval shipbuilding. The company supported
initial research and development activities that eventually resulted in part-
neringwith theU.S. Navy on large composite structures. These innovative
designs were subsequently installed as a technology demonstration on the
USS Arthur W. Radford (DD 968) and as a classwide implementation on
the LPD 17 and DDG 1000 fleets (Hackett 2010).
In another example,GeneralDynamicsNational Steel and Shipbuilding

Company (NASSCO)developed a shipbuilding strategy based on licensing
provendesigns to reduce cost and risk, improveproductivity through tech-
nology transfer, and leverage purchasing power with large shipyards. This
strategy led to a partnership between NASSCO and Daewoo Shipbuilding
and Marine Engineering. The partnership is proposing to use the T-AKE
dry cargo and ammunition ship as a parent hull for a variety of U.S. Navy
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needs, including fleet oiler, joint command and control ship, and hospital
ship. In this case study, the innovation is not the product but rather the
method (B. J. Carter, presentation to the committee, Jan. 13, 2010).
While there is some naval engineering research by the classification

societies, it is primarily to support the development of classification rules
and construction standards for commercial ships and othermarine struc-
tures. Other research supported by the maritime industries in the United
States has little tangible connection to thenaval engineering S&Tprograms
of ONR.
In summary, the ONR NNR-NE initiative must be evaluated within

the larger context of the nation’s naval engineering enterprise and the
ONR’s total research effort so that proper emphasis is given to the role of
research and development in shaping the naval fleets of the future. The
committee’s investigations and study results have recognized this and are
intended to assist ONR inmaintaining a healthy and productive research
endeavor to meet mission goals.

REPORT STRUCTURE

Chapter 2 addresses research needs and opportunities in naval engineer-
ing. Chapter 3 describes how ONR functions to define goals, determine
research agendas, select researchers, measure outcomes of its activities,
foster technology transitions, and maintain connections with the wider
community in naval engineering. The chapter also identifies alternative
models for operating practices. Chapter 4 presents the committee’s assess-
ments, based on the analyses in preceding chapters, of the current state
of health of the S&T fields that support naval engineering and the contri-
bution of the NNR-NE in sustaining these fields. Chapter 5 summarizes
the committee’s conclusions and presents recommendations on how
ONR can ensure the continued flow of innovations that allow advances
in the capabilities of Navy ships.
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2

Science and Technology Shaping
Future Naval Fleets

Scholars have long considered science and technology to be society’s
window on the future. This theme is evident to the Navy as it depends
on the Office of Naval Research (ONR) to fulfill its mission by providing
the science, technology, and research necessary to support future naval
fleets. To carry out its mission effectively, ONRmust not only keep cur-
rent on scientific advancements, technologies, and innovations but also
understand the Navy’s future mission needs, threats, and strategies to
meet those threats. The committee has reviewed these research oppor-
tunities and needs and has identified factors influencing the manage-
ment and planning process for ONR’s National Naval Responsibility for
Naval Engineering (NNR-NE) initiative.
ONR uses information about research opportunities and needs for

two purposes. The first is to aid in the portfolio management process
by communicating needs and expected outcomes to researchers and by
balancing user requirements with research opportunities. The second
is to aid in planning an effective portfolio with research objectives that
are within ONR’s naval engineering core disciplines and that are based
on future threats and technology trends.
The committee commissioned papers by experts on topics relevant to

research needs and opportunities (see Appendix B). In addition, the com-
mittee held workshops that included experts in the Navy ship design and
construction community as well as prominent researchers in naval engi-
neeringwho are active inONRprograms (see AppendixA). The commis-
sioned papers and workshop topics included analyses of game-changing
technologies in the past with lessons that may be learned from them,
reviews of future technologies to enable naval missions to meet potential

35
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threats, and investigations of challenges in applying new technologies to
warship design and construction.
This chapter addresses both research needs and opportunities. The first

section below describes naval engineering research needs dictated by pos-
sible future operating environments, missions, and resource constraints.
Research opportunities are discussed in the second section, which iden-
tifies promising technologies and trends in innovation within the tradi-
tional disciplines related to naval engineering as well as other fields of
scientific investigation that offer insights and discovery potential. The
research opportunities identified are intended as illustrations. The list of
opportunities is not systematic or comprehensive and reflects the areas of
expertise of the committee and workshop participants. It does not cover
all the technical areas within the NNR-NE. ONR could produce a more
valuable list of opportunities by regularly and systematically exploiting
the same sources that the committee relied on, that is, external consulta-
tionwith practicing naval engineers, the operatingNavy, researchers, and
other technical experts. Later chapters will present the committee’s eval-
uations of how well ONR’s NNR-NE initiative makes use of such infor-
mation to manage its research agenda and plan its portfolio.

RESEARCH NEEDS

Thepaper commissionedby the committee onpotential technology impli-
cations of the Navy’s future (O’Rourke 2010) identified three drivers
that will probably have significant influence on the Navy’s requirements
for advanced platform technology: the future operating environments
the Navymay face, the types of operations andmissions it may expect to
be called on to perform, and the prospects for availability of resources.
Research needs dictated by each of these drivers are identified in the fol-
lowing three subsections.

Navy’s Future Operating Environment

The implications of the future operating environment relate to a num-
ber of assumptions about future adversaries and the kinds of threats they
may pose. Research may be required to counter or defend against new
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weapons that adversaries may use. Another issue may arise from limited
or uncertain access to overseas land bases, which could, in turn, result in
needs for either sea bases or shipswith longer range, greater capacities, and
smaller crews. The operating environment in Arctic regions as sea ice
diminishes poses challenges for naval ships and crews. Finally, the need for
energy conservation or use of alternative energy could require theNavy to
exploit new technologies such as hybrid drive, fuel cells, and biofuels.
Threats from new weapons systems deployed by potential adversaries

have been of recent concern toU.S. defense planners. Among those under
consideration are antiship ballistic missiles or cruise missiles that have
not been previously evaluated. These and other weapons could require
Navy ships to supportmore capable radar andother surveillance technolo-
gies aswell as to operate further outside the range of newweapons. In addi-
tion, certain future weapons threats may encourage the Navy to develop
new technologies to reduce ship signatures. Another type of threat could
involve new tactics, an example of which could be cyberwarfare. This
threat could influence research needs for shipboard systems to increase
resiliency or redundancy of computer networks. Finally, the threat of
terrorist attacks could lead to ship technology needs concerning sensors
and defenses against small boats, swimmers, unmanned submarines,
and so forth.
Planners also have recently noted problems with regard to continued

access to and vulnerability of certain U.S. overseas land bases that have
traditionally been used by the military to support foreign deployments.
This will likely result in more emphasis on overseas support by naval
ships and other platforms, which will increase the need for cost-effective
solutions.
The diminishment of Arctic sea ice is leading to increased human

activities in the Arctic and is opening up a new operating area for Navy
andCoast Guard surface ships. Technology implications, particularly for
surface ships, of increased Navy operations in the Arctic include ice-
strengthened hulls and underwater appendages, ice-resistant topsides,
cold-temperature equipment, and so forth.
These factors are a few of many potential challenges facing the Navy

in its future operating environment that could affect howONRmanages
and plans its NNR-NE initiative.
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Future Naval Operations

The second driver will be the character of the operations necessary to
carry out the missions that the Navy will be called on to perform. Such
operations include the traditionalmissions of sea control and power pro-
jection. Ballisticmissile defense, counterterrorism and irregular warfare,
antipiracy, and humanitarian assistance and disaster response are among
the operations likely to have increased importance. These operational
requirementswill generate research needs to develop systemswith unique
functions for electronic warfare, to support the deployment of special
autonomous vehicles, to support the use of special operational forces, to
transfer relief supplies to shore, to repair damaged infrastructure, or to
provide emergency medical and humanitarian support on a large scale
in remote regions.
Additional needsmay be generated by other special operations such as

increased support systems for special operations forces; Sea, Air, and Land
Teams; and the launch and support of autonomous unmanned vehicles
(submersibles, surface vessels, and aircraft). Antipiracy requirementsmay
involve unique new vehicles and surveillance systems. The current Navy
program to build a series of littoral combat ships (LCS) are a direct result
of these and related operational needs for smaller, more versatile plat-
forms to operate in inshore and coastal waters and support special war-
fare operations.Many of the unique features that are incorporated on the
LCS are a result of earlier research work in hydrodynamics, hull design,
propulsors, materials, and structures.
Partnerships with other nations that can involve support of new naval

capabilities in those nations and education and trainingmissions appear
to be growing in importance. The development of more effective train-
ing systems could create special research needs, as could the develop-
ment of vessels and training modules for applications in a variety of
foreign environments.
Finally, the Navy is being called on to support disaster response and

humanitarian assistance efforts at an increasing rate, and its capabilities
are sometimes uniquely suited to this mission. The adaptability of war-
ships to these changingmissions and special environments could lead to
research requirements as well.

38 Naval Engineering in the 21st Century
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Resource Prospects

The third driver with implications for ONR’s research portfolio will be
the Navy’s resource prospects and the influence of resources on all pro-
grams to design and build ships for future fleets. Most observers expect
no real growth in theNavy’s budget, and given increased pressures on fed-
eral budgets in general, a decline in Navy funding levels in coming years
is a possibility. The affordability of the Navy’s long-range shipbuilding
plan in particular has become an annual topic of debate. For many years,
Navy leaders have beenmaking difficult budget choices between funding
current operations and funding investments in future force structure. The
coming years will be just as difficult in this regard. Some aspects of the
Navy’s resource situation may have technology implications. In particu-
lar, technology developments may affect such trends as increases in unit
production costs formajor naval combatants as well as overall operations
cost increases. The rising cost trends have led to recent proposals for
extending the life of existing ships and utilizing existing designs for new
vessels rather than developing a new design class.
The affordability of ships is of great concern. Apaper commissioned for

this study identifies, as possible changes to reduce cost, “pervasive com-
monality . . . completion of ship design before starting construction . . .
earlier involvement of shipbuilders in the design process . . . [and]modu-
lar outfitting and construction, test and insertion of payloads” (Sullivan
2010, 4). A reduction in the cost of the shipbuilding process has been
addressed repeatedly by theNaval Sea Systems Command and shipyards.
However, the cost of the combat systems and electronics payload does not
appear to have been addressed to the same degree. It was first recognized
about 25 years ago that the cost of the combat systems was beginning to
exceed the cost of the rest of the ship. An intensified program of research
will be necessary to develop the body of knowledge addressing ways to
decrease the cost of such combat system elements as radars, missiles, and
launchers. This research agenda should be aimed at making advanced,
technically sophisticated combat systems entities less expensive. Although
the problem of the cost of combat system elements is within the broad
scope of naval engineering, research on the topic probably is beyond the
scope of the NNR-NE initiative as it is defined at present.
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More generally, research could also address the following deficiencies
in the Navy’s capability to manage cost: (a) a lack of robust capabilities
to assess cost in the early stage of system development and (b) a lack of
tools to investigate methods for decreasing the cost of combat systems
elements. While tools to estimate ship cost are also largely undeveloped,
the need is widely recognized. There appears to be little recognition of
the need for tools to analyze the costs of combat system elements and
methods for reducing them.
Other consequences of tightening budget constraints are the trend

toward reductions in numbers of high-complexity, high-cost warships
in the fleet; introduction of lower-cost, smaller vessels; and efforts to
reduce ship recapitalization cost through life extension, use of common
hulls and systems, andmodular techniques. TheNavymay find it advan-
tageous to emulate the approach used in technology development for
commercial ships by seeking careful incremental ship engineering evo-
lution rather than revolution. Other technology improvements to reduce
overall costs are automated systems that reduce crew size, provision of
growth margins to increase life expectancy, systems to evaluate ship ser-
vice condition and extend service life, and the use of unmanned vehicles
for appropriate missions.

Summary Observations

Consideration of the future operating environment, future naval opera-
tions, and the future resource situation all point to the need for a high
degree of reliable, intelligently integrated capabilities in future ships.
ONR work in ship design addresses issues of total ship engineering as it
relates to treatment of the hull, propulsion plant, and other systems, but
research focused on subsystems as integrated entities at the ship level,
including the combat system, is lacking. Thus, there is a need for research
aimed at producing integrated combat systems as well as a more holistic
approach to total ship systems engineering. The term “intelligently inte-
grated” in this context is intended to convey the need for a level of sys-
tem integration under which modifications and modernization are not
impeded by an intertwining of functions that prevents separation and
replacement of systems as new ones responsive to emerging threats or
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needed capabilities evolve. A key technology facilitating this flexible albeit
tightly integrated ship systems approach is that of open architectures.
The above discussion has highlighted the committee’s analyses of

research needs based on the Navy’s warfighting prospects. The analyses
could provide input to ONR’s management and planning processes for
its NNR-NE initiative.While these drivers of future science and technol-
ogy initiatives are important to understand and to refer to in the plan-
ning process, they are always subject to change, and thereforeONRmust
support a process that continually updates these factors and presents
them to management and researchers at all levels. Chapters 3 and 4 out-
line and recommend such processes. Annex 2-1 reviews these factors on
the basis of current analyses. It shows a classification of specific technol-
ogy implications that ONR could consider in designing and planning its
science and technology program in naval engineering and is provided as
an example of how ONR planning might be aided by analysis of these
trends on a regular basis. A similar process for evaluating and communi-
cating futureNavy needswould provideONRwith a useful planning tool.

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY OPPORTUNITIES

This section provides examples of recent advances or promising devel-
opments in several technical disciplines that may present opportunities
for improvement in the performance of naval ships. The Navy sponsors
basic and early applied research not only to fulfill performance require-
ments identified by the fleet but also to ensure that such opportunities,
arising from fundamental scientific and technological advances, are rec-
ognized and exploited.
Innovation can come fromeither of two sources. Increasingly demand-

ing needs or requirements can “pull” the development of technology to
meet the need, and scientific and technological advances can “push” the
development of innovative naval systems. A past analysis of the driving
forces for progress in naval engineering cites these two and adds a third
factor: “wisdom . . . the ability to exercise good judgment relative to the
requirements and technology available” (Comstock 1992, 4).
A paper commissioned by the committee (Friedman 2010) examines

the sources of innovation in naval technology and gives historical exam-
ples of how both forces have driven progress in naval ship capabilities.
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The paper examines the history of certain notable developments over the
past century or more from the torpedo, the first submarine, and steam
power to the aircraft carrier, nuclear power, and electronic warfare. The
history of naval innovation provides valuable lessons for today’s plan-
ners. One lesson is that the sources of innovation are always difficult to
identify: “Few or none [of] the innovators consciously analyzed the char-
acter of sea power and then set out to develop something earth-shaking.
Some of them must instinctively have grasped the implications of what
they were doing. In most cases it is difficult to identify an individual with
what is, in retrospect, an obviously decisive development” (Friedman
2010, 2). In addition, “the issue in innovation is always whether require-
ments or the innovator (or technology) dominates” (Friedman 2010, 3).
ONR appears to have, at a high level, processes acknowledging the

push–pull paradigm, through technology advisory boards and supporting
processes. However, as Chapters 3 and 4 of this report will illustrate, these
processes have not been translated intoNNR-NEprocesses, and they need
to be developed for NNR-NE. A continuing challenge will be to ensure
that programmanagers, deeply immersed in the intricacies of technology,
always keep sight of the requirements for future systems. The committee’s
recommendations forprocesses that developNNR-NEcapabilities to antic-
ipate and respond to push and pull research requirements are presented in
the next two chapters. ONR requires enterprisewide processes, such as
those proposed in Chapters 3 and 4, to ensure that theNavy is able to cap-
italize on both needs- and opportunities-driven science and technology
advances to anticipate and respond to future mission requirements.

Recommendation: In planning the NNR-NE research portfolio, ONR
should search for research directions and research topics by identifying
both (a) emerging scientific and technological developments that hold
promise for providing new capabilities or new technology options and
(b) gaps in fundamental scientific and technical knowledge that are hin-
dering fulfillment of needs identified by the operating Navy. The search
by ONR for research direction and topics should be systematized, ade-
quately funded, measured, and incentivized and should be included as
part of the organization’s and its managers’ performance evaluation
processes. ONR could produce a valuable list of research opportunities
through regular and systematic external consultations with practicing
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naval engineers, the operating Navy, researchers, and other technical
experts, and by documenting and publishing the research topic propos-
als generated by these consultations.

Most of the opportunities identified below were identified by the
authors of the committee’s commissioned papers and by the researcher
participants in the committee’s workshops. Authors of three papers
(Triantafyllou 2010; Sullivan 2010; Firebaugh 2010) were asked for crit-
ical assessments of research and technology challenges and potential
game-changing opportunities in naval engineering, emphasizing a 15- to
50-year horizon. In addition, they were asked to address new paradigms
for the capabilities, operation, design, construction, or maintenance of
naval vessels that could be realized through scientific and technological
advances in naval engineering and associated fields.
At the June 2010 workshop organized by the committee (see Appen-

dix A), researchers supportedbyONRwere invited todiscuss the prospects
for contributions to naval engineering from research in their fields. Each
of the researcher panelists (aswell as other researcherswhodid not attend)
responded to the following questions relating to research opportunities:

• What are themost significant areas of challenge in your field of research
in the next 20 years? What are the hard problems in your field? What
are the obstacles to progress in your field?

• What directions or focus areas would you recommend for research
investment in your field in the next 20 years?

• What are the best opportunities for breakthroughs in understand-
ing or for the emergence of game-changing technologies in naval
engineering?

The committee identifiedopportunities presentedby recent advances in
four of theNNR-NE technical areas—structural systems, hydromechanics,
platformpower and energy, and system integration—andopportunities in
interdisciplinary collaborative research.

Structural Systems

Reduced numbers of new ship acquisitions and designs, as well as flat
budgets, over the next several decades will require that ONR’s structures
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research program place greater emphasis on the use of design and simu-
lation tools in areas such as structural design and optimization, damage-
tolerant designs, advanced materials, and life-cycle structural condition
monitoring. Advances in mathematical modeling, computational algo-
rithms, the speed of computers, and the science and technology of data-
intensive computinghaveprepared theway for improvements inmodeling,
simulation, and computing.
Physics-based simulation enables users to produce virtual prototypes,

realistically simulating the behavior of complex systems on computers
and quickly analyzingmultiple design variations until an optimal design
is achieved. Structural design and computational fluid dynamics are sim-
ulation applications that can be used to develop optimized hull forms
and structures that are more damage-tolerant.
Mathematical modeling for these applications involves a multistep

process whereby designers generate computer-aided design (CAD) files,
which must then be translated into analysis-suitable geometries, meshed,
and input into large-scale finite element or other numerical analysis codes.
For complex engineering designs such as the hull structure of a ship, this
is a laborious and time-consuming effort. The significant advance made
with the development of isogeometric analysis (T. J. R.Hughes, statement
submitted to the committee,May 16, 2010) can be viewed as a fundamen-
tal game changer with its potential to unify CAD and engineering analysis
methodologies.
Nearly all CAD, computer-aided manufacturing, and computer-

aided engineering systems are based on nonuniform rational B-spline
(NURBS) mathematical functions that are used to generate curves and
surfaces of free-form shape. The development of isogeometric analysis
uses the same NURBS geometry directly in the finite element formula-
tions. This represents a new approach in finite elements, since the basis
functions used in the finite element formulations are NURBS instead of
the traditional interpolation or shape functions. It has also been shown
that the numerical accuracy and robustness of the spline-based approx-
imations are superior to those of the traditional finite element approach.
The successful application of NURBS-based finite elements is one of the
significant achievements associated with isogeometric analysis.
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For practical design applications, isogeometric analysis eliminates dif-
ferences between theCADandfinite elementmodel geometries since they
are one and the same, which greatly simplifies the design and analysis
process, improves the geometric and numerical accuracy of the results,
and reduces the overall design–analysis cycle time. Since isogeometric
analysis is applicable to computationalmechanics in general, there is also
the potential for integration between engineering disciplines such as
fluid–structure interactions. ONR needs to place priority on research in
isogeometric analysis so that applications will be available for Navy ships
in such areas as structures, hydrodynamics, fluid–structure interaction,
computational mechanics, and electromagnetic signatures.
Research in developing improved technologies and models for mon-

itoring, inspecting, and assessing the condition of ships in service and
estimating their remaining service lives should also be a priority. With
fewer new ships, the potential for extending ships’ service lives (e.g., up
to 40 or 50 years), and the possibility of sea swap (i.e., extended duration
deployments with crew rotation) for ships deployed in ballistic missile
defense, ships will be at sea for much longer periods. As ships in service
age, their structural integrity is affected by corrosion and fatigue, which
occurs when the ship’s hull is subjected to repeated loading and unload-
ing in sea waves. Corrosion and fatigue can result in damage to the ship
and reduced service life.
In-service structural healthmonitoring of ships is an important com-

ponent of their life-cycle management. Structural health management
involves the ability to identify, locate, and characterize damage on a
real-time basis and to predict the structure’s performance and remain-
ing service life. Such information is needed for making timely decisions
affecting operational guidance, inspection, maintenance, and safety of
a ship. For example, model-based structural health monitoring capa-
ble of treating uncertainty is a promising research direction. Research
and advances in such areas as engineering mechanics, computational
mechanics, applied mathematics, sensor technology, and signals pro-
cessing will be required.
Corrosion control is amajor problem in themaintenance of any ship,

especially as ships age. New coatings that are durable enough to last the
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life of the ship are needed. Research into the development of nontoxic,
ceramic nanoengineered coatings with significant potential for reducing
resistance of the hull from their super-hydrophobic property and an
ability to reduce biofouling and corrosion shows promise (Triantafyllou
2010). The Navy, within or outside of ONR, needs to focus more on
coatings technology research.

Hydromechanics and Hull Design; Propulsors

Significant scientific and technical challenges continue to confront the
areas of hydrodynamics, hull design, and propulsors. The following list
identifies key subject areas and highlights relevant issues for each.

• Full-scale experiments: In the context of fundamental or academic
research, results gained fromsuchexperiments continue toprovide valu-
able information about the basic physics of the processes of interest.
However, the ability to deploy such information in a more applied
research anddevelopment (R&D) context,whether through empirically
basedmodels or byusing the information to validate and extendnumer-
ical models, remains limited. More activity in this area is necessary.

• Capsize prediction tools: Capsize prediction tools based on mode
advanced computational methods, such as free-surface Reynolds-
averaged Navier–Stokes tools, have demonstrated viability in canon-
ical model studies. However, the computational cost of using such
tools is high, so in a design environment, tools for capsize predictions
continue to be based on relatively simplistic numerical models. Fur-
ther advances, at both the research and the application level, in cap-
size prediction tools based on the methods of computational fluid
dynamics should be sought by taking greater advantage of the large-
scale high-performance computing (HPC) resources available to the
ONR community.

• Full-scale, broad-banded, unsteady multiphase ship-generated hydro-
dynamics, including fluid–structure interactions over a range of con-
ditions: This is a complex problem, and an understanding of and the
ability to predict it require development and application of multiple
advanced computational techniques and their validation with data
from experimental or full-scale measurement. A critical challenge on
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the computational front is the limited development of new numerical
models acrossmultiple flow and structural scales and the ability to inte-
grate them to investigate the full-scale, broad-banded problem. It can
be argued that many currently supported research activities in model-
ing of multiphase hydrodynamics remain focused on mature rather
than new numerical algorithms.

• Tools to see inside multiphase turbulent flows: Fundamental research
activity in this area is strong; however, it should be givenmore support
in a more applied R&D context. Without support, such tools will not
mature quickly.

• Tool development in stochasticmethods, extreme event statistics, and
nonlinear system analysis: Fundamental research activity in this area
is strong; however, it should be given additional support in a more
applied R&D context through identification of relevant canonical
problems and application of such tools to them.

• Data fusion relating to merging numerical and experimental data: In
the aerospace community, data fusionmethods formerging numerical
and experimental data are regularly practiced and are well advanced.
The ocean–naval engineering community should develop a research
path in this area that builds onmethods already developed and lessons
already learned by the aerospace community.

• Passive and active flow control techniques: Activity in this area would
be strengthened by better alignment between basic research and appli-
cations that would benefit fromflow control. Basic research alone pro-
vides insight into the physics of canonical flow control, but without
subsequent assessment of flow control technologies, the fluidmechan-
ical advantages (if any) that are gained are not clear.

• Tools to support novel hull and appendage designs: Technical and sci-
entific progress in these areas is feasible, and successes would likely
lead to improved naval capabilities. The following are research areas
that workshop participants cited as worthy of increased attention:
– Improved integration of propulsor and hull hydrodynamic inter-
action on ships,

– Predictive tools for propulsor performance in extreme ship
motions (such as those caused by weather),

– Interactive educational tools in propulsor design,
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– Understanding of unsteady forcing and geometry designed with
unsteady flow control,

– Improved methods for predicting effects of turbulence on fluid
motion, and

– Ability to produce computational fluid dynamics model results in
near real time.

As in the case of capsize prediction tools, further advances, particularly
in numerical tools, at both the research and the application level should
be sought by taking greater advantage of the large-scale HPC resources
available to the ONR community. In addition, the limited development
of new models is a challenge, since a number of currently supported
research projects remain focused on mature rather than new numerical
technologies.

Platform Power and Energy

The use of power electronics–based integrated systems tomanage power
and energy needs and efficiency is a technology that could have great
impact on the performance of future Navy ships. Advances in the tech-
nology are the key to deployment of future high-power radar and elec-
trically powered weapon systems, especially on smaller ships. ONR has
adequately supported research on defining power electronics–based sys-
tems and design of components including converters, generators, storage
systems, and design tools. However, research is needed on the dynamics
of future power systems in which required weapons loads exceed avail-
able generation and on the problem of integrating future power and
energy systems into overall ship design.
The following assumptions concerning the possible characteristics and

capabilities of future power and energy systems may be made to guide
planning of research and development:

• Propulsion, weapons, and practically all other functions including air-
craft launching will be electrical. Several large ship hydraulic systems
may use electric actuation, whichwill require energy storage to be fully
integrated into the actuation system (e.g., control surfaces, blast deflec-
tors, hatches).
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• The power required, including that for pulse and short-duration load,
will far exceed available generation, and therefore an integrated and
distributed system along with some form of storage will be essential.

• Space and weight constraints prevent providing each weapon with its
own power supply or storage.

• Fuel cells could have a significant role (although supplying the fuel
remains a problem).

• Power electronics allowuse ofmedium-voltage direct current, to elim-
inate transformers and circuit breakers.

The development of power and energy systems for future ships with
these characteristics cannot proceed in isolation but must be conducted
as an element of a total ship system design process. Examples of power
and energy system design questions that can be answered only within the
context of total ship system design include the following:

• Load requirements as dictated by the ship’s speed, range, and duty
cycle;

• Power management system requirements to accommodate different
kinds of loads under normal operation and contingencies;

• The impact of pulse loading on the main and auxiliary gas turbine
generators for determination of changes in mean time between fail-
ures, life expectancy, and ability of the turbine to follow rapid load
changes (at present, there is no valid naval database for this type of
pulse load operating scenario with large gas turbine generator sets);

• Forms of energy storage to be used (e.g., the ship’s inertia may be a
source for short-term loads);

• The impact of cable weight and dimensions on overall ship design and
the value of reducing cable weight; and

• The impact of raising the main generation and distribution voltage
level to reduce short circuit current levels, to lower cable weights, and
to allow more cost-effective power electronics to be implemented at
the upper end of the medium voltage level, such as 20 kV.

There is a need for basic and applied research onmethods of integrat-
ing the development of future power and energy systems into overall
ship design so that development of power systems can proceed with the
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assurance that critical constraints and trade-offs have been recognized
and evaluated. Attention to the integration problem is essential if future
ships are to accommodate the radar and weapon systems that the Navy
wishes to use. It has been recognized that integration of distributed mul-
tiple energy storage subsystems on a surface ship (e.g., DDG-51 FLT III
Class) can justify a lower overall power generation requirement and plant
size for the array of gas turbine generators, further allowing an overall
weight reduction in installed equipment. The use of energy storage can
also allow a higher input power to the new radar transmitter systems, per-
mitting better signal discrimination.
Developments in electric actuation for submarines can also be applied

to surface ships for conversion of hydraulic systems such as hatch, door,
and jet blast deflector operators to electric technology. All critical elec-
tric actuation requires a dedicated or common energy storage subsystem.
New energy storage developments in battery and high-speed compact
rotating machinery must be fully addressed, especially in regard to low-
cost, higher-voltage systems.
As in the case of ship design tools, ONR planning for basic research

in power and energy is likely to be productive only if there is clear over-
all Navy direction and planning for adopting power electronics–based
and advanced rotatingmachinery–based power systems. There is a need
in the U.S. defense industry for boosting development of 20-kV-level
turboelectric machinery to counter the recent developments in Europe
and Japan in compact turbomachinery. Identifying the research pathway
that leads efficiently to the development of new power systems will
require enterprisewide organization of basic and applied research, devel-
opment, and testing. The organization must be a model of the process
that the 2005 National Research Council Committee on Department of
Defense Basic Research described as follows: “DOD should view basic
research, applied research, and development as continuing activities
occurring in parallel, with numerous supporting connections through-
out the process” (NRC 2005, 2).
Basic and applied research areas that should be pursued to support

power electronics–based integrated power systems are as follows:

• Advanced multidisciplinary design tools;
• Electrical system configurations and layout, distributed and zonal;
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• High-frequency generators;
• High-speed, high-frequency compact drive motors;
• Variable speed drives;
• Fuel for fuel cells;
• Advanced controls, protections, and communications;
• Advanced power devices;
• Converter topologies permitting 8-kV to 20-kV direct current link
voltages;

• Thermal management;
• Fault current management, including superconducting fault limiters;
• Storage: capacitors, batteries, flywheels, and ship motion;
• Hybrid energy storage such as combined rotating machinery–
flywheel–battery systems;

• Power management, in normal conditions with high efficiency and
also in emergency conditions;

• Solid prefabricated bus bars;
• Grounding;
• Arcing and advanced arc fault detectors;
• Insulation;
• Subsystem and system-level testing and demonstrations; and
• Information system for operation and maintenance.

System Integration and System Engineering

TheNNR-NEportfolio presented to the committee appears not to include
research on systems engineering methods themselves as applicable to
the development of ships and other naval systems. A paper presented at
the 2009 Conference on Systems Engineering Research included a discus-
sion of “grand challenges” in systems engineering and includes the follow-
ing observation applicable to complex naval systems (Kalawsky 2009):

Systems engineering is rapidly becoming recognized as a key discipline in a
number of sectors including Aerospace &Defence, Automotive, Construc-
tion, Energy, Transportation, Consumer Electronics, IT, Pharmaceutical &
Healthcare and Telecommunications. This trend is driven by growing sys-
tem complexity and the need for optimal integration of people, processes and
technologies. Consequently, the sheer scale of future system complexity is
likely to exceed our current understanding of systems engineering and the
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associated tools and techniques we employ. The number of overall system
parameters to be controlled as part of the overall design process (as various
system optimisations are undertaken) is likely to be overwhelming. Whilst
systems engineers will be expected to manage system complexity the under-
pinning understanding of systems science, technology and tools must evolve
to take account of the increasing systems complexity. Unless enabling research
is undertaken there is a growing risk that available tools will be inadequate for
the future.

The paper proposes a research agenda based on a series of grand chal-
lenges in systems engineering. Each grand challenge is a set of goals that
are to be attained over the next one to two decades and that would con-
stitute amajor breakthrough in the field. The challenges proposed include
development of an ultrascalable autonomous system architecture; verifi-
cation, validation, and assurance of extremely complex systems; and total
system representation in modeling and simulation (Kalawsky 2009).
Related problems that are central concerns of naval engineering and

may be amenable to resolution through basic and early applied research
but that are excluded from the six-field definition of NNR-NE’s scope
include the following:

• Estimation of acquisition, life-cycle, and producibility costs. Systems
engineering and other research may be applicable to improving Navy
cost-estimating capabilities.

• Tools for investigating holistic effects of ship service life on costs. The
tools could help provide answers to questions such as the following:
Does increased service life decrease overall cost? Would shorter ser-
vice lives, with no modernization over the life cycle, be more cost-
effective? Would the latter strategy result in a more robust industrial
base or allow acquisition costs to be partially offset by sale of retired
ships?

• Shipbuilding technology. While shipbuilding itself appears not to be
included in any of theNNR-NE technical areas, it ismentioned promi-
nently in the 2001ONRmemorandum defining NNR-NE. Shipbuild-
ing, of course, is performed by industry, and mechanisms such as the
National ShipbuildingResearch Program exist to encourage the indus-
try to initiate needed research in shipyard processes and efficiency.
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Close relations between ONR and the shipbuilding industry would be
likely to lead to identification of opportunities for NNR-NE research
that complemented these industry efforts.

• “Smart” systems. It is apparent that automated and smart systems
capabilities will be of growing importance with the emergence of all-
electric ships, integrated electric propulsion, and the desire for oper-
ations that are both robust and robustly reconfigurable. The increased
use of unmanned vehicles, some with autonomous capabilities, and
the increased availability of smart sensors make total ship adaptive
automation control of heterogeneous systems an alluring goal. An area
that would likely benefit from the research in this area is shipboard
damage control. Historically, this capability has been dependent
on significant personnel resources. Smart automated and adaptive
systems could provide the ability to configure shipboard systems
rapidly to survive anticipated hits, to detect and evaluate damage and
fire spread and provide guidance to crews, and to control deflooding
systems.

Multidisciplinary Opportunities

Because large naval ships are among the most complex free-standing
structures ever created and themost complexmobile structures, integra-
tion always has been a central problem of naval engineering (Triantafyl-
lou 2010, 16). The preceding section noted the importance of research
into system integration that seeks to discover general methods for opti-
mizing ship design, given the constraints imposed by materials, struc-
tures, power systems, and hull and propulsor performance. This section
describes research into a second kind of integration: research that inte-
grates advances frommultiple discrete scientific disciplines to open new
technological opportunities.
Paper authors and workshop participants repeatedly emphasized the

potential value of multidisciplinary research as a source of innovation in
naval engineering and predicted that the best opportunities for break-
throughs will be through interdisciplinary initiatives and the leverag-
ing of advances in other fields. They made the following observations
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(see Appendix A for reference to the presentations of K. Mahesh, T. Fu,
S. Morris, and D. E. Hess):

• Exploiting advances in materials science and in chemistry will be key
to progress on the hull design problems with which hydrodynamics
is concerned.

• Biomechanics-inspired design alsomay lead to progress on hull design.
• Progress in fluid mechanics will be driven by collaborations among
experimental, theoretical, and numerical investigations. Investments
in basic numerical and experimental research using the combined
strengths of these methods would advance knowledge of unsteady
flow physics and the ability to design geometries that operate in
unsteady flows.

• Research on hydrodynamic signatures and wakes is inherently inter-
disciplinary, involving hydrodynamics, vehicle dynamics and control,
physical oceanography, and the physics of electromagnetic scattering.

• Current work in nonlinear systems, nonlinear control, deep machine
learning, and remote sensing all could provide opportunities for
major naval engineering breakthroughs.

• The advances in ship hydrodynamics are tied tomechanical and aero-
space engineering, computer science, high-performance computing,
andmeasurement system technology.Multidisciplinary collaboration
has accelerated research accomplishments.

Workshop participants observed that naval engineering problems are
generally not well known to researchers not directly engaged in the field,
and therefore multidisciplinary collaboration must be fostered by pro-
moting opportunities for technical interactions among university and
naval researchers.
The committee commissioned a survey of emerging technologies

from a multidisciplinary perspective and asked the author to speculate
on potential game-changing opportunities (Triantafyllou 2010). The
author argues that the discipline of naval engineering is being revitalized
by capitalizing on scientific advances and new technologies from other
fields and that leading-edge research is increasingly multidisciplinary.
This trend is reflected in the increasingly diverse disciplinary backgrounds
of new faculty in university departments ofmechanical, naval, ocean, and
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marine engineering (Triantafyllou 2010, 1–2). The paper identifies eight
emerging technologies with the potential to reshape naval engineering
(Triantafyllou 2010, 1–2):

• Efficient power trains, including hybrid systems; efficient engines using
alternative fuels; and fuel cells that use conventional fuels more
efficiently;

• Advances in surface chemistry allowing development of novel coat-
ings that can be used to protect ship hulls and cargo holds, to reduce
deposits in pipelines, and to reduce fluid drag;

• Newmethods that are emerging fromwork on the all-electric ship con-
cept to design and operate ships with increased automation, reduced
manning, and increased reliability;

• New sensor arrays, whichwill allow sensing of self-generated flow and
enable active flow manipulation and hence increased capabilities for
maneuvering and efficient propulsion;

• Robotic developments that promise routine unmanned inspection
and remote underwater intervention;

• Smart autonomous underwater vehicles that increase the operational
capability of ships and submarines substantially;

• New high-strength steels that improve hull protection against impact
and fatigue, including operation in very cold climates; and

• Global oceanmodeling and prediction that will aid routing and oper-
ation of vessels in rough seas.

These technological possibilities arise from advances in a diverse array
of fields, includingmaterials science (high-strength steels, nanomaterials),
chemistry (low-carbon fuels, fuel cells), electrical engineering (power
electronics), information sciences (stochastic modeling), robotics, and
computer sciences (high-speed computing for, e.g., real-time simulation
of ocean wave fields for automated ship handling).

Summary Observations

The sections above identify particular areas of research that hold promise
for advancing naval engineering and naval ship capabilities. Across these
topical areas, the following two unifying themes emerge.
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Conclusion: Basic research is needed on the problem of integrating
ship systems, and research on components will stay on a productive
course only if it is tightly linked to long-term programs of research
and development of total ship systems. This need is especially appar-
ent in the areas of power and energy systems and ship design tools.

Conclusion: It is likely that the future of naval engineering lies in
incorporating advances from younger and rapidly advancing disci-
plines. If it is to maintain its relevance, the NNR-NE research port-
folio must reflect this trend.

Recommendation: Because of the importance and complexity of
emerging problems in naval engineering science and technology,
along with demands for integrative and interdisciplinary research
across all technological disciplines (NRC 1999), ONR should con-
sider, as part of its continuous process improvement and assessment
practices, adopting integrative and interdisciplinarymetrics of perfor-
mance in and across each of the NNR-NE functional areas.

The paper cited in the preceding subsection notes that ONR already
is sponsoring initiatives that promote multidisciplinary collaboration,
including the electric ship initiative (Triantafyllou 2010, 7).
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Annex 2-1

Technology Implications
for the Future Navy

The table below lists technology needs arising from

1. The Navy’s future operating environment,
2. Future naval operations, and
3. Future resource prospects.

In addition, it identifies implications of these needs for research prior-
ities in ONR’s NNR-NE. The table was prepared by the committee and
is based on a paper commissioned by the committee (O’Rourke 2010).

1. The Navy’s Future Operating Environment

Threat Technology Need ONR NNR-NE Implication

1. Adversaries with
antiaccess weapons
– China
– Iran

• More capable shipboard radars
• Improved networking

technologies—linking ships
with off-board sensors and
networks

• High-power directed energy
weapons, particularly lasers

• Improved terminal-phase
(endoatmospheric) ballistic
missile defense interceptor to
augment the SM-3 exoatmo-
spheric interceptor

• Soft-kill options for countering
antiship ballistic missiles

• Mine countermeasures
• Operating outside range of

antiaccess weapons

• Next generation heating, ven-
tilating, and air-conditioning;
energy; and propulsion
systems

• Distributed, sensor-intensive
hull, mechanical, and electrical
networks (versus platform-
intensive)

• Integrated weapon systems;
hybrid energy, hybrid network
systems

• Network, communication,
electrical networks to
support multiple attacks on
kill chain

• Antiship cruise missile as a
potential game-changer
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1. The Navy’s Future Operating Environment (continued)

Threat Technology Need ONR NNR-NE Implication

• Protection and offensive capa-
bilities for network, comput-
ing, communications, platform,
and sensor protection

• Protection and offensive
capability versus nuclear-
armed states

• Protection and offensive
capability versus nonstate
actors

2. Adversaries with
cyberwarfare and
antisatellite
capabilities

3. Adversaries with
nuclear weapons

• Materials research—
wake homers, damage
control, absorbing warhead
detonation

• Hydroacoustics—wake homers
• Distributed sensor networks
• System integration—on

board and off board; hybrid
architectures

• Damage control and fire
suppression

• Computer, network, data
center, database, operating
system applications
– Redundancy
– Availability
– Maintainability
– Resilience
– Shareability
– Security
– Supportability
– Sustainability

• Distributed electrical, com-
puter, network architectures

• Virtualization—transfer
services, capabilities, and
security from hardware to
software

• Cloud architectures—
software as platform, hybrid
architectures

• Hull, mechanical, and electri-
cal structures hardened
to overpressure, electro-
magnetic pulse, radioactive
fallout

• Materials protection, reaction,
offensive capability

(continued on next page)
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1. The Navy’s Future Operating Environment (continued)

Threat Technology Need ONR NNR-NE Implication

• Proliferation of antiship cruise
missiles

• Sensors, barriers, unmanned
vehicles, lethal and nonlethal
weapons for countering small
boats, minisubmarines, and
swimmers

• Sensors and weapons for
cost-effectively countering
rockets and mortars

• Topside equipment that can
withstand rocket and mortar
attacks

• Maritime Prepositioning Force
of the Future [MPF(F)]

• At-sea arrival and assembly of
Marine forces

• Launching Marine operations
ashore directly from MPF(F)
ships

• Eliminate need to establish an
intermediate land base

• Increased human activity in
Arctic

• Arctic and cold weather
operations, support, logistics,
training, education, rescue

• Comprehensive air, land, sea,
maritime, space, submarine,
and cyber monitoring

• Maritime Domain Awareness

4. Terrorist and irregular
warfare threats to
forward-deployed
naval ships

5. Limited or uncertain
access to, and
vulnerability of,
overseas land bases

6. Diminishment of
Arctic sea ice

• Procurement strategies and
measures of effectiveness
(DDG 51 versus DDG 1000)

• Hardened, absorbent, reactive,
offensive materials

• Materials and hull structures
with embedded sensors,
forensic analysis, autonomous
damage control

• Human system integration
with hull forms, materials,
sensors, structures

• Energy systems and solutions
• On-board and off-board hull,

mechanical, and electrical sys-
tems, sensor integration

• Human–machine interface,
integration

• Nuclear propulsion
• Self-healing–self-repairing,

resilient systems, materials,
structures, automation and
mechanical systems

• Energy systems and solutions
• Adverse weather monitoring,

anticipation, routing, rescue,
deployment, operational
systems

• Data analysis, cleansing,
integration

• Cyber and structure, hull,
materials integration

• New and strengthened
materials, hulls, structures,
propulsion systems, topside,
integration systems

• Hardened, ice- and
temperature-resistant
human–machine interfaces
and systems (e.g., for man-
aging fatigue, heat and cold,
vigilance, etc.)
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8. Ballistic missile
defense (BMD)
operations

1. The Navy’s Future Operating Environment (continued)

Threat Technology Need ONR NNR-NE Implication

• Fuel expenditure reductions
• Fuel-related logistics tail

management
• Department of Defense (DOD)

petroleum dependence, vulner-
ability to disruptions in oil
imports

• DOD greenhouse gas emissions
(mitigate DOD contribution,
set example), without reducing
military effectiveness

• Energy-efficient shipboard
equipment

• Stern flaps, hull coatings,
environmentally friendly
coatings

7. Policy-maker focus
on energy use and
alternative energy

• Energy-efficiency metrics,
incentives, measuring systems

• Hydrodynamic performance
improvements

• Fuel systems—alternative and
bio, nuclear, organic, hybrid,
electric, multiple phase and
multiple drive

• Propulsion systems: hybrid
drive and electric drive, gas
turbines, bio and alternative
fuels, cells; kite- and sail-
assisted propulsion

• Energy systems—bio, alter-
native, electrical, solar, wind,
grid and nongrid, hybrid
architectures

2. Future Naval Operations

Threat Technology Need ONR NNR-NE Implication

• Protection and offensive capa-
bility versus proliferation of
theater-range ballistic missiles

• Emergence of China’s antiship
ballistic missile

• Administration choice to
deploy Aegis ships for Euro-
pean BMD operations

• Expanding BMD operations in
coming years

• 10 of 22 Aegis cruisers, and all
Aegis destroyers, to be
equipped for BMD operations

• Integrating Aegis BMD with
other elements of planned
European BMD architecture

• Adapting Aegis BMD into
Aegis Ashore configuration

• Developing MS-3 Block II-B
missile to be used at Aegis
shore sites

• BMD hull, mechanical, and
electrical integration

• BMD fuel, energy, electrical
system, computing, communi-
cations, network bandwidth
resource management

• BMD safety, protection
• Human factors research—

vigilance; sleep deprivation;
heating, ventilating, and air-
conditioning impacts; electro-
magnetic emissions

• Human factors crew swap
out, multiple crew, reduced
manning

• Crew systems integration

(continued on next page)
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9. Counterterrorism
and irregular
warfare operations

10. Antipiracy operations

11. Partner capacity-
building operations

2. Future Naval Operations (continued)

Threat Technology Need ONR NNR-NE Implication

• Developing shipboard tech-
nologies for facilitating use of
multiple crewing or sea swap
on BMD-capable Aegis ships

• Protection and offensive capa-
bilities versus counterinsur-
gency, stability, and
counterterrorism operations

• Support Navy Irregular
Warfare Office, Naval Expedi-
tionary Combat Command,
riverine squadrons, Navy
Foreign Area Officer program,
naval civil reserve battalion

• Protection and offensive
capability versus states

• Protection and offensive
capability versus nonstate
actors

• Navy forces engage navies
and coast guards of other
countries to improve their
capacities for conducting
maritime security operations

• Improved ship-based intelli-
gence, surveillance, and
reconnaissance (ISR) capabil-
ities, including autonomous
underwater vehicles capable
of conducting persistent ISR
operations

• Expeditionary electronic
warfare, signals intelligence,
counterimprovised explosive
device, explosive ordnance
disposal, and riverine
capabilities

• Fast to target, low-collateral-
damage strike weapons

• Capabilities to covertly insert
and recover Navy special
operations forces; follow on to
Advanced Swimmer Delivery
System

• Cost-effective antipiracy
solutions

• Improved ISR capabilities
• Autonomous underwater

vehicles for persistent ISR
• Discriminating threats from

nonthreats (pirates versus
nonpirates)

• Nonlethal weapons platforms,
integration

• Improved education and train-
ing facilities, ship-based or
portable modules

• Language, organizational
culture, multicultural training
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12. Humanitarian
assistance and
disaster response
operations

13. Cyberoperations

2. Future Naval Operations (continued)

Threat Technology Need ONR NNR-NE Implication

• Humanitarian operations
• Strengthen U.S. relationships

with assisted countries
• Improve foreign public opinion

of United States
• Various ship types—hospital

ships, amphibious ships, sur-
face combatants, aircraft carri-
ers, aircraft, especially
helicopters

• Technologies permitting field
personnel to reach back to dis-
tantly located medical or other
specialists for advice and
information

• Technologies to rapidly
reestablish basic communica-
tions and civil governance

• Technologies permitting rapid
detailed surveys and assess-
ments of damaged areas and
rapid dissemination of that
information to the field (includ-
ing airborne sensors)

• Technologies for improved
ship-to-shore transfer of relief
supplies and equipment, par-
ticularly when airports and
seaports are damaged and
inoperable

• Rapidly repairing damaged
seaports and airports

• Portable power generation,
water purification, sanitary
and medical care modules that
can be installed aboard ship

14. Increases in ship
and aircraft
procurement costs

3. Future Resource Prospects

Threat Technology Need ONR NNR-NE Implication

• Reductions in significant cost
growth [littoral combat ship
(LCS), F-35 Joint Strike Fighter]

• Greater use of common hulls,
systems, and components

• Increasing modularity use in
ship design and construction

• Incorporating increasing
design-for-producibility,
improved production
engineering

• Cost-effective materials
• Materials, structures, systems,

and integration that reduce
cost, weight, size (electric
drive equipment)

• Technologies for reduced
crews

• Human–machine interfaces,
human factors research for
reduced manning

• Improved construction
processes and methods
(National Shipbuilding
Research Program)

(continued on next page)
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15. Reduced ship and
aircraft procurement
rates

16. Operations and
support cost crowd
out funding for
procurement

3. Future Resource Prospects (continued)

Threat Technology Need ONR NNR-NE Implication

• Procure significant quantities
of relatively inexpensive ships
[LCS, Joint High Speed Vessel
(JHSV)]

• FY2011–2015 shipbuilding
plan has 50 ships (25 of which
are LCS and JHSV)—an aver-
age of 10 per year, compared
to single-digit ships per year
1993–2009

• Beyond 2015, LCS and JHSV
expire—SSBN(X) next genera-
tion submarine and few other
ships

• Increase percent of time spent
on deployment

• Increase use of unmanned
vehicles

• Improved estimates for total
cost of ownership in design
and evaluation of ships

• CVN-78 USS Gerald R. Ford
class aircraft carriers have
life-cycle operations and
support costs several billion
dollars less than that of
the Nimitz (CVN-68) class
carriers

• Increased use of unmanned
vehicles as substitutes for
manned

• Improved, more rugged, and
more durable materials

• Ships with greater growth
margins

• Ships with open architecture
combat; hull, mechanical,
and electrical systems; and
physical open architecture
features to facilitate
modernization

• Materials and techniques for
corrosion control

• Technologies and models for
monitoring, inspecting, assess-
ing condition of in-service
ships and estimating their
remaining service lives

• Redundant, more reliable, self-
repairing, and self-diagnosing
systems

• Multiple crew and sea swap
technologies

• Human factors, human–
systems integration research
for reduced crews, reduced
crew operations, tasks,
performance

• Automation, integration, and
systems design for reduced
manning crews

• Human factors research,
human–systems integration
research for reduced crew
operations, tasks, performance

• Improved performance moni-
toring of hull, mechanical, and
electrical systems; topsides;
structures; propulsion sys-
tems; electric grid, system and
subsystems

• Energy use and alternative
energy solutions

• Corrosion control and materials
research
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17. Limited number of
new ship and
aircraft designs

3. Future Resource Prospects (continued)

Threat Technology Need ONR NNR-NE Implication

• Greater use of common hull
designs

• Monitoring, inspecting, and
assessing in-service ships

• Open-architecture combat
and other systems and physi-
cal open architecture features
to reduce life-cycle modern-
ization costs

• Strategies and technologies to
introduce new capabilities
through modifications to exist-
ing ship designs

• Ship design and simulation
tools to assess and simulate
integration, use, failure, and
response to failure

• Road maps for introducing
technologies (integrated elec-
tric drive and composite struc-
tures) into DDG 51 that were
previously planned to be intro-
duced through new acquisition
procurement
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National Naval Responsibility for Naval
Engineering Mission and Process for
Achieving Goals

A robust naval engineering science and technology (S&T) enterprise that
supports the needs of the current and future Navymust perform its core
functions effectively and efficiently, consistent with its mission and the
expectations of a high-reliability research organization (Pelz 1956; Roberts
1990). The core functions include

• Establishing the research agenda and allocating resources,
• Identifying performers,
• Measuring outcomes and evaluating results,
• Maintaining connections among the wider naval engineering com-
munity, and

• Developing the requisite human capital to sustain the nation’s naval
engineering capability.

While effective performance of these functions is necessary, it is not
sufficient for success in complex, dynamic research enterprises (NRC
1999; National Academies 2005). In addition, a high-performance orga-
nization such as the Office of Naval Research (ONR) must clearly artic-
ulate its mission and goals; measure and reward performance against
those goals; incentivize and educate participants about desired organi-
zational performance; and develop a robust continuous process improve-
ment activity that assesses organizational performance; communicates
best practices and lessons learned; provides for systematic dissemination
of goals, activities, and achievements; and assesses organizational, group,
and individual performance over time (Roberts 1990; Grabowski and
Roberts 1999). These challenges are compounded for research organiza-
tions whose missions involve interdisciplinary research, such as naval
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engineering. In such research organizations, measures and metrics of
performance need to address the degree of integration and interdiscipli-
nary activities required for mission success (National Academies 2005;
Porter et al. 2006). This chapter presents a description of National Naval
Responsibility for Naval Engineering (NNR-NE) core functions along
with an examination of the NNR-NE’s interdisciplinary and integrative
science and technology efforts. It also examines howwell ONR performs
its core functions and how effectively it achieves successful outcomes.
ONR and its NNR-NE initiative have multiple processes and proce-

dures in place that the committee believes aremeant to support both the
core and the integrative functions. For example, ONR has developed a
Naval S&T Strategic Plan (ONR 2009b) that outlines the S&T vision and
key objectives in 13 naval focus areas. ONR also tracks and reports on a
variety ofmetrics, including the number of refereed papers that grow out
of the projects it funds, the number of students it supports, and the num-
ber of advanced degrees completed by individuals its funds support.
However, the committee sensed that these individual processes and pro-
cedures were not integrated into a cohesive whole that would support
the alignment of NNR-NE’s research agenda, resources, activities, and
incentive structure to its goals or tomeasurable objectives and outcomes.
The following sections describe each of the NNR-NE core functions

and how ONR’s processes support the NNR-NE mission. In addition,
alternativemethods to enhance organizational, individual, research, and
educational performance are presented.

ESTABLISHING THE RESEARCH AGENDA
AND ALLOCATING RESOURCES

As discussed in Chapter 1, naval engineering was designated a National
Naval Responsibility in a 2001 ONR memorandum that specified the
purpose of the designation and the activities that were to constitute the
NNR-NE (ONR 2001). ONR was already engaged in all or nearly all of
the specified activities before the memorandumwas issued. Rather than
initiating new programs, the memorandum served as a declaration of
policy: assigning the NNR designation indicated that (a) the listed activ-
ities are deserving of special priority in planning and budgeting at ONR
because the identified S&T fields are critical to the Navy and no one else
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will support them and (b) management of these activities must be coor-
dinated with the declared policy objective in mind.
The 2001 ONR memorandum set out the broad outlines of the orga-

nization’s research agenda, envisioning an NNR-NE set of disciplines
focused on the “development of educated and experienced people, expan-
sion of the knowledge base, and cultivation of a climate supportive of
innovation.” It also called on ONR to “formulate andmaintain invest-
ments” in these science and technology areas: ship design tools, ship
structural materials, hydromechanics, advanced hull designs, ship
propulsion, ship automation, and systems integration (ONR 2001).
ONR has regrouped the NNR-NE S&T areas as follows:

• Ship design tools;
• Structural systems;
• Hydromechanics and hull design;
• Propulsors;
• Automation, control, and system integration; and
• Platform power and energy.

Another category of activities that ONR includes within the NNR-NE
definition is the University Laboratory Initiative, which concentrates on
developing the future workforce and sustaining the education infrastruc-
ture for naval engineering. In the current grouping, ONR has combined
hydromechanics and hull design into a single area; renamed the ship
propulsion area as propulsors; added the power and energy area; and
grouped automation, control, and system integration into a single area.
The committee’s analysis used the categories listed above.
The overall scope of the NNR-NE research agenda is shaped to a large

extent by the size of the budget devoted to NNR-NE research projects.
In FY 2009, theNavy devoted $44.1million to basic and applied research
within the NNR-NE domain (Table 3-1), 3.4 percent of the Navy’s total
$1.3 billion budget for basic and applied research (DON 2010, v, vii).
The memorandum that established NNR-NE did not establish a pre-
ferred level of funding or share of ONR budget for activities to be carried
out under the initiative.
The specifics of the research agenda are reflected in the projects that

have been grouped under the NNR-NE technical areas. In presentations
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to the committee, ONR delineated its research agenda within these
categories for FY 2009 by using a combination of specific examples of
funded projects and summary tables showing the number of projects and
the level of funding in each of the technical areas. Data on funding trends
for projects in each area are provided in Table 3-1.
How much money ONR devotes to each of the NNR-NE S&T cate-

gories each year is a crucial factor in setting the research agenda. The
2001memorandum establishing the initiative called onONRCode 33 to

TABLE 3-1 ONR Outlays for NNR-NE Basic and Applied Research,
by Technical Area, FY 2006–2009

Average
Annual Outlay

Total, per Project
2006 2007 2008 2009 4 years ($ thousands)

Automation, control, and 2.2 2.8 2.0 3.2 10.2 232
system integration
Basic 1.6 1.8 1.1 1.8 6.3 233
Applied 0.6 1.0 0.8 1.4 3.9 231

Ship design tools 2.4 3.4 3.0 3.0 11.9 165
Basic 2.4 3.4 3.0 3.0 11.9 165
Applied 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Hydromechanics and 7.2 7.1 7.7 8.7 30.7 101
hull design
Basic 4.8 5.5 5.5 5.4 21.2 94
Applied 2.4 1.6 2.2 3.3 9.5 121

Platform power and 20.2 13.7 20.6 18.7 73.3 852
energy
Basic 1.4 1.3 1.4 1.9 6.0 136
Applied 18.8 12.4 19.2 16.8 67.3 1,601

Propulsors 2.0 2.1 2.0 2.4 8.5 105
Basic 0.8 0.8 0.9 1.0 3.5 82
Applied 1.2 1.4 1.0 1.4 5.0 131

Structural systems 6.5 6.9 4.7 8.1 26.2 133
Basic 4.1 3.7 3.7 3.5 15.0 106
Applied 2.4 3.2 1.0 4.6 11.2 203

Total 40.6 36.1 40.0 44.1 160.8 205
Basic 15.1 16.6 15.7 16.6 64.0 115
Applied 25.5 19.6 24.3 27.5 96.8 421

SOURCE: Tabulations of ONR 331 basic and applied research projects provided to the committee
by ONR.

Outlays ($ millions)
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“formulate andmaintain investments in [all] seven key S&T areas in naval
engineering.” The memorandum was silent on how any funds should be
apportioned among the areas, however.
ONR’s 2009 project list within NNR-NE categories shows an invest-

ment profile with a large number of projects in hydromechanics and
hull design ($8.7 million in FY 2009, or 19.7 percent of NNR-NE basic
and applied research) and structures ($8.1 million, or 18.4 percent)
and few in propulsors ($2.4 million, or 5.4 percent); ship design tools
($3.0 million, or 6.8 percent); and automation, control, and system
integration ($3.2 million, or 7.3 percent).
Much of the $73 million in 2006–2009 platform power and energy

funding was the result of a short-term initiative. The Navy’s 2011
research and development (R&D) budget estimate reports a decline in
all Navy applied research [Budget Area (BA) 2] spending for power and
energy in 2010. Applied research funding for the budget category “surface
ship and submarine hull mechanical and electrical (HM&E)” declined
from $79million in FY 2009 to $46million in FY 2010 (DON2010, 135).
The budget estimate document states that “the funding decrease from
FY 2009 to FY 2010 is due to the completion of the energy and power
technology initiative that accelerated research in the following Energy and
Power efforts:Distribution/Control andAlternative Energy efforts, Energy
Storage and Power Generation efforts and the Medium Voltage Direct
Current (MVDC) architecture efforts in support of the Next Generation
Integrated Power System (NGIPS) Roadmap efforts,” as well as the tran-
sition of some projects from applied research to the advanced technology
development (BA3) stage (DON2010, 136). TheEnergy andPowerTech-
nology Initiative was a 5-year program begun in 2002 throughout the
Department of Defense (DOD) to coordinate R&D on energy-efficiency
technology improvements (Taylor et al. 2010).
ONR sees the development of a balanced portfolio as important:

“Assessing the state of the health of Naval Engineering disciplines unique
to the Navy is critical to ensure a balanced portfolio” (J. Pazik, briefing,
Sept. 2009). That said, the annual share of NNR-NE designated projects
and funding that go toward each of the technical areas depends on a vari-
ety of factors. The question becomes how ONR decides on the amount
of money to allocate to each of those categories. Determinants include
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the success of ONR program officers in negotiating for projects in the
NNR-NE technical areas for which they are responsible. It is not clear
that program officers and ONR managers have used NNR-NE designa-
tion consistently as a determining factor in allocating funds to projects
or inmeasuring the relative strength of the proposals submitted by offer-
ors in response to ONR’s broad agency announcements (BAAs).
The difficulty of planning and evaluating a basic research program

should not beminimized. Outcomes often develop over years, andmany
important breakthroughs are unplanned. In developing its research port-
folio,ONRappears to attempt tomaximize outcomes by reliance onhighly
qualifiedmanagers with authority for program decisions, the tracking of
short-term output indicators, feedback on the results of earlier efforts,
advice from the technical community, and direction fromCongress and
the Navy. However, ONR does not appear to apply these informal pro-
cesses explicitly to theNNR-NE as a coordinated programwith specified
objectives. (For example, program officers apparently do not consider
whether an activity falls within the definition of the NNR-NE inmaking
programdecisions.) Furthermore, these informal processes do notmatch
the requirements for monitoring and evaluation contained in the 2001
memorandum establishing the NNR-NE, which include monitoring of
ONR’s traditional output metrics for the NNR-NE as a unified initiative,
strategic planning of the NNR-NE, monitoring of the health of the S&T
enterprise supporting naval engineering, and annual reporting and peri-
odic external review of the NNR-NE.
As a coordinating office that lacks direct authority over the funding

and award decisions outside of Code 33, however, whether a project has
NNR-NE designation generally does not determine in advance what
share of the projects or funding will go toward each category. Moreover,
as discussed in a later section, NNR-NE program officers strive to iden-
tify projects within their portfolios thatmostmerit funding, even though
individual NNR-NE program officers may include S&T areas that fall
outside theNNR-NE purview.However, the committee could not deter-
mine whether anyone assumed responsibility for integrating research
across NNR-NE functional areas or across naval weapons platforms.
Achieving balance in a research portfolio is a desirable goal and has

been achieved in a number of research settings by using techniques such
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as the balanced scorecard method, which balances four perspectives to
integrate quantitative and qualitative performance measures (Kaplan
and Norton 1992). Studies evaluating the validity and strength of bal-
anced scorecard methods have shown strong links between client or
sponsor satisfaction and organizational performance, as well as between
client satisfaction and economic variables such as client or sponsor
retention, revenue, and revenue growth (Ittner and Larcker 1998a; Frigo
and Krumwiede 2000).

Conclusion: The committee could not identify a process by which
NNR-NEmission area needs and research strategies were prioritized.
In addition, the committee could not identify any systematic process
by which ONR research funds were allocated by NNR-NE mission
area needs or prioritized research strategies. Instead, it appears that
NNR-NE program officers fund research projects and principal
investigators as opportunities arise, without an enterprisewide eval-
uation process that prioritizes and evaluates research project merit in
a consistent manner across the NNR.

Conclusion: The committee did not find evidence that NNR-NE is
measuring or achieving balance in its research portfolio, despite its
stated balance goal. The committee found no metrics to measure or
establish balance in a research portfolio, leading to questions about how
such a portfolio could be balanced or could demonstrate balance.

Recommendation: ONR should establish an enterprisewide strate-
gic planning and assessment process to develop a strategic plan for
NNR-NE, link the plan to guiding goals and objectives, communicate
those goals andobjectives clearly throughout thenaval research commu-
nity, and evaluate and incentivize NNR-NE performance against the
strategic plan and objectives. The NNR-NE strategic planning and
assessmentprocess should encompass all facets of theNNR-NEmission.
The strategic planning and assessment process should include a

process forNNR-NE research fund allocation that is alignedwithmis-
sion area needs and priorities so that resource allocation decisions are
guided by a transparent, enterprisewide evaluation process that pri-
oritizes and evaluates research project merit in a consistent manner
across the NNR.

72 Naval Engineering in the 21st Century
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Recommendation: ONR should identify, utilize, and periodically
reassess metrics to measure NNR-NE portfolio balance, in line with
ONR’s stated goals and articulated mission needs. Once established,
thesemetrics should be incorporated into an enterprisewide assessment
and continuous process improvement program, as described in subse-
quent sections of this chapter.

IDENTIFYING PERFORMERS

ONR generally makes its research awards in response to BAAs.1 A con-
solidated annual BAA pulls together instructions to potential research
performers for submitting award requests for a large share ofONR’s proj-
ects, including those related to the NNR-NE. Most such awards are
solicited through that consolidated BAA. For example, ONR released
ONRBAA 10-001, Long Range BAA forNavy andMarine Corps Science
and Technology, on September 18, 2009, with the expectation that it
would remain open for 1 year. Proposals can be submitted at any time
during the year (ONR 2009a).
Naval engineering research performers in the private sector include

universities and industrial firms.2 Research within the University Labo-
ratory Initiative is conducted by universities. For allocating projects
among university and industry performers, ONR relies heavily on its
program officers’ assessments of research merit, relevance to Navy mis-
sions, the value of sustaining long-term relationships with productive
principal investigators, and the need to develop new promising princi-
pal investigators. ONR reported to the committee that program officers
are mindful of the need to balance the long-term value of continued
investment in ongoing research with research breakthrough opportuni-
ties and shorter-term needs for research transitions in a constrained
funding environment.

1 ONR occasionally uses requests for information and requests for proposals to solicit research offer-
ings. For example, Solicitation No. N00014-10-0001 requests proposals for a contractor to operate
theNavyMetalworkingCenter and conduct research on technical projects related tometalworking.
ONR also makes use of other instruments for support contracts.

2 Basic research (Budget Activity 6.1) and applied research (Budget Activity 6.2) awards are usually
provided as grants to universities and as contracts to industry. Advanced technology development
(in Budget Activity 6.3) is usually performed under contracts. See ONR 2009a, 3.
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Federally fundedR&Dcenters, such as Rand, theMITRECorporation,
and theDepartment of Energy’s National Laboratories, are not eligible to
receive awards under ONR’s consolidated BAA, although they may team
with eligible partners. DOD laboratories, including the Navy’s own labo-
ratories and warfare centers, are also precluded from bidding directly.
ONR publishes on its website a list of technology areas in which it is

interested, together with the names of and contact information for pro-
gram officers who handle those areas. The BAA urges offerors to contact
the program officer whose technology portfolio best matches their fields
of interest before they develop their proposals.
Program officers are responsible for evaluating the technical proposals

that are submitted in their technical areas. As stipulated by theBAA, award
decisions are “based on a competitive selection of proposals resulting from
a scientific and cost review.” Box 3-1 lists the evaluation criteria to be con-
sidered in evaluating the BAA for 2010.
The BAA indicates that Factors 1 through 3—the technical factors—

are of equal weight and that those technical factors are significantlymore
important than Factor 5, cost realism.

BOX 3-1

Evaluation Criteria for ONR’s 2010 BAA

1. Overall scientific and technical merits of the proposal;
2. Potential Naval relevance and contributions of the effort to
the agency’s specific mission;

3. The offerors’ capabilities, related experience, facilities, tech-
niques or unique combinations of these which are integral
factors for achieving the proposal objectives;

4. The qualifications, capabilities and experience of the proposed
principal investigator, team leader and key personnel who are
critical in achieving the proposal objects; and

5. The realism of the proposed costs and availability of funds.

SOURCE: ONR 2009a, 21.
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One of the key inputs to the NNR-NE R&D process is knowledge of
Navy needs and mission areas. ONR program officers often work as
intermediaries between Navy laboratories, the academic and industrial
research community, and other stakeholders. Such an integrative role is
critical to the success of the NNR-NE initiative. The committee noted
that links to the operational Navy community fromdesignatedNNR-NE
projects were not as well articulated, nor could the committee identify a
systematic mechanism that communicated Navy operational needs to
programofficersmanaging these projects. The committee concludes that
no formal process exists within ONR for regular review of Navy mission
needs relevant to its S&T planning for new projects with NNR-NE desig-
nation or for determination of allocation plans for funding to performer
organizations.
ONR’s performer evaluation process, including that for its NNR-NE

portfolio, differs from that of some other government research sponsors
in not including an evaluation of its basic research proposals by external
peer reviewers. External review of proposals can be a valuable tool for
government agencies that fund basic research, whose impact on future
capabilities systems may not become apparent for decades. Organiza-
tions that use external scientific peer review for most or all of the basic
research they fund include the National Science Foundation (NSF), the
National Institutes ofHealth (NIH), and theOffice of Research and Eval-
uation of theNational Institute of Justice (DHS 2009).WithinDOD, the
Air Force Office of Scientific Research employs a peer review process
using review panels that typically include two reviewers fromotherDOD
offices and one from outside of DOD (Sharp 2007).
In contrast, theDefenseAdvancedResearch Projects Agency (DARPA)

generally doesnot bring external experts into its evaluationprocess. Instead,
it uses its cadre of program officers, who typically rotate into the organi-
zation from positions outside of government and serve in DARPA for
only a few years, thus ensuring a fresh flow of expertise and perspective.
The committee understands that in recent years, ONR’s program officers
have stayed for substantially longer periods.
Supporters of ONR’s proposal evaluation process argue that the com-

munity of scientists with relevant expertise—particularly in the naval
engineering fields—is small, making it hard to find outside technical
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experts to serve as external peer reviewers. Theymight also point out that
this committee’s assessment constitutes an external peer review ofNNR-
NE’s overall program and thus serves as an implicit review of the award
choices made by NNR-NE program officers.
However, the committee found that there are sound reasons to con-

sider bringing external peer scientists in to help with the evaluation of
proposals. Bringing outside experts into the proposal evaluation process
can help an organization sustain competition and avoid parochialism. It
can also help to build a cohort of outsiders familiar with and interested
in the particular areas of research. In NNR-NE’s case, bringing experts
from other government organizations into the proposal review process
might help to forge and strengthen partnerships that the ONR organiza-
tion aspires to develop.
Observers have found that external assessments like the one con-

ducted by this committee can be useful in helping government research
organizations to improve the merit and relevance of the research they
fund and to develop plans for the future (Lyons andChait 2009). Because
such reviews are aimed at the organizational level, however, they lack the
immediate impact on funded projects of external scientific reviews of
proposals. The Navy Warfare Centers use peer-review evaluation, with
external reviewers encouraged, for proposal selection in certain pro-
grams. Box 3-2 describes examples of the use of peer review of project
proposals by research organizations within DOD and at other federal
agencies. Box 3-3 summarizes conclusions of a 2002 National Research
Council (NRC) study of approaches to organizing cooperative research
on naval engineering, conducted at the request of ONR, concerning the
value of peer review in the research programs it examined as models.
ONR leadership has formed a similar opinion with regard to the mer-

its of external review in the monitoring of projects that have already been
selected for funding and is establishing a peer-review process. The process
described to the committee involves assembling a panel of three to five
external technical experts who review the project’s progress in the second
(and potentially third) year of execution. The objective of these panels
is to assess the efficacy of the ongoing project and to make recommenda-
tions to the program officer for continuation or termination. Unfortu-
nately, this process does not appear to achieve all of the benefits that can
be accrued through early participation of peers in project selection.
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BOX 3-2

Examples of Peer Review of Project Proposals
at Federal Research Institutions

The practices of research funding agencies inDODand elsewhere
in the federal government suggest numerous alternative arrange-
ments for conducting peer review of research project proposals
and reviews at other stages of research programmanagement.

A survey of peer-reviewpractices at Army establishments involved
in R&D and at other federal agencies, conducted at the request
of the Army Science and Technology Executive by the Center
for Technology and National Security Policy, shows diversity in
present practices and recommends best practices. The majority
of the establishments reviewed were laboratories, but grant-
making agencies (analogous to ONR) were included. The report
describes review procedures applying to all stages of the produc-
tion of scientific research, from project selection and program
formation through work in progress to finished products, with
the focus on individual projects or on the body of work of an
organization.

The survey identified two Army research grant-making agencies
that conduct external reviews of project proposals. The Army
Research Office sends proposals for new, single-investigator
research to external technical expert reviewers to evaluate techni-
calmerit. Separately, the proposals are also sent toArmy andDOD
scientists and engineers for evaluationofmilitary relevance (Lyons
and Chait 2009, 17). The Army Medical Research and Materiel
Command sponsors and conducts research. Research proposals,
including those from the command’s researchers, are reviewed by
an independent organization, theAmerican Institute of Biological
Sciences (Lyons and Chait 2009, 10).

(continued on next page)
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The Air Force Office of Scientific Research, whichmanages basic
research for the Air Force, appears to have less standardized pro-
cedures but submits proposals in response to its BAAs to peer
review in some circumstances. The office’sProposer’s Guide states
that “peer review and/or the scientific review process is used to
conduct proposal evaluation” (AFOSR 2007, 5).

Other grant-making agencies reviewed in the Army study do
not have external review of proposals. They include the Amy
Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences, which
submits proposals to an internal review process (Lyons and
Chait 2009, 10).

The Army study describes peer-review procedures at NIH and
NSF for comparison with those of Army and other DOD labora-
tories (Lyons and Chait 2009, 17). Both NIH and NSF routinely
submit grant applications to external experts for evaluation. NIH
research proposal peer review is governed by federal law and
regulations (42 CFR Part 52h, Scientific Peer Review of Research
Grant Applications and Research and Development Contract
Proposals). At NSF, all proposals are sent to three to 10 expert
reviewers outside NSF. Proposers may suggest reviewers for
their proposals. The external reviewer evaluations are advisory.
The NSF program officer recommends whether to fund each
proposal, and final decisions are made by senior management
(NSF 2011b, III-1).

BOX 3-2 (continued)

Examples of Peer Review of Project Proposals at Federal Research Institutions
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BOX 3-3

External Review Conclusions of the Committee
on Options for Naval Engineering
Cooperative Research

NRC’sCommittee onOptions forNaval EngineeringCooperative
Research evaluated alternative organizational arrangements for a
cooperative research program innaval engineering. The studywas
done at the request of ONR.

The cooperative researchmodel is appropriate for a research pro-
gram thatmust serve a diverse community of users and sponsors.
These interested parties are given defined roles in guiding the pro-
gram, including responsibilities in programplanning and in proj-
ect selection. The model might be applicable to a part of ONR’s
research related to naval engineering, if not necessarily all such
ONR research.

The NRC committee reviewed governance arrangements in suc-
cessful cooperative research programs, includingNSF’s Engineer-
ing Research Centers Program, the National Ocean Partnership
Program, and cooperative research programs of the oil and gas
industry (TRB 2002, 31). The committee also was aware of the
cooperative research programs of the Transportation Research
Board. In addition, the committee received proposals for coop-
erative research organizational structures from professional
societies, university groups, the Naval Sea Systems Command
(NAVSEA), and the National Shipbuilding Research Program
(TRB 2002, 31).

The committee reached general conclusions on essential orga-
nizational features on the basis of the experience of the estab-
lished research programs and the advice of the interested groups.
With regard to external participation in the selection of research

(continued on next page)
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At the January 2010 committeeworkshop, aWarfareCenters participant
identified the function of the mission capability manager as a possible
model for ONR to emulate. Naval Undersea Warfare Center (NUWC)
NewportDivision (ND)usesmission capabilitymanagerswhounderstand
specific end-to-endNavymissions (e.g., antisubmarinewarfare–antisurface
warfare) andwho are responsible not for specific projects but for ensuring
that the center deliversmission capabilities that are required (P.Corriveau,
briefing to the committee, Jan. 13, 2010). The mission capability man-
ager facilitates communication and optimizes knowledge-sharing within
the center to enhance the relevance of research efforts through cross-
departmental collaboration and leverage.

projects, the committee concluded that “in a true cooperative
program, all the major stakeholders have both a shared interest
and shared ownership in the research agenda. For any of the orga-
nizationalmodels to be successful, itmust provide a structure and
mechanism to allow appropriately balanced representation and
input to the research agenda from stakeholders” (TRB 2002, 7).

With regard to evaluation in general, the committee concluded
that “to be successful, merit review of the research . . . should
take place at three stages in the process: when the proposal is
approved, annually during the course of the research work, and
when the project is completed. A merit review panel should be
carefully balanced to ensure that innovative high-risk ideas are not
lost and that the results address the Navy’s needs. . . . The small
size of . . . [the naval engineering research] community will neces-
sitate resourcefulness in assembling a qualified and conflict-free
groupof individualswith balanced biases as reviewers for research
proposals, progress, and outcomes” (TRB 2002, 7).

BOX 3-3 (continued)

External Review Conclusions of the Committee on Options for
Naval Engineering Cooperative Research
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Conclusion: External peer review (i.e., review by technical experts
from outsideONR) throughout the research project selection process
offers the opportunity to strengthen research project selection and to
obtain the advice and counsel of technical experts, Naval Sea Systems
Command (NAVSEA) technical authorities, and industry practition-
ers who are the ultimate recipients of the developed technology, while
maintaining the ONR program officer’s independence in making
decisions for his or her program.

Recommendation: ONR should establish a process for NNR-NE (and
potentially other programs) in which the program officer assembles a
small group of Navy laboratory technical experts [e.g., fromNaval Sur-
faceWarfare Center (NSWC)Carderock (CD)] andNAVSEA technical
authorities (who also serve as industry surrogates) to review, assess, and
rank relevant proposals received in response to ONR BAAs. The pro-
gram officer then would be responsible for considering these recom-
mendations and selecting projects. The midproject external review that
ONR already conducts would be carried out by this panel with the addi-
tion of external reviewers according to the requirements of the present
midproject review procedure. The proposal review panel would not
remove ultimate responsibility from the program officer. Instead,
the panel would create a dialogue and open lines of communication
among ONR and the key Navy constituencies.

Recommendation: As input to the identification of performers, to
enhance systematic dissemination of Navy mission and needs, and to
improve communications betweenONR and operational Navy units,
NNR-NE should usemission capabilitymanagers who are responsible
for understanding specific end-to-end Navy missions.

Recommendation: To improve communication of operational
requirements and the transitioning of technology to naval ships,
ONR should implement the concept of a technology interpreter in
the NNR-NE. The task of the technology interpreter would be to
assist in the technology transition process. The recommended peer-
review panels would implement the concept of a technology inter-
preter in the program officer and technical authority communities.
Frequent communication between these communities would inform
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the program officer of technologies that the technical authorities
need and want and inform the technical authorities of new tech-
nologies as they emerge andmature. In combination with the review
panels, personnel dedicated to improving communications and exe-
cution could significantly improve NNR-NE integration with Navy
missions, needs, and operational requirements.

Case studies where such informal dialogue between program officer,
technical expert, technical authority, and industry have been most con-
structive and successful are documented in the committee’s commissioned
papers (Hackett 2010; Doerry 2010). Doerry (2010) discusses the concept
of relationshipsmanagers, “individuals that assist the technology transition
process,” which has been identified by the Government Accountability
Office as an industry best practice (GAO 2006). “Technology interpreter”
may be amore descriptive term for this role.

MEASURING OUTCOMES AND EVALUATING RESULTS

In recent decades, the executive branch and Congress have emphasized
the importance of setting goals and measuring progress toward them as
away for federal departments and agencies to improve their performance,
develop relevant plans for the future, and build budgets. TheGovernment
Performance and Results Act of 1993, P.L. 103-62, requires federal agen-
cies to prepare strategic plans, annual performance plans, and annual per-
formance reports. The plans are meant to identify concrete, measurable
goals and objectives and schedules for meeting them. The performance
reports aremeant to explain howwell actual performancemeasures up to
the plan andwhat the agency plans to do to narrow the gap between plans
and performance.
Although such documents are not generally required at the subagency

level, high-performing researchunits recognize the importance of commit-
ments to assessment,measurement, and continuous process improvement
(Roberts 1990; Roberts andRousseau 1989).High-performing lower-level
organizations thus often derive their plans and objectives from the strate-
gic plans formulated at the department or agency level. Components of an
enterprisewide, systematic assessment process includemetrics formeasur-
ing and incentivizing performance; a continuous process improvement
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activity that considers the outcomes of the metric evaluation processes; a
benchmarking operation to determine organizational progress over time;
and a systematic communication method to promulgate lessons learned,
best practices, and organizational heuristics (Bond 1999; Brown 1996). As
an illustration, Box 3-4 describes current performance assessment and
strategic planning initiatives at NSF.

Conclusion: ONR collects information on a variety of metrics that
could be helpful in evaluating progress toward objectives, incentivizing
performance, and improving the organization over time. However, it
was not clear to the committee that these metrics are linked to a set of
measurable objectives for the S&Tenterprise inNNR-NE.The commit-
tee also could not determine whether any NNR-NE guiding goals or
objectives were tied to strategic plans at the department or agency level.
The committee was unable to identify an NNR-NE strategic plan that
establishes priorities and identifies measurable objectives, an annual
performance plan, or annual performance reports.

R&D portfolios are a composite of short- and long-term programs,
collectively designed to foster discovery and innovation in support of an
organization’smission. Evaluations of R&Dportfolios oftenmeasure the
completeness, robustness, strength, and degree of innovation present
in the portfolio (Reugg 2007). To measure performance, organizations
often apply quantitative performancemeasures such as return on invest-
ment or earned or economic value added, along with nonfinancial mea-
sures such as stakeholder or sponsor satisfaction and measures of the
quality of the research and innovation supported (Ittner and Larcker
1998b; Kaplan and Norton 1996a; Kaplan and Norton 1996b; Kaplan
and Norton 1996c; U.S. Department of Energy 1995; U.S. Department
of Energy 2001). Research portfolio outcome and process metrics are
often integrated to develop a more holistic view of the portfolio’s perfor-
mance and promise (Yeniyurt 2003; Eccles 1991; Eccles and Pyburn 1992;
Kaplan and Norton 1992; Kaplan and Norton 2004; Ittner and Larcker
1998b; Tan and Platts 2003; Tan et al. 2004). A commonly used approach
is the balanced scorecard method, which balances four perspectives to
integrate quantitative and qualitative performance measures (Kaplan
and Norton 1992).
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BOX 3-4

NSF’s Performance Assessment Framework

A number of federal agencies that sponsor or conduct research
have implemented enterprisewide information and reporting
systems that provide performance metrics and information for
assessment and continuous process. NSF, in its FY 2012 Budget
Request to Congress, describes its current efforts to strengthen per-
formance assessment (NSF 2011a, Performance Information-3):

NSF is reviewing its performance assessment framework, in
keeping with the Administration’s commitment to establishing
an evaluation infrastructure that complements and integrates
efforts to strengthen performance measurement and manage-
ment. This overall effort has been a specific focus of the recent
update of the NSF Strategic Plan, which places special emphasis
on testing and refining new approaches to assessment and eval-
uation. The FY 2011 GPRA [Government Performance and
Results Act, P.L. 103-62] Performance Plan . . . is the first such
plan based upon the new Strategic Plan.

A number of related efforts are also underway. These include:

• Continued progress toward NSF’s STEM [science, technol-
ogy, engineering, andmathematics]Workforce Priority Goal.

• Sustained NSF support for the multi-agency data infrastruc-
ture for monitoring and analyzing investments in science
and engineering research and education [STAR METRICS
(Science and Technology for America’s Reinvestment: Mea-
suring the Effect of Research on Innovation, Competitive-
ness and Science), a multiagency initiative to develop a data
infrastructure to support evaluation of federal investment in
research and development]. . . .
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The importance of intellectual capital in an R&D portfolio suggests
the need to incorporate measures of a portfolio’s intangible assets, in
addition to balancing outcome and process measures (Yeniyurt 2003;
Kaplan and Norton 2004). Skandia Insurance Company, for instance,
uses assessments of human, intellectual, structural, and brand assets;
intellectual property; and customer capital to evaluate its intangible assets
(Edvinsson 1997; Edvinsson andMalone 1997; Joia 2000). Intellectual
capital is often thought to be a function of human capital, structural
capital, customer capital, and innovation capital, with the relationships
among these factors varying by institution, available resources, and set-
ting (Yeniyurt 2003; Chen et al. 2004).
Other metrics have been proposed for intellectual capital criteria,

including creativity and productivity, which vary according to individual
attributes, task characteristics, and organizational contexts (Chang and

• The establishment of an NSF-wide capability for assessment
and evaluationplanning for an expandedNSF-wide assessment
and evaluation capacity.

• Systematic efforts to improve evaluation and monitoring
activities in STEM education and workforce programs.

NSF’s 2011–2016 strategic plan identifies, as one of its three
strategic goals, performance as a “model organization.” This
goal “sets high standards for attaining excellence in operational
activities, promotes a culture of integrity and accountability,
and encourages new approaches to assessment and evaluation
of NSF’s investment portfolio” (NSF 2011a, Overview-2). NSF
states that the three goals, “Transform the Frontiers, Innovate
for Society, and Perform as a Model Organization—lay out a
path towards both longer-term outcomes and the more imme-
diate impacts NSF’s investments can generate” (NSF 2011a, Per-
formance Information-3).
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Birkett 2004). Comprehensive assessments of R&D portfolios therefore
balance a number of criteria. First, they consider whether the portfolio’s
goals are aligned with the mission of the parent organization or spon-
sor. Second, they use quantitative and qualitative performance mea-
sures along with metrics to assess the intellectual capital, creativity, and
productivity of the intellectual enterprise. Finally, they assess the bal-
ance, completeness, and expected longevity or sustainability of the port-
folio, alongwith intangible factors such asmanagement and investigator
enthusiasm and commitment, and the importance of the expected impact
of the portfolio on the organization and its wider setting (Bukowitz and
Petrash 1997; Kaplan and Norton 2001; Kaplan and Norton 2004;
Melnyk et al. 2004).
Measuring outcomes in complex interdisciplinary research on an

annual basis can be challenging because of its inherent unpredictability,
butmeasures do exist: measures of quality, in terms of research advance-
ment; relevance, in terms of application development; and leadership, in
terms of the ability to take advantage of opportunities when they arise,
as evaluated by experts and users of research (NRC 1999, 9). In addition,
human resource development has been identified as a key outcome of
an effective research program. A remaining challenge is to determine
what additionalmeasures, if any, are needed to evaluate interdisciplinary
research and teaching beyond those shown to be effective for disciplinary
activities. Successful outcomes of an interdisciplinary research program
differ in several ways from those of a disciplinary program. First, a suc-
cessful interdisciplinary research program will have an impact on mul-
tiple fields or disciplines and produce results that feed back into and
enhance disciplinary research. It will also create researchers and students
with an expanded research vocabulary and abilities inmore than one dis-
cipline and with an enhanced understanding of the interconnectedness
inherent in complex problems (NRC 2004, 150). The following section
presents the committee’s assessment ofNNR-NEperformancewith respect
to aligning NNR-NE activities with Navy S&T strategic plans, ensuring
consistency with NNR-NE objectives, and measuring and improving
NNR-NEoutcomes. The committee thenpresents its assessments ofNNR-
NE performance with respect to integrating NNR-NE activities and per-
forming interdisciplinary research.
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Aligning NNR-NE Activities with Naval S&T Strategic Plans

During the past decade, theNavy has developed strategic plans for its S&T
efforts. The most recent of these is the 2009 Naval S&T Strategic Plan:
Defining the Strategic Direction for Tomorrow (ONR 2009b), developed
jointly by ONR and the Naval Research Laboratory and signed by the
senior uniformed and civilian leaders of theNavy andMarineCorps form-
ing the S&T Corporate Board. The strategic plan outlines the S&T vision
and key objectives in 13 naval focus areas, which are listed in Box 3-5.
WithinONR, the two-digit offices identify the focus areas that they sup-

port. On its website, ONR’s Code 33 (Sea Warfare and Weapons, which
houses the NNR-NE) lists its focus areas as fleet and force sustainment,
maritime domain awareness, power projection, and power and energy.

BOX 3-5

Naval S&T Focus Areas
in 2009 Naval S&T Strategic Plan

1. Power and energy*
2. Operational environments
3. Maritime domain awareness
4. Asymmetric and irregular warfare
5. Information superiority and communication
6. Power projection
7. Assure access and hold at risk
8. Distributed operations
9. Naval warfighter performance
10. Survivability and self-defense*
11. Platform mobility*
12. Fleet and force sustainment
13. Total ownership cost*

*Naval S&T focus areas most closely related to the scope of NNR-NE (ONR

2009b, 8–25).
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Surprisingly, the website does not list survivability and self-defense, plat-
formmobility, or total ownership cost even thoughmuch of these three
focus areas relate directly to the NNR-NE technical areas and other
Code 33 core programs. This apparent disconnect is emblematic of the
issues related to linking theNNR-NEactivitieswith the S&TStrategic Plan.
Such connectivity is key to obtaining support within the ONR organiza-
tion that would be reflected in appropriate investment levels for an NNR
focus area.
Table 3-2 highlights the objectives for each of those focus areas as out-

lined in the S&T Strategic Plan.Many of the objectives listed in Table 3-2
are related toNNR-NE’smission of developing educated and experienced
people, expanding the knowledge base, and cultivating a climate support-
ive of innovation in the S&T categories that fall within its purview.
The objectives on this list, and more generally the objectives high-

lighted among all 13 focus areas of the 2009 ONR strategic plan, might
be a useful starting point forNNR-NE in identifying the broad categories
of work inwhich theNavy has higher-priority interest. In that sense, they
may provide useful guidance to the NNR-NE program officer who is
faced with choosing among the projects offered by universities and
industry. As discussed below, however, it is not clear how one would use
them to measure progress toward goals.

Ensuring Consistency with NNR-NE Objectives

NNR-NE has developed a list of objectives for the work donewithin each
of its six S&T categories as well as for its University Research Initiative.
However, it was not clear to the committee how those NNR-NE objec-
tives are aligned with those of ONR’s Naval S&T Strategic Plan (ONR
2009b). The committee was also unable to find evidence that NNR-NE
setmeasurable objectives related to the S&T categories under its purview.
In one example, objectives for the structural systems category include the
following:

• Develop technologies for life-cycle performance analysis and moni-
toring of ship structural systems;

• Develop an understanding of behavior of novel ship structures, such
as composite or aluminum subsystems, during and after fire to enable
modeling and prediction;
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Maritime domain awareness
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TABLE 3-2 Objectives of the S&T Focus Areas Supported by ONR Code 33

Focus Area Objectives

Sea-based sustainment
• Flexible and responsive warehousing
• At-sea assembly and reconstitution of forces

Flexible and responsive delivery systems
• Point-of-delivery systems
• Heavy-lift vehicle launch and recovery
• Ship-to-shore logistics

Integrated logistics
• Common operating picture—logistics
• Autonomous resupply systems
• Source-to-objective asset visibility

Pervasive and persistent sensor networks
• All domain coverage
• Mission-focused autonomy with near real-time self-tasking
• Secure, survivable, self-healing, adaptable, and affordable

Identification of hard targets through diverse sensing
• Identification of entities and events via electromagnetic signatures
• Development of SIGINT capability to understand human activity
• Characterization of acoustic signatures
• Use of tagging, tracking, and location to declutter battlespace

picture
Sensor and data integration and threat assessment

• Automated image, video, and SIGINT processing
• Rapid, accurate, multisource data integration including national

and tactile sensors, intelligence, and open-source data
• Automated decision tools
• Automated ISR sensor retaskings to refine battlespace knowledge

Automated assessment of events and entities to determine intent

Energy security
• Alternative and renewable energy sources
• Future logistics tools
• Resilient power networks and systems

Efficient power and energy systems
• Materials, devices, and architectures to increase efficiency and

power density for platforms and reduce weight for personal power
• Efficient power conversion, switching, distribution, control, and

thermal management
• Engines, motors, generators, and actuators
• Electromechanical, thermal, and kinetic energy storage

High energy and pulse power
• Energy storage power system architectures
• Energy pulsed power switching and control systems

(continued on next page)
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Power projection

Survivability and self-defense

TABLE 3-2 Objectives of the S&T Focus Areas Supported
by ONR Code 33 (continued)

Focus Area Objectives

Future Navy fires
• Increased fires volume and accuracy
• GPS-denial compensation
• Indirect fires to 250 miles from safe offshore locations
• Long-range surface warfare capability

Control collateral damage
• Scalable effects weapons
• Selectable and directional lethality

Time-critical strike
• Hardened target–moving target reach and destroy
• Worldwide to meet warfighter requirements

Small-unit combat power
• Increased small-unit weapon lethality
• Neutralize larger hostile forces
• Application of Joint Fires
• Advanced weapon sights, including multispectral

Combat-insensitive munitions
• Reduce system sensitivity to sympathetic detonation
• Maintain payload range and lethality

Platform stealth
• Reduce aircraft, above-water, and subsurface signatures
• Multispectral LO technologies

Force protection
• Detect and determine threat intent to interrupt kill chain
• Detect and deter small boat and unmanned threats
• Antiswimmer technology
• Nonlethal response

Countermeasures and counterweapons
• Threat weapon tracking and weapon–countermeasure–sensor

selections
• Automated decision making and battle management aids
• Low-false-alarm-rate, 360-degree detection
• Hard kill and soft kill against threat kinetic weapons
• Extend standoff to beyond threat damage range
• Directed energy weapons for speed of light engagement
• Counter-LO capabilities

Survivable platforms
• Advanced platform construction materials
• Damage-tolerant platform architectures
• Automated damage-control focusing
• Advanced materials for self-healing platforms
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Platform mobility

Total ownership cost

NOTE: GPS = Global Positioning System; LO = low observable; ISR = intelligence, surveillance,
and reconnaissance; SIGINT = signals intelligence.
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TABLE 3-2 Objectives of the S&T Focus Areas Supported
by ONR Code 33 (continued)

Focus Area Objectives

Efficient, high-endurance, high-speed platforms
• New and novel advanced platform design supporting new

directions in naval warfare (size, agility, modularity, etc.)
• Higher-performance platforms at reduced fuel consumption
• Efficient, all-terrain, lighter, more agile ground vehicles includ-

ing suspensions and drivetrains
• Manned vessel launch and recovery
• Operator guidance tools
• Lightweight, higher-strength advanced composites and struc-

tural metals for optimized platform performance
Vertical lift operations in challenging environments

• High-performance vertical and short takeoff and landing
• High sea states launch and recovery technology to enable

manned or unmanned air operations
Autonomous and unmanned vehicle mobility

• New unmanned platform design technology
• Advanced robotic systems for air, ground, and sea combat
• Unmanned vessel launch and recovery

Platform affordability
• Advanced modeling and simulation for design, test, and eval-

uation
• Advanced naval materials
• Open architecture for hardware and software
• Low-cost, reliable sensors and electronics
• Innovative manufacturing technologies

Maintenance and life-cycle cost
• Condition-based maintenance systems
• Anticorrosion and antifouling technologies
• Wear-resistant lifetime materials
• Energy-efficient systems
• Software reliability

Manning optimization
• Human–systems integration
• System automation
• Autonomous systems
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• Provide protection system and armor that can defeat several threats
and meet structural and stiffness requirements; and

• Facilitate use of alternative hull forms that have a longer life than steel
or aluminumhulls and are lighter,more survivable, stealthier, cheaper,
and easier to maintain (J. Pazik, briefing, Sept. 2009).

Such objectives clearly help guide the structural systems programoffi-
cers and potential offerors concerning which research areas to pursue,
although the intent of some of the objectives is unclear. In the case of the
second objective, “develop an understanding of behavior of novel ship
structures,” for example, the committee could not ascertain how such an
understanding could be reached or improved in a measurable way.
The objectives on the ONR 2009 strategic priorities list, and more

generally the objectives highlighted among all 13 focus areas of the 2009
ONR strategic plan, should be a starting point for NNR-NE in identify-
ing the broad categories of work in which the Navy is interested.
The research objectives for NNR-NE that ONR establishes in the rec-

ommended enterprisewide strategic planning and assessment process
should relate to its three interrelated missions: developing educated and
experienced people, expanding the knowledge base, and cultivating a cli-
mate supportive of innovation. For example, ONRmight establish a goal
for the number of undergraduates, graduates, and postdoctoral candi-
dates to be offered fellowships each year. For graduate students and post-
doctoral candidates, ONRmight simply adopt the goal set byNNR-NE’s
foundingmemorandumofOctober 22. 2001: “Develop about half of the
‘pipeline’ of future naval researchers required to sustain the expertise in
naval engineering”—“about 5 graduate fellowships and 5 post-doctoral
candidates per year” (ONR 2001, 4).
Developing a measurable goal for the expansion of the knowledge

base can be difficult, especially for basic research,where it can take decades
for the knowledge developed to bear fruit. Some high-performing
research organizations gauge their progress by using surrogatemeasures.
For NNR-NE, traditional measures of knowledge base expansionmight
include the number of articles on work funded by NNR-NE that are
published annually in peer-reviewed scientific journals, the number
of citations of work funded by NNR-NE in such journals, or the num-
ber of scientific or engineering awards received by those whose work
was funded by the organization (DHS 2009). However, more recently,
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research organizations have also adoptedmeasures representative of the
integrative, interdisciplinary research required to address current and
future grand challenges (Porter et al. 2006; National Academies 2005).
For NNR-NE, integrative measures of research underscore the impor-

tance of total ship solutions in naval engineering, recognizing the con-
straints placed on hydrodynamics; structures; propulsors; power systems;
and automation, control, and systems engineering by a restricted platform
operating envelope and naval missions. Thus, integrative metrics encour-
age programofficers andprincipal investigators to consider researchprior-
ities and directions holistically and across platforms, rather than pursuing
research success in a single functional area (e.g., hydrodynamics) or on
single platforms.
The committee identified several notable examples of excellent NNR-

NE integrative research projects during its workshops and information-
gathering activities (e.g., the advanced integrated mast, composites
research) and in its commissioned papers (Hackett 2010; Hagan 2010),
which provide an initial platform for integrative NNR-NE research.
ONR actions to build incentives for multidisciplinary research initia-
tives into themanagement of the NNR-NE are recommended at the end
of this chapter.
NNR-NE integrative metrics could include the number of interdisci-

plinary projects, the number of interdisciplinary publications, impact
measures of research conductedwithin andoutside of primary disciplines,
citations and funding received outside of primary disciplines, and the
numbers of publications and citationswithin a single discipline and across
multiple disciplines. Suchmetrics encourage programofficers and princi-
pal investigators to adopt interdisciplinary perspectives in the research
projects, and they encourage programofficers to look for opportunities for
collaboration across naval engineering S&T and across ONR to address
critical naval research priorities.
For applied research or advanced technology development projects,

NNR-NE might develop objectives related to technology transition into
Navy R&D projects at the BA 3 level and above. Because the development
of a climate of innovation is also one of the organization’s chartermissions,
it appears thatNNR-NE should also develop objectives related to this area.
The committee noted that several of the integrative research projects

so critical to future advances in NNR-NE were the outgrowth of an
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NNR-NE program officer’s or an industry representative’s individual
leadership or foresight, rather than the natural result of an enterprisewide
research strategy, planning, and prioritization process or of organiza-
tional structures (e.g., technology interpreters) designed to produce
cross-cutting, integrative advances across the NNR-NE.

Measuring and Improving NNR-NE Outcomes

This section suggests a template that ONR might use to integrate and
delineate information and data that it already collects into a more coher-
ent picture that could be used to measure progress toward desirable out-
comes. The template is based on the three goals identified in theNNR-NE
charteringmemorandum: “(1) provide and sustain robust research exper-
tise in the United States working on long-term problems of importance
to the Department of the Navy [knowledge]; (2) ensure that an adequate
pipeline of new researchers, engineers, and faculty continues [people];
and (3) ensure that ONR can continue to provide superior S&T in naval
architecture and marine engineering [transition]” (see the committee’s
statement of task in Box 1-1). ONR currently collects information related
to these areas, as follows:

• Knowledge
– Publications (refereed papers)
– Patents and licenses
– Citations

• Transitions
– BA 1 to BA 2 transitions
– Transition to Innovative Naval Prototype and Future Naval
Capability

– Transition to program offices
• People
– STEM program
– Advanced degrees completed
– Participants joining naval warfare labs

Qualitativemeasures could be established by assessing performance in
each of these areas as good, fair, or poor. The resulting template is shown
in Table 3-3.
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Parsing such quantified measures of effectiveness at too low a level
(e.g., individual Warfare Center, specific S&T area) can be misleading.
However, when they are aggregated at a higher level, the results are
meaningful as a health assessment summary, despite the fact that the
metrics reported by the NNR-NE are primarily “lagging” as opposed to
“leading” metrics, which in general require long dwell times before
results can be measured and reported.
As ameans to improve onmeasuring outcomes and evaluating results

for NNR-NE, the committee-commissioned paper on transitioning
technology to naval ships provides seven recommendations for improv-
ing S&T technology transition in general based on lessons learned from
case studies (Doerry 2010). The recommendations are to

• Use product lines and associated technology development roadmaps,
• Use more robust metrics,
• Improve technology transition agreements,
• Fully implement technology interpreters (termed “relationshipsman-
agers” in the paper),

• Modify the DOD financial management regulation (DODFMR) to
include technology transition activities in BA 3,

• Modify the DODFMR to split BA 4 into product line development
and advanced component development and prototypes, and
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TABLE 3-3 Metrics and Qualitative Measures of Effectiveness

Measure of Effectiveness

Metric Good Fair Poor

Knowledge

Transitions

People

NOTE: FNC = Future Naval Capabilities; INP = Innovative Naval Prototype; NWC =Naval Warfare
Centers.

Many publications,
patents, citations

Many transitions
6.1 to 6.2, INP, FNC

Many STEM students,
advanced degrees
supported, NWC/
Laboratory hires

Some publications,
patents, citations

Some transitions
6.1 to 6.2, INP, FNC

Some STEM students,
advanced degrees
supported, NWC/
Laboratory hires

Few publications,
patents, citations

Few transitions 6.1
to 6.2, INP, FNC

Few STEM students,
advanced degrees
supported, NWC/
Laboratory hires
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• Assign theOffice of theChief ofNavalOperationsN091 as the resource
sponsor for product line development in addition to S&T.

While many of these recommendations have direct application to
higher levels of S&T funding than those considered in the committee’s task
statement (e.g., BA 3 and BA 4), there is a clear opportunity to improve
NNR-NEBA 1 and BA 2 outcomes. The committee assessed these recom-
mendations in the context and scope of the NNR-NE and identified two
recommendations that can producemetrics that are better leading indica-
tors of NNR-NE program efficacy–the effectiveness of technology inter-
preters and of product lines and associated technology development road
maps. In the previous section, the value of the technology interpreter con-
cept in improving communications between naval communities was pre-
sented. Simply implementing (or measuring the frequency of) meetings
with participants from multiple departments or divisions can serve as an
indicator as towhether the communities are collaborating,whichwill help
the program officer in making better-informed decisions.
Application of the recommendation to promote the use of product

lines and associated technology development roadmaps can also produce
metrics that are leading indicators of NNR-NE program efficacy. As
noted in the commissioned paper:

The current model favoring transitioning technology directly from S&T to
products directly supporting acquisition programs has lead to the R&D
“Valley of Death.” The principal cause of the “Valley of Death” is that a ship
acquisition program has a very short window followingMilestone A to fund
technology development that will mature in time to support integration into
the overall ship design process. Technology that is not perceived to be ready
during this short window will typically not be incorporated. Unfortunately,
without a ship acquisition program supporting the technology development,
the technology may not receive sufficient support and funding to be ready
for the next ship design opportunity as well. (Doerry 2010, 56)

The paper further observes:

Transitioning to a Product Line approach is more likely to result in technol-
ogy being ready for product development when specific ship acquisition pro-
grams need them. In a product line approach, BA-4 programs partner with
BA-3 S&T efforts to mitigate technical risks and build the industrial capabil-
ity to produce a product meeting the ship acquisition needs quickly and
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affordably. While BA-3 efforts concentrate on achieving a TRL [Technology
Readiness Level] level 5, BA-4 Product Line programs concentrate on achiev-
ing an EMRL [Engineering and Manufacturing Readiness Level] 3. A signifi-
cant advantage of using aProduct LineApproach is that technologies aremuch
more mature when incorporated into acquisition programs. . . . employing
mature technologies has shownon average to significantly reduceRDT&ECost
Growth. Technology Development Roadmaps are excellent tools for keeping
the Resource Sponsor, Science and Technology Community, Acquisition &
Engineering Community, and Industry working towards a common vision.
The development and promulgation of this shared vision is an important ele-
ment of transitioning knowledge among the communities. (Doerry 2010, 56)

MAINTAINING CONNECTIONS ACROSS THE
WIDER NAVAL ENGINEERING COMMUNITY

Maintaining connections across the wider naval engineering community
is a key requirement for NNR-NE activities, given the small size of the
community and its technical specialization. Two types of activities are
important: those focused on bridging gaps between communities or disci-
plines in the naval engineering community and those focused on enabling
people within or connected with the naval engineering community to
perform effectively. The committee considered both types of activities in
its assessment.

Bridging the Valleys Between Communities

Maintaining connections across the wider naval ship engineering com-
munity means bridging the valleys that naturally exist between the naval
research, design,manufacturing, and operational communities and com-
mercial and offshore communities. While these communities share a
bond relating to the environments in which they operate, to the systems
that they build, and to the manner in which they are deployed, there
is an innate separation stemming from rules, regulations, cultures, val-
ues, motivations, and behaviors. For example, the professional literature
related to technology transfer is replete with discussions of the “valley of
death” (NRC 2004).
Sustaining an adequate naval engineering pipeline and achieving

the twin goals of developing human capital and revitalizing naval ship
systems engineering require a focus on ensuring effective connections
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among the elements of the wider naval engineering community. That
broad community consists of universities, industry (e.g., shipbuilders,
mission system integrators, vendors), Department of the Navy research
centers (e.g., NSWC-CD, NUWC-ND), DOD activities (e.g., DOD Ship
High Performance Computing Modernization Office, DARPA), private
research institutions (e.g., SAIC, APS), classification societies (e.g., the
American Bureau of Shipping, Lloyds) and professional societies [e.g.,
the Society ofNavalArchitects andMarineEngineers (SNAME), theAmer-
ican Society of Naval Engineers (ASNE)], naval activities (e.g., NAVSEA,
ONR), and the fleet (e.g., the Navy Warfare Development Command).
A 2002 NRC study of alternative approaches for organizing cooperative
research addressed various options available toONR for strengthening its
naval engineering cooperative research programs (TRB 2002). To make
the task more manageable and to focus on the core strategies to conduct
cooperative research programs, the 2002 NRC committee described and
evaluated a small number of underlying organizational models:

• An individual principal investigator model,
• A professional society–community of practitioners model,
• A consortium or center model, and
• A project-centered model.

The 2002 committee used the features of eachmodel to assess each rel-
ative to goals for improved organization andmanagement, research, edu-
cation, and technology transfer. That committee found that each model
had features making it unique and independent of the others, although
there were common threads among the models in terms of project man-
agement, research theme selection, use of peer-reviewprocesses, processes
to engage stakeholders, and use of councils and committees to make rec-
ommendations and decisions. The 2002 committee also found that there
were advantages to hybrids or mixes of the above models under which
practices typical of one model were embedded in the operation of
another. The committee suggested that a sound strategy would be to
include a major project in either the professional society–community of
practice model or the consortium model. Table 3-4 summarizes the
capacity of each of the models to meet the NNR-NE stated objectives as
assessed by the 2002 NRC committee (TRB 2002).
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The 2002 report found that all three models for cooperative research
organizations that it evaluated were capable ofmeeting all of ONR’s pro-
gram objectives. With regard to the ability to meet human capital and
naval engineering and design objectives, the consortiummodel was found
better than the professional society model, but both were significantly
better than the project-centeredmodel. The 2002NRC committee, how-
ever, suggested that the absolute ranking of these models should depend
on the relative importance given by sponsors to each objective.
Several cooperative research models have strengths that would be

useful in meeting NNR-NE objectives. Specifically, the consortium and
project-centered models can encourage innovative and integrative
research through their inherent structures, since they involve a high
degree of stakeholder participation and therefore have a high probabil-
ity of meeting Navy needs.
The 2002 NRC committee identified strengths of each of the three

cooperative research models. The professional society–community of
practicemodel was found to excel inmeeting the need to develop human

TABLE 3-4 Summary of Cooperative Research Organizational Models
and How Well They Meet Objectives

Model

Professional Project-
Objective Baseline Society Consortium Centered

Human capital
Attract students Medium High High Medium
Retain and attract Medium Medium High Medium

new faculty
Provide continuing Low High High Medium

education
Foster total ship engineers Low High High Medium

Naval engineering design
Create new research Low Medium High Medium

opportunities
Promote innovation High Medium High High
Ensure research useful Low Medium High High

to ship design

SOURCE: TRB 2002.
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capital. It is particularly strong in attracting and retaining students,
supporting continuing education and training programs, and fostering the
education and development of total ship engineers, which are principal
missions of professional societies. The consortiummodel has characteris-
tics that are well suited to meeting human capital development and naval
engineering design objectives for cooperative research programs. How-
ever, its success in meeting these objectives will be principally determined
by the leadership of the consortiumand its ability to represent andbalance
the needs of the various stakeholders. Finally, the project-centered model
has the potential to excel in promoting innovation in naval engineering
design and in promoting research that is useful to ship design andproduc-
tion. This strength is based on the strong, large-scale, interdisciplinary
project focus inherent in the model, which includes participation and
encourages collaboration of the key stakeholders (TRB 2002).
Total ship engineers are developed through a combination of a formal

total ship design curriculum and hands-on design experience in multi-
disciplinary projects. Regardless of the model selected, the ability to fos-
ter development of total ship engineers depends on the opportunities for
attainment of the necessary formal education and design experience.

Enabling People

A critical aspect of developing human capital and revitalizing the naval
ship systems engineering community is enabling the people who make
up that community. Enabling naval engineers includes the following
tasks, as defined byNAVSEA at the committee’s January 2010 workshop
(see Appendix A) (H. Stefanyshyn-Piper, presentation to the committee,
Jan. 13, 2010):

• Providing naval engineering education;
• Providing naval engineering training to keep the workforce up to date;
• Providing naval engineeringmentoring in and outside the workplace,
including activities with and through professional technical societies;

• Developing tools and collecting supporting data and supporting
verification, validation, and accreditation activities;

• Developing ship design processes, including those for continuous pro-
cess improvement and technology transition; and
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• Developing documentation, including specifications, standards, hand-
books, and rules.

Specific needs with respect to developing human capital and revitalizing
systems engineering are described in the following section.

Conclusion: Connectivity, communication, and human resource and
organizational development are important to the success of the naval
engineering enterprise.However, the committeewas unable to find evi-
dence thatNNR-NE strategic research planningmakes use ofmeasures
of connectivity, communication effectiveness, or human capital or
organizational development.

Recommendation: ONR’s enterprisewide strategic planning and
assessment process for NNR-NE should include the following:

• A process to develop NNR-NE strategic priorities with respect to
connectivity with the wider naval engineering community as well
as with respect to communication with stakeholders, technical
advisory groups, the user community, and the broader research
community. The process should include adoption of one or more
of the cooperative research models reviewed in the report of the
2002 NRC Committee on Options for Naval Engineering Cooper-
ative Research;

• A process to identify NNR-NE priorities associated with human
capital and organizational development; and

• Metrics associated with connectivity with the naval engineering
community and human capital and organizational development.

Recommendation: Tomaintain connectivity across the wider naval
engineering community, NNR-NE should utilize the concept of tech-
nology interpreter and should continue to support, participate in, and
incentivize its ongoing connectivity and communication activities,
including conferences, workshops, and seminars, and the activities of
ONR Global. ONR should consider adopting additional connectivity
and communication activities, including brownbag seminars, scholarly
exchange events, and rotation and refreshment opportunities forNNR-
NE program officers. The latter should include research sabbaticals at
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Navy laboratories and academic research institutions and in opera-
tional Navy settings.

INTEGRATING NAVAL ENGINEERING S&T

As discussed earlier, the committee suggests that ONR needs to take
additional steps to enhance its organizational andmanagement practices
in setting performance goals and evaluating results. This is especially
critical for research organizations such as ONR with significant multi-
disciplinary programs and related challenges.
The committee found several examples of interdisciplinary and inte-

grative research in the NNR-NE portfolio. In its commissioned papers
and workshops, the committee found additional evidence of integrative
and interdisciplinary naval engineering projects such as the integrated
composite mast (Hackett 2010), and it found a number of materials,
hydrodynamics, and ship structures programs. However, the committee
concluded that these projects resulted from the efforts of individual pro-
gram officers or industry representatives who, for personal or profes-
sional reasons, engaged in interdisciplinary research and played a key role
in developing such programs, rather than being an outgrowth of system-
aticONRprocesses that fostered interdisciplinary or integrative research.

Recommendation: As part of its enterprisewide strategic planning
process,ONRshould establish a culture of interdisciplinary and integra-
tive research within and around the NNR-NE S&T enterprise and
should establish processes that foster, encourage, and incentivize inter-
disciplinary or integrative research. TheNNR-NE interdisciplinary and
integrative researchobjectives shouldbe established as part of the strate-
gic planning processes and should include assessment, benchmarking,
and continuous process improvement components.

DEVELOPING HUMAN CAPITAL AND REVITALIZING
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

The 1990s were a period of great change within DOD and the Depart-
ment of the Navy precipitated by the fall of the former Soviet Union, the
end of the cold war, and the desire to capitalize on the so-called “peace
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dividend.” One result was a substantial downsizing of the Navy organi-
zations previously responsible for ship design and acquisition, accompa-
nied by the outsourcing of these services to industry. According to the
General Accounting Office, “DoD performed this downsizing [from
1989 to 2002] without proactively shaping the civilian workforce to
ensure that it had the specific skills and competencies needed to accom-
plish future DoDmissions” (GAO 2004, 7).
During that decade, the Department of the Navy in general and

NAVSEA inparticular saw adeep reduction in the human capital required
to design, develop, acquire, deploy, andmaintain the naval fleet.NAVSEA
headquarters alone saw the cadre of highly experienced naval ship design
engineers shrink from about 1,200 in 1992 to fewer than 300 in 2005
(Keane et al. 2009, 47). Concerns related to the naval acquisition work-
force were articulated by then Secretary of the Navy Donald Winter in
a 2007 speech before the Navy League: “There has been a steady erosion
in domain knowledge within the Department of the Navy over the past
several decades, resulting in an overreliance on contractors in the per-
formance of core in-house functions” (Winter 2007). Secretary Winter
went on to say that while “the Department’s level of technical expertise
associated with naval architecture and design is relatively high, our
knowledge of the shipbuilding process is short of what it has been in the
past, and what it needs to be in the future. Our challenge is to under-
stand how to integrate design and production technology into an acqui-
sition process that industry can execute. This requires a deep knowledge
of systems engineering and a profound understanding of the acquisi-
tion process. Systems engineering is key to ensuring that each ship is
configured to optimize the fleet” (Winter 2007).
SecretaryWinter discussed the steps necessary to correct the deficien-

cies in naval ship acquisition, and the workforce in particular, saying that
“the Navy needs to provide knowledgeable program oversight. Hiring
top-quality people who have experience with large shipbuilding pro-
grams is essential. The ability to assign an experienced and capable team
must be a precondition to a program’s initiation. Finding and develop-
ing the people we need is easier said than done, and it will take time to
rectify this problem, butwe cannot ignore the leverage that canbeobtained
by putting the right, experienced and prepared people, in the right posi-
tions” (Winter 2007).
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The need to develop the requisite human capital and revitalize naval
ship systems engineering has been clearly recognized by the Navy leader-
ship as a key goal. Today, efforts exist not only to protect andmaintain the
mission-critical competency areas but also to develop them for the present
and future. The development andmonitoring of the health of naval engi-
neering human capital have been actively pursued within NAVSEA by
using tools such as the Human Capital Digital Dashboard (Tropiano
2005), which provides an objective assessment of the following:

• Alignment of engineerswith the technical authority chain of command;
• Availability and adequacy of technical documentation, including spec-
ifications, standards, tools, and processes;

• Workforce demographics, including age and levels of education;
• Workforce skills, including experience, certifications, and other special
abilities;

• Workforce health metrics, including assessments of leadership skills,
mission capability, and technical documentation;

• Problem areas, such as critical vacancies, anticipated retirements, and
substandard assessments; and

• Long-term health actions in these areas.

Developing the Navy’s next generation of naval engineering leaders
is a challenging problem. During the 1990s, as a result of changes in
acquisition policy, preliminary and contract design for Navy ships that
NAVSEAhad previously performed in-house began to be contracted out
to shipbuilders. In addition, the rate of new ship acquisition declined in
this period compared with that of the previous decade. The contraction
of the NAVSEA headquarters ship design staff noted above was a conse-
quence. This problem is being addressed on several fronts. One initiative
was the creation of the Center for Innovation in Ship Design (CISD) in
2002 by NAVSEA, ONR, and NSWC. CISD was tasked in 2006 “to
develop a Human Capital Strategy (HCS) for Ship Design Acquisition
Workforce Improvement. The ShipDesignManagementHCSwill ensure
a highly experiencedwarship designworkforce to sustainNAVSEA as the
nation’s leader in naval ship design” (Keane et al. 2009, 46). The commit-
tee noted that this focused program has in large part sustained the core
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competencies that are essential to rebuilding the naval ship systems engi-
neering and acquisition workforce.
The need to train, develop, and refresh the naval ship systems engineer-

ing workforce and technology base continuously was articulated in previ-
ous studies (NRC 2000; TRB 2002; U.S. Department of Commerce 2001).
It was widely discussed in the naval engineering professional journals
(ASNE1992) and in academic settings (Chryssostomidis et al. 2000). These
writings served to identify the “failure of government and industry research
and development (R&D) organizations to stimulate the education, inno-
vation, and competitiveness improvements needed to support the U.S.
shipbuilding industry. These reports highlight the significant role the
Department of Defense must play in leading the R&D investment stimu-
lus for the cooperative development of innovative, cost and labor saving
technologies by the U.S. shipbuilding industry and the supporting aca-
demic institutions. Additionally, each subsequent report has continued
to identify the areas of education, innovation and competitiveness as
problematic in the U.S. shipbuilding industry” (ONR 2001, 1–2).
The naval engineering human capital pipeline is illustrated in Fig-

ure 3-1. The pipeline begins with the kindergarten through 12th grade
(K-12) pool of STEM students. Those high school students who enter
universities and colleges and graduate with a bachelor of science degree
will enter the general engineering workforce in the tens of thousands
annually, while thousands will continue on for advanced degrees. Each
year, no more than a few thousand new graduates (and in some years
probably less than a thousand) at all degree levels will enter the naval
engineering enterprise workforce. Of those graduates who do enter naval
engineering, a small number each year will leave the workforce to pur-
sue a higher degree, motivated by their experience in naval engineering.
A select few will stay on in academia to educate the next generation of
naval engineers. The ever-present demand signal for graduates is driven
by the natural progression of scientists and engineers in their careers and
eventual attrition from the workforce either through a career change or
retirement. Supporting this pipeline for the development of naval engi-
neers is the infrastructure of primary and secondary schools, colleges
and universities, government research activities, private-sector research
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institutions, and university research centers. The National Shipbuilding
Research Consortium’s 2009 study of the naval engineering workforce,
conducted for NAVSEA, concluded that the demand for hiring of entry-
level naval engineers by NAVSEA, U.S. shipbuilders, and the supporting
industries is about 2,000 per year, while graduates of accredited pro-
grams of naval engineering total only about 200 annually (National Ship-
building Research Program 2009, 30). This demand estimate appears
inconsistent with the report’s estimate of total employment of naval
engineers in these sectors of 15,000 (National Shipbuilding Research
Program 2009, 21). Any excess of demand over supply must be filled by
hiring and training engineers from other specializations.
Developing a robust naval engineering pipeline is critical to the devel-

opment of a robust naval engineering enterprise. NNR-NE efforts in
naval engineering S&T workforce development have been sporadic and
inadequately supported to date. ONR has been designated the lead
agency for STEM efforts for the Department of the Navy; however, such
responsibilities are considered an ancillary rather than a core functional
responsibility.
Outreach programs have been successful in reaching students and cre-

ating an interest in STEM education and potential naval and maritime
careers. ONR supports SNAME efforts to deploy the SeaPerch program
nationally and to develop ways to expand and enhance the promotion as
part of ONR’s NNR-NE outreach. Professional technical societies such
as SNAME and ASNE appear to be well positioned to provided leader-
ship and support for these outreach initiatives. However, limitations do
exist in the professional societies’ ability to perform this outreach given
their modest number of volunteers and funding for professional staff in
relation to the broad K-12 population.

Recommendation: ONR should reinvigorate its efforts in developing
the 21st century naval engineering workforce, including improvement
of outreach activities to underrepresented groups. ONR’s lead role for
STEMactivities should be strengthened and incorporated into its enter-
prisewide strategic planning processes, and performance metrics for
workforce development and STEM achievements should be identified,
measured, incentivized, and included inONR’s assessment, benchmark-
ing, and continuous process improvement activities.
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ONR should consider additional approaches to increase the efficacy
of the workforce development and STEM initiatives, including the
following:

• Targeting specific populations in a geographic regionwith professional
connection to naval engineering activities (e.g., local naval architecture
university, shipbuilder, naval facility);

• Expanding funding and volunteer support for outreach programs
though collaborative efforts between government activities, indus-
try, and professional societies (e.g., the Junior Engineering Technical
Society); and

• LeveragingNAVSEA funding under theNaval Engineering Education
Center Consortium to support SeaPerch and other initiatives.
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4

Results and Future Prospects
of the National Naval Responsibility
for Naval Engineering

The task statement for this study asks the committee to “evaluate the
current state of science and technology [S&T]—specifically, basic and
early applied research—activities in naval engineering and closely
related disciplines in the United States in the context of research, edu-
cation (the ‘pipeline’ of future naval researchers, graduate and post
doctoral), and the associated infrastructure. . . . [and to] report on the
health of the basic and early applied research, graduate and postgraduate
research ‘pipeline’ and the associated infrastructure necessary for a long-
term, sustainable portfolio that will provide technology options for
future Navy advanced technology development programs.” In response
to this charge, the first section below assesses the health of basic and
early applied research, graduate and postdoctoral education, and the
research infrastructure.
The task statement also asks the committee to assess the National

Naval Responsibility for Naval Engineering’s (NNR-NE’s) “progress in
the ability to: (l) provide and sustain robust research expertise in the
United States working on long-term problems of importance to the
Department of the Navy; (2) ensure that an adequate pipeline of new
researchers, engineers, and faculty continues; and (3) ensure that ONR
[the Office of Naval Research] can continue to provide superior S&T in
naval architecture and marine engineering.” In response, the second
section of this chapter compares ONR activities and accomplishments
with the original NNR-NE goals and assesses ONR’s ability to fulfill the
NNR-NE.
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HEALTH OF THE S&T ENTERPRISE SUPPORTING
NAVAL ENGINEERING

This section presents the committee’s assessment of the state of health of
the scientific and technical disciplines onwhichnaval engineering depends
most directly. The assessment examines the state of research in each field
and the contributions of government laboratories, universities, and indus-
try to the naval engineering S&Tenterprise. The section also proposes how
ONR could measure the health of these disciplines in a systematic way in
the future to fulfill the NNR-NEmission.
The committee defined the health of research in a field in terms of

the three kinds of research outputs intended from ONR’s S&T invest-
ments (ONR 2009, 4): knowledge (evidence that the activity is a source
of new understanding of physical phenomena and technologies rele-
vant to naval engineering), transitions (evidence that research output
leads to applications that strengthen naval capabilities), and people
(evidence that the activity contributes to the pool of research talent and
expertise devoted to naval engineering problems). A healthy research
field was defined as one that is productive in advancing fundamental
knowledge, has strong linkages to engineering practice as evidenced by
the transition of discoveries to applications and by the existence of
effective channels of communication between researchers and practi-
tioners, and has positive future prospects as evidenced by the develop-
ment and retention of talented researchers and by the attraction of new
researchers and resources into the field. Typically, in a healthy research
field, diverse topics are under investigation, a balance of research
methods is being used, and resources are sufficient to allow ample oppor-
tunity for creative research and for pursuing transition opportunities.
The ultimate success of research depends on the availability of practi-
tioners who are aware of the latest scientific developments, are profi-
cient in the latest techniques, and maintain close communication with
the research community.
The state of the institutions conducting research in support of naval

engineering is described in the first subsection below, and the state of
research in the naval engineering–related S&Tfields is described in the sec-
ond subsection. The present study is not the first to consider the health of
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the naval engineering S&T enterprise; earlier assessments are summarized
and commented on in Annex 4-2.

Research Institutions

Themajor participants in research supporting naval engineering are gov-
ernment laboratories (especially theNavy laboratories), universities, and
the shipbuilding industry.

Navy Laboratories and Related Government Research
and Development Facilities
The ability of the naval laboratories and other government research and
development facilities to support the naval ship systems engineering S&T
infrastructurewas explored at the committee’s January 2010workshop (see
AppendixA) and through analysis of theONRportfolio of sponsoredbasic
and applied research projects in theNNR-NEfields. At the workshop, rep-
resentatives of the principalDepartment ofDefense (DOD) andother gov-
ernment entities supporting naval ship systems engineering1 were asked to
discuss the following questions:

• What research is your institution supporting, or has it supported, that
directly relates to the areas of interest of the Ship Systems and Engi-
neering Research Division of ONR (hydromechanics and hull design;
ship design tools; propulsors; ship structures; and automation, control,
and system integration)?

• Howdid the research topics in these areas originate in your institution?
• Who has performed the research (e.g., internal laboratory personnel,
external contractors, recipients of university grants, or multiple insti-
tutions in collaboration)?

• Has your institution cooperatedwithONR for these research projects?
• Doyou foresee research topics thatwould benefit fromONRcoordina-
tion and support?

1 The Naval Surface Warfare Center, Carderock Division; the Naval Undersea Warfare Center,
Newport Division; the Naval Research Laboratory; the CREATE Ship High Performance Com-
puting Modernization Program; and the National Science Foundation.
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The ability of the naval laboratories and government research and
development facilities to support the naval ship systems engineering S&T
infrastructure is varied. The results of the committee’s assessment indi-
cate the following:

• The Naval Sea System Command’s (NAVSEA’s) Naval Surface War-
fare Center, Carderock (NSWC-CD), is the primary facility conduct-
ing research and development for transitioning NNR-NE research
results to naval applications.

• NSWC-CD has been effective in supporting advanced degrees
in naval engineering; in recruiting naval engineers; and in promot-
ing science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM)
education.

• NAVSEA’s Naval UnderseaWeapons Center has relevant but limited
activity in theNNR-NE areas, in particular, in unmanned vehicles and
in system integration (focused on energy sources).

• TheNaval Research Laboratory’s diversemission does not emphasize
investments in the NNR-NE areas.

• Although the National Science Foundation (NSF) sponsors basic re-
search in related areas (including fluid dynamics, structural materials,
energy and power, and systems engineering), NSF-sponsored projects
in these areas are heterogeneous and rarely address the problems crit-
ical to naval engineering progress. Similarly, the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and other DOD agencies support
relevant research, but rarely with potential naval applications or spe-
cific Navy needs in mind.

University Research Centers and Private-Sector Research Institutions
The January 2010 workshop also explored the ability of university and
private-sector research institutions to support naval ship systems engi-
neering S&T. Representatives of university research centers, large and
small private-sector research institutions, and naval shipbuilder research
centers closely aligned with naval ship systems engineering were asked to
do the following:

• Briefly outline the institution’s involvement in basic and applied
research and advanced technology development related to the areas
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of interest to the Ship Systems and Engineering Research Division
of ONR (hydromechanics and hull design; ship design tools; propul-
sors; ship structures; and automation, control, and system integration).
Features to describe include major interest areas and projects, depart-
ments involved, major sponsors and annual support (in round num-
bers), and numbers of faculty and graduate students.

• Characterize the overall health of the field in the institution’s most
active areas, for example, trends in funding, faculty, students, and sig-
nificant recent research and development accomplishments.

• Identify opportunities for ONR to sustain research and education in
these research areas.

• For the institution’s most active areas, identify the factors that drive
the research and development agenda. How does the institution
plan for future growth or contraction in these areas? How do the
institution’s researchers interact with users of research (beyond the
funding source)? What role does ONR have in setting the agenda in
this field?

The results of the committee’s assessment indicate the following:

• Considerable university research is funded by the Navy in hydro-
dynamics, hydromechanics, and advanced hull design areas. Several
universities have towing tanks to conduct experimental research.

• Research in the naval engineering S&T areas conducted by private
research institutions and shipbuilders is funded by the Navy. There
is little or no commercial funding of naval engineering research at
universities and private research institutions.

• Design agents support shipbuilders or the Navy in design-related
activities. Some design agents develop ship design tools to assist their
design-related activities.

• Providing scholarships to junior- or senior-year undergraduate engi-
neering students to encourage them topursue a naval engineering focus
probably would be effective in increasing the engineering workforce
supply.

• The Navy is essentially the sole source of academic research funding in
the areas of naval hydrodynamics and naval ship design, and university
research in these areas would cease without this support.
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Commercial Shipbuilding, Offshore Petroleum Industry,
and Professional Societies
The ability of the commercial shipbuilding industry, the offshore indus-
try, and classification and professional societies to support the naval ship
systems engineering S&T infrastructure was explored at the January 2010
workshop and through analysis of case studies (Hackett 2010; Hagan
2010; B. J. Carter, presentation to the committee, Jan. 13, 2010). Repre-
sentatives of commercial shipbuilders, the offshore industry, and classifi-
cation and professional societies2 were asked to give information similar
to that asked of the university and private research institutions.
The information received from these sources indicates the following:

• Investment in commercial ship systems engineering technology
within theUnited States is limited. Therefore, theNavy cannot rely on
the commercial industry to sustain the naval ship system engineering
S&T infrastructure and technology base. However, some U.S. ship-
yards have developed relationships with foreign shipyards, which have
resulted in applicationof commercial ship construction concepts devel-
oped abroad toNavy shipbuilding programs (B. J. Carter, presentation
to the committee, Jan. 13, 2010).

• Commercial shipbuilding is focused on efficiency and cost, which are
of interest to the Navy.

• There is a healthy investment in offshore technology that is vital in
supporting and sustaining themaritime-related university infrastruc-
ture and the naval engineering human capital pipeline for this seg-
ment of the industry.

• Classification societies’ research is primarily focused on supporting
classification rules or standards development for commercial ships
and other marine structures.

• Professional societies such as the Society of Naval Architects and
Marine Engineers support educational programs and have technical
and research committees that address some of the S&T activities.

2 General Dynamics National Steel and Shipbuilding Company (NASSCO); Herbert Engineering
Corp. Group; ConocoPhillips; Chevron; American Bureau of Shipping; and Maersk Maritime
Technology, AP Moller-Maersk.
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• The activity of the international research community in shipbuilding
countries such as Japan, Korea, China, and Norway (a center of the
offshore industry) is isolated from U.S. interests and efforts.

• Alternative approaches to improving the efficacy of these activities
would include increasing government investment in the U.S. com-
mercial S&T infrastructure and promoting government–industry
cooperative research and development of dual-use (commercial and
naval) technology.

State of Naval Engineering Research Institutions:
Summary Observations
The naval engineering S&T enterprise relies on government support.
Therefore, the national laboratories, university research centers, and
private-sector research centers tend to conduct project-based research in
highly specific areas. The unique attributes of naval ship design limit the
ability to make wide use of technology imported from other disciplines;
therefore, the responsibility for S&T advances in this industry rests on
the industry customer. Thus, government has no option other than to
invest directly in the S&T enterprise to advance the naval engineering
industry and to keep national efforts current with world developments.
In theUnited States, there is little transfer of technology from the com-

mercial shipping industry to the naval engineering industry, in part
because of the differing forces that drive the two industries. While each
industry is concerned with the design, production, maintenance, and
operation of ships, the driving force in commercial shipping is one of
minimizing cost. Minimizing total ownership cost is growing in impor-
tance for the Navy, but this focus is tempered in naval engineering
because of the many constraints and requirements that determine naval
ship design. Therefore, the commercial ship design industry is not amajor
contributor to efforts to advance naval ship design S&T. Clear exceptions
are in the areas of ship design for producibility and ship productionmeth-
ods, where commercial technology and practices are important contrib-
utors to improvements in naval ship manufacturing and reductions in
ship acquisition cost. There has also been appreciable commercial tech-
nology transition in maintenance and in crew size issues associated with
automation and control.
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Research in the S&T Areas Supporting Naval Engineering

The committee’s sources of information on the current state of research
in the S&T areas supporting naval engineering (hydromechanics and
hull design; propulsors; structural systems; ship design tools; automation,
control, and system integration; andplatformpower and energy) included
the January 2010 workshop described in the preceding section, certain of
the papers commissioned by the committee (Triantafyllou 2010; Kiss
2010), and the June 2010 workshop at which researchers supported
by ONR discussed the prospects for contributions to naval engineering
from research in their fields (see Appendix A). Each of the June workshop
researcher panelists, as well as other researchers who did not attend,
responded to the following questions relating to the state of health of the
panelist’s field:

• How would you characterize the overall health of your field? Have
there been recent breakthrough accomplishments in the field? Are the
trends positive in your field for attracting researchers and funding?

• Are advances in your field tied to other fields of research?What are the
links, and how do the dependencies among the fields affect research in
your field?

• Where does financial support for research in your field come from, in
the United States and internationally?

• What are themost significant areas of challenge in your field of research
in the next 20 years? What are the hard problems in your field? What
are the obstacles to progress in your field?

Hydrodynamics and Hull Design; Propulsors
The major supporters of hydrodynamics basic research in the United
States historically have been theNavy, NSF, and theNational Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA). NSF supports a diverse and substan-
tial program of basic and applied research in fluid mechanics, including
projects that have potential applications ranging from chemical engineer-
ing to robotics andmedicine, but few address hydrodynamics problems of
likely relevance to naval engineering.
The field of naval hydromechanics, that is, research aimed at under-

standing the physical phenomena that determine the hydrodynamic and
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hydroacoustic performance of naval ships, arguably would not survive
without Navy support. The move in recent years to replace experimen-
tal work with computation—in part to save costs (and time)—has not
yet achieved the ultimate potential savings and has in fact created new
demands for experimentation andmeasurements to provide the necessary
validation and calibration of codes and models. Given current resources
and objectives, the current mix and balance of U.S. naval hydrodynamics
basic research (primarily, theONRprogram)may be the best that can be
achieved tomeet narrowly focused needs. However, the overall program
is stretched thin and is not robust enough to meet unanticipated critical
Navy needs. More important, it does not have sufficient depth in more
basic investigations to generate the breakthrough and disruptive tech-
nologies that could redefine naval engineering in the future.
The balance between computational and experimental work in hydro-

dynamicsmust be carefullymonitored. Experimental validation remains
an essential step in the development of hydrodynamic models. How-
ever, experiments are costly and therefore more vulnerable during peri-
ods of budget pressure. Experimental facilities depend on funded research
for their support and will deteriorate without use. Major research facili-
ties are maintained and used at NSWC-CD and elsewhere, primarily at
universities.

Structural Systems
U.S. industry supports little naval structures research because few large
commercial ships are built in theUnited States. Naval structures research
is performed and funded in the commercial sector in such countries as
Japan and Korea, where commercial shipbuilding is a major industry.
Basic research in structures and structuralmaterials (that is, research not
focused on naval applications) has a broad range of potential applica-
tions and receives support frommultiple public sources (including NSF
and NASA) as well as private-sector sources; therefore, many structures
researchers are working in the United States who could perform naval
structures research if they received funding from ONR. However, the
health of the field of structures research directly related to naval engi-
neering, exclusive of ONR activities, can only be considered as poor to
fair in the United States.
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Ship Design Tools
There is little research in the United States aimed at developing improved
tools and methods for use in the early stages of the design of new naval
ships. In the early design stages (e.g., feasibility studies, preliminary design,
contract design), the performance requirements for the new shipmust be
translated into a viable design concept (or alternative concepts), and the
design is definedup to the level of detail required formaking cost and con-
struction schedule estimates (contract design). These early design phases
use specializedmethods andmodels such as ship synthesis tools, set-based
designmethods, physics-based performance predictionmodels, and cost-
estimating tools. Decisions made at the early design stages determine the
basic architecture of the ship and ship systems and costs of construction
and ownership (Keane 2011, 13).
A recent analysis of Navy ship design capability concluded that “over-

all, the availability and quality of analysis software has eroded with the
passage of time. There has been inadequate investment to keep pace with
changes in computer technology, weapon systems technology and
ship technology (materials, hull configurations, power density, etc.)”
(Billingsley 2010, 6). It has been estimated that the lack of robust physics-
based tools for use in early design in recent Navy surface combat ship
programs has resulted in added costs on the order of hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars to the Navy for repair of material deficiencies that have
arisen in service and has placed operational restrictions on the ships’
deployment (Keane 2011, 10–12).
At the same time, the shipbuilding industry, with Navy support, has

invested significantly in development of tools for detail design, the stage
of design that produces the plans and procedures that guide the shipyard
construction workers and provides control over construction cost and
schedule. These shipyard design tools are more advanced than those in
use for commercial ship design and construction, because the technical
complexity ofmodern naval ships demandsmore sophisticatedmethods.
The advanced shipyard design tools have potential uses throughout all

stages of design. Some recent acquisition programs, notably the Virginia
Class submarine program, have applied integrated product and process
development (Figure 4-1), an approach to ship design and construction
inwhich the early design stages are integratedwith construction planning
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to improve the efficiency with which performance and cost objectives are
met (General Dynamics Electric Boat 2002; Keane et al. 2005, 4, 9). In the
Virginia Class program, product and process designs were integrated
through a central model and a database provided by the shipyard. How-
ever, broader use of shipyard design tools and databases in this manner
may be hindered because there has been little transition of the technology
developed by the private-sector shipyards to Navy ship designers, many
advances are regarded as proprietary, and the level of detail in associated
databases is often not compatible with the early-stage analysis of alterna-
tives and set-based design for new concepts.
The NNR-NE portfolio does not include investments in detail

design tools because development of these tools is not considered to be
basic research. In general, research in ship design tools tends to be
focused on the transition of basic research knowledge gained in multi-
ple disciplines into design applications; hence, it is often perceived as
applied research andmay receive lowpriority inprogramsoriented toward
basic research.

YR 1 YR 2 YR 3 YR 4

CONCEPT DESIGN

CONTRACT DESIGN

DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION
OVERLAP LIMITS EFFICIENT

CONSTRUCTION

INTEGRATED DESIGN /
CONSTRUCTION PLANNING

DEVELOPMENT

CONSTRUCTION

CONSTRUCTION SHIP 1

CONSTRUCTION SHIP 2

CONSTRUCTION PLANNING

INTEGRATED SCHEDULE

PRELIM DESIGN

DETAIL DESIGN

MATERIAL SOURCING

SYSTEM DEFINITION

MATERIAL SOURCING SHIP 1

MATERIAL SOURCING SHIP 2

YR 5 YR 6 YR 7 YR 8

“TRADITIONAL”

“IPPD - SEAMLESS”

YR 9 YR 10 YR 11 YR 12 YR 13

FIGURE 4-1 Traditional versus integrated product and process development
ship design and construction processes. (IPPD = integrated product and
process development. SOURCE: General Dynamics Electric Boat 2002, 28.)
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Nonetheless, there are basic research opportunities associated with
generic technologies such as systems engineering, multidisciplinary opti-
mization, set-baseddesign, efficiency andaccuracyof solvers, physics-based
modeling, and multiphysics coupling techniques. These opportunities are
particularly relevant for advanced ship concepts where there is often a lack
of existing rules-based methods and experimental data and existing tools
have not been verified, validated, or accredited for use. Because basic
research on ship design tools has a limited range of potential applications
and receives meager support from government or private-sector sources,
few researchers in the United States are predisposed to perform such
research even if increased funding were available fromONR.
The analysis ofNavy design capabilities cited above noted shortcomings

in ONR’s record of developing applicable design tools: “ONR-sponsored
software is frequently a by-product of research in disciplines of interest to
ONR programs. These may or may not align with ship design needs. The
user interface of research software is typically barely adequate for the
needs of research scientists and can be incomprehensible to a ship design
engineer. Additionally, much of the software developed under ONR
grants ends up not belonging to theNavy. Lastly, research software rarely
has the validation or assured range of applicability one would desire for
acquisition design” (Billingsley 2010, 7).
Recognizing a need for increased investment in research on ship design

tools, DOD has established the Computational Research and Engineer-
ing Acquisition Tools and Environments (CREATE) program to develop
and deploy computational engineering tool sets for acquisition engineers.
However, this effort is limited in scope comparedwith the breadth of dis-
ciplines involved in naval ship design and the depth (ranging from feasi-
bility to detailed design to in-service support) to which they need to be
addressed. In summary, the health of basic and early applied research rel-
evant to naval ship design tools can only be considered as poor in the
United States.
Looking to the domestic and international shipbuilding industry to

supplement the development of naval ship design tools andmethods has
hadmixed results. TheU.S. domestic large commercial vesselmarket has
declined over the past 40 years, while the inland lakes and rivers vessels
market has remained fairly robust. The ship design tools developed for
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these segments of the industry have limited application to early-stage
naval ship design and physics-based performance modeling, especially
for the complex problem of designing and integrating mission systems
with naval platforms. Nevertheless, many of the commercial-off-the-
shelf (COTS) computer-aided design (CAD) tools for product geometry
modeling, general-purpose finite element analysis, and so forth have found
their way into ship design and have been customized for naval use. How-
ever, COTS can satisfy only aminority of naval ship design software needs
because most naval ship design software needs are highly ship-specific
(Billingsley 2010, 7). The complexity of naval ship design hasmade neces-
sary a combination of COTS and design tools developed by the Navy and
shipbuilders (Kassell et al. 2010, 8).
Ship design tools research is actively pursued in the commercial sector

in Asia (where commercial design and shipbuilding are thriving competi-
tive industries) and inEurope. The focus in thesemarkets is on large prod-
uct carriers, containerships, passenger ships, and offshore vessels and
platforms and therefore has limited applicability and little opportunity for
transition to naval combatant ship design. There is a somewhat active
international naval design industry, which has produced toolswith poten-
tial application to early-stage ship design. The products stemming from
this enterprise (e.g., the commercially developed Paramarine integrated
naval architecture software) are integratedCADand engineering tools that
support naval ship design. The Navy is exploring the utility of such tools
from the perspective that a COTS package should be used if it has the
required capability, can be reasonably integrated into the design process,
and proves to be the most cost-effective solution (Kassell et al. 2010, 9).

Automation, Control, and System Integration
Research in automation and control is receiving significant support from
NSFandDOD.Both agencies support basic research, andDODis themajor
supporter of applied research. NASA has supported work in this area.
Basic and applied research in automation and control outside ONR

appear to be strong, in terms of funding and numbers of researchers. In
general, controls, embedded systems, and automation are relatively well-
funded topics in engineering research today. These activities include
research relevant to naval systems. The evident ONR niche in the field is
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application to specific Navy requirements (e.g., robotic underwater vehi-
cles). System integrationhas fewer researchers but is fundedbygovernment
agencies in addition to theNavy.Aswith automation and control, theprin-
cipal Navy-specific problems appear to be application to special needs.

Platform Power and Energy
Power and energy technology is a dynamic field driven by developments in
computing; telecommunications; andpower electronics for industrial, con-
sumer, and grid applications. Research and development in power systems
is conducted and funded by industry, theDepartment of Energy, NSF, and
DOD. DOD, and in particular the Navy, has been among the leaders in
the funding of research to support the design of power systems of up to
100 MW capacity, matching Navy needs. Research on land-based systems
can be expected to make a contribution to components and subsystem
technologies thatmeet the Navy’s special power system requirements. The
Navy seeks to develop power and energy systems for ships that will be
equipped with electric drives and with electrically powered weapons and
high-power radars. Because future shipboard systems will be of small
physical dimensions and have power demands far exceeding the available
onboard generation, the problems and possibilities for ship-based power
system control significantly differ from those for land-based systems. Each
weapon and radar systemwill not be able to bring its ownpower systemon
board, and the future ship power systemwill be different from the ship sys-
temof thepast. Ensuring efficient transitionof newpower and energy tech-
nology to the designers and builders of Navy ships is an urgent concern.

State of Research in the S&T Areas: Summary Observations
The committee’s review revealed that some of the S&T areas within the
scope of the NNR-NE initiative derive strength from a breadth of related
applications. These fields benefit from a diversity of funding sources and
opportunities for cross-fertilization among communities of researchers
working under different sponsorship. For example, vibrant research com-
munities are devoted to computational fluid dynamics and to structural
materials and systems, fields of research that have broad application in
engineering practice in many industries. In these fields, the tasks for the
NNR-NE initiative are to ensure that the Navy takes full advantage of the
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broad pool of researchers that could contribute to solving its high-priority
problems and to fundbasic and applied researchonproblems relevant only
to Navy applications. Mechanisms for this purpose may include better
marketing of ONR support opportunities and establishment of more
structured interactions with other sponsoring agencies.
In other NNR-NE fields or subfields (e.g., propulsors and naval hydro-

dynamics), ONR and other Navy agencies are nearly the only sources of
support. If the Navy were to identify an urgent need to expand research
related to naval problems in these fields, the pool of researchers qualified
to work immediately on such problems and not already occupied with
Navy-sponsored researchwould be small. TheONRresponsibility for sus-
taining education and the institutional infrastructure in these fields is
great. Because of the differences betweenNNR-NEdisciplines,ONRactiv-
ities to fulfill its NNR-NE obligations need to be tailored to the status of
each individual field.

CONTRIBUTION OF ONR’s NNR-NE

The committee assessed howONR’s programs support naval engineering
S&T in two steps. First, it examinedONR’s execution of the required ele-
ments of the NNR-NE initiative, as defined in the 2001 and 2010 memo-
randa guiding the NNRs: Has ONR carried out all the required activities
in a meaningful way? What resources have been devoted to each?
Second, the committee examined the composition of ONR’s portfolio

of basic and applied naval engineering research. The research portfolio is
ONR’s primarymeans of ensuring scientific and technical innovation and
therefore is at the heart of theNNR-NE.The committee askedwhether this
portfolio adequately supports the scientific and technical fields specified
in the 2001 memorandum, whether it is of reasonable scale, and whether
it appears to be appropriately balanced with respect to disciplines and
between basic and applied topics. The committee used ONR’s metrics for
the S&T output of its basic and applied research, which include numbers
of papers published, numbers of advanced degrees awarded to researchers
receiving ONR support, and numbers of projects whose results make the
transition to applications. The committee also considered alternative
methods andmetrics for evaluating the NNR-NE research portfolio.
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Execution of the NNR-NE

The following subsections describe how ONR has executed each of the
major activities specified in the 2001memorandumand the 2010 instruc-
tion: investing in the key S&T areas; conductingmajor field experiments;
investing in human capital and in S&T physical infrastructure; investing
in STEM education; and conducting the functions of planning, periodic
review, and external coordination.

Investing in Key S&T Areas
The investments in key S&T areas that the 2001 memorandum calls for
occur through the grants and contracts that ONR regularly awards for
basic and applied research.ONRconsiders supported research projects on
specific topics that are administered by the Ship Systems and Engineering
Research Division (ONR 331) to be within the NNR-NE. Investments in
these key S&T areas are examined first from a funding perspective and
then from a quality perspective.
Since 2001,ONRhas redefined the technical areaswithin theNNR-NE.

The 2001memorandum directed that seven areas in naval engineering be
considered to constitute the S&T breadth of the NNR-NE: ship design
tools, ship structural materials, hydromechanics, advanced hull designs,
ship propulsion, ship automation, and systems integration. The task state-
ment for the committee’s study refers to the same seven technical areas and
instructs the committee to assesswhether they adequately define the scope
of NNR-NE. By 2010, ONR’s definition, in the tabulations of NNR-NE
research projects provided to the committee, had evolved to six areas, as
presented in Table 4-1.
This definition differs from the list of seven key areas identified in the

2001 NNR-NEmemorandummainly in the explicit inclusion of platform
power and energy in the current list. Annex4-1presentsONR’s description
of each field, including the objective of research in the field, important
problems, the rationale for inclusion in NNR-NE as a Navy-unique tech-
nical issue, and the expectedpayoff fromresearch in eachfield. Funding for
2006–2009 for each technical area, according to the 2010 NNR-NE defini-
tion, is shown in Table 3-1 in Chapter 3.
Figure 4-2 shows 2006–2009 investment by area, and Figure 4-3 shows

the distribution of 2006–2009 outlays by area, excluding applied research
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in power and energy. These amounts exclude funding for certain cate-
gories of projects that are managed within the Ship Systems and Engi-
neering Research Division but are not considered part of the NNR-NE:
projects that are not basic and applied research [that is, grants for Bud-
get Activity (BA) 3 and advanced technology development] and projects
dealing primarily with signatures (including basic and applied research).
Some research funded by ONR and contributing to the goals of the
NNR-NE may be managed in divisions other than ONR 331, including
ocean engineering research inONRDivision 321 and research under the
Naval Materials Division (Division 332).
Thedata provided to the committee support the followingobservations:

• In the 2006–2009 period, fundingwas fairly stable, with no clear trend
in any category.

TABLE 4-1 Technical Areas Within the NNR-NE, 2001 and 2010

2001 Memorandum Evolution 2010 ONR Project Tabulations

Ship design tools Ship design tools

Ship structural materials Broadeneda Structural systems

Hydromechanics Mergedb Hydromechanics and hull design
Advanced hull designs

Ship propulsion Narrowedc Propulsors

Ship automation Mergedd Automation, control, and system
Systems integration integration

Newe Platform power and energy

a“Ship structural materials” has been broadened to “structural systems,” reflecting that, in addition
to the materials used, structures are the product of their design and the ways in which the materi-
als are used, fastened, and arranged.
b“Hydromechanics” and “advanced hull designs,” which were listed as separate areas in 2001, have
been combined into “hydromechanics and hull design,” reflecting the close relationship of the two
areas.
cA narrowing of focus has occurred. Problems in the “propulsors” field are a subset of the “ship
propulsion” area of the 2001 memorandum.
d“Ship automation” and “systems integration” have evolved into the “automation, control, and sys-
tem integration” area.
e“Platformpower and energy” is now treated as an S&T area, reflecting the importance of integrated
electric drive for future combatants using directed energy weapons and to a certain degree address-
ing some of the technologies included in the 2001 category of “propulsion” and not included in the
2010 category of “propulsors.”
SOURCES: ONR 2001; presentation by J. Pazik to the committee, April 6, 2010.
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• Applied projects in platform power and energy dominated funding
during 2006–2009, though this important research field was not
mentioned in the 2001memo. This category accounted for 46 percent
of 2006–2009 expenditures, and the average applied power and energy
grant was much greater than in the other fields ($1.6 million per year
per project versus $126,000 for all other categories).

• When applied power and energy is excluded, the major categories of
spending are hydrodynamics and structures.

• Annual grants are relatively small (excluding appliedpower and energy),
although many projects continue for more than 1 year. A strategy of
awarding numerous small grants appears to be followed. For example,
in hydrodynamics, 80 awards per year of about $100,000 each aremade.

The task statement requires that “the study will assess whether these
seven disciplines adequately define the scope of NNR-NE.” The commit-
tee’s conclusions concerning the definitionof the seven areas (nowmerged
into six) are as follows:

• Advances in all of the areas could be considered as innovations in
naval ship design.

• The committeedoesnot see evidence that anyof the sixfields is “mature”
in the sense that thefield is unlikely toproduce advances thatwould con-
tribute to ship design and performance.

• Each of the fields, when broadly defined, receives support from
sources other than the Navy and has applications beyond naval engi-
neering, but the need to maintain scientific expertise in problems of
unique importance to naval engineering justifies including each of the
fields within an NNR.

• Power and energy provision will be a critical problem for future naval
ships; therefore, this field should remain apart of theNNR-NE.3Because
of the nature of the research required, this area will continue to require
disproportionate funding.

• The major gap in the present definition is inadequate acknowledgment
of the need for basic and early applied research to support the integra-
tive function central to the practice of naval engineering. The present

3 It is the committee’s understanding thatONRbasic and early applied research in power and energy
may not be managed in the ONR division that houses most of the NNR-NE fields. The definition
of NNR-NE should not be dictated by organizational arrangements within ONR.
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portfolio in automation, control, and system integrationdoesnot appear
to fulfill this need.

Recommendation:ONRshould retain the six fields of ship design tools;
structural systems; hydromechanics and hull design; propulsors;
automation, control, and system integration; and platform power and
energy in the definitionof the areas of basic and applied research within
NNR-NE. The definition should state that all ONR basic and early
applied research in these fields is to be coordinated to meet the goals of
theNNR-NE. In particular, basic and early applied research in platform
power and energy should be retained in the definition regardless of
where this activity is housed in ONR. In addition, the definition should
explicitly identify multidisciplinary systems engineering as an area of
basic and early applied research within NNR-NE.

The content of the present system integrationportfolio does not address
systems engineering as a research discipline. Realizing the ultimate poten-
tial value (in terms of contribution to the Navy mission) of a research
breakthrough in any one of the six fields in the present NNR-NE defini-
tion usually depends on advances in other fields. ONR basic and early
applied research should provide an incentive to capitalize on these rela-
tionships among the fields, and explicitly defining systems engineering as
a research category could help achieve that goal. Without an integrated
multidisciplinary systems approach, there are likely to be omissions in
basic and early applied research and incorrect projections of the pace and
directionof technology development, thereby preventing capabilities from
being available when needed.

Recommendation: The Navy should dedicate an important share
of its resources for naval engineering S&T toproblems that are expected
to have broad applicability to a range of possible future ship programs
(e.g., research on power systems and on system integration).4

4 This recommendation is consistent with the ONR Discovery and Invention Portfolio’s objective
of providing the Navy with technology options (ONR 2009, 26) and with the long-term perspec-
tive that the NNRs are intended to take. It also is consistent with the recommendation of the 2005
National Research Council Committee on DOD Basic Research that DOD should define basic
research not as research that is designedwith no specific application inmind but rather as research
that has the potential for broad rather than specific application (NRC 2005, 1).
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The committee reviewed the topics of ONR-funded projects in
2006–2009 in each of the NNR-NE fields (ship design tools; structural sys-
tems; hydromechanics and hull design; propulsors; automation, control,
and system integration; and platform power and energy), received presen-
tations from ONR program officers on objectives and accomplishments
in eachfield, and receivedpresentations fromONR-sponsored researchers.
The committee did not review the content or quality of the products from
individual research projects. The committee considered the portfolio
of projects within each area from the point of view of intellectual qual-
ity, mission alignment, and management commitment and resource
adequacy.
On the basis of this review, the committee concluded the following:

Conclusion: The research portfolios in some of the fields (includ-
ing power and energy and structural systems) appear to have strong
intellectual quality, are organized around well-defined objectives,
demonstrate progress, are aligned with mission needs and potential
applications, and are adequately supported.

For certain other fields (including automation, control, and system
integration and ship design tools), the intellectual quality and the objec-
tives are not evident, and the project portfolios appear to lack cohesion
or to be too narrowly focused.5,6

The pattern of funding large numbers of small research projects
evident in the portfolios of several NNR-NE fields suggests that the
programs in these fields may not be well coordinated toward achieve-
ment of a small number of sharply defined goals. A tendency to spread
available resources thinly but widely would run counter to the intent
of the NNR initiative to ensure that limited resources are sufficiently
concentrated to produce results in themost critical fields (Gaffney et al.
1999, 15).

5 The underlying source of problems in the less strong portfoliosmay be traceable to the extent and
quality of input from users and the research community in the articulation of research needs and
in user evaluations of the research products.

6 In some fields, relevant research is outside the administrative definition of the NNR-NE. Therefore,
the committee did not receive information on these areas, which may address apparent gaps in the
NNR-NE portfolio.
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Conducting Major Field Experiments
The 2001 memorandum specifies that as part of the NNR-NE, ONR is
to “conduct major field experiments that integrate various technolo-
gies into innovative ship concepts” (ONR 2001, 3). With the possible
exceptions of some applied projects in the power and energy category,
none of the research projects sponsored by NNR-NE described to the
committee appear to correspond to such a major field experiment.
Applied power and energy projects, funded at an average of $1.6 mil-
lion per project per year, are of sufficient scale to match the concept of
a major field experiment that the 2001 memorandum calls for.

Investing in the Development of New Researchers
and in the Research Infrastructure
The 2001memorandum creating the NNR-NE requires ONR to support
activities intended to attract and train new researchers and to support the
construction andmaintenance of physical research facilities. Because the
grants and contracts for basic and applied research in the six fields shown
in Table 4-1 are expected to produce new scientific knowledge, these
funds have some impact onONR’s ability to develop new researchers and
the infrastructure needed for that research. In addition,ONR’s definition
of NNR-NE includes certain activities administered within ONR 331
whose main purpose is educational (i.e., activities to attract students
and give them experience, rather than to produce new knowledge).
The present study’s task statement emphasizes that the scope of NNR-
NE education programs is graduate and postgraduate training for
researchers; however, the education spending amounts thatONRreported
to the committee as elements of the NNR-NE include some undergradu-
ate activities. ONR’s outlays for these educational activities in 2006–2009
totaled $5.3million. The education projects receiving funding in 2009 and
their performing institutions are shown in Table 4-2. Among the primary
goals of these programs is engaging undergraduates in research or other-
wise exposing undergraduates andprimary and secondary school students
to naval engineering technology, in order to attract students to study and
careers in S&T, and especially in naval engineering.
Table 4-3 and Figures 4-4 and 4-5 describe the performing institu-

tions and principal investigators forNNR-NE research projects. The data
support the following observations:
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• Funding is spread among many universities.
• NSWC is a major performer.
• Among principal investigators, the median year of receipt of PhD is
1986.5, implying that the median researcher is in his or her early 50s.
It is reasonable for ONR to prefer to support researchers with clear
records of performance; however, the small share of grants received by

TABLE 4-2 Education Projects Receiving Funding in 2009 and
Their Performing Institutions

Project Institution

Naval Systems Undergraduate Research Fellow-
ship Program for the Aerospace Systems
Design Laboratory

Atlantic Center for the Innovative Design and
Control of Small Ships

Marine Applications of Thermoelectric Materials

Creation of an Unmanned Surface Vehicle
Student Competition

Recruiting the Next Generation of Naval
Architects

Outreach Effort to Attract Young People to
Technical and Engineering Careers in the
Marine Industry—SeaPerch

Technical Support for SeaPerch Underwater
Robotics Student Laboratory Program
in Alaska

Center for Innovation in Ship Design Innovation
Cell Concepts, Design and Analyses Support

National Defense Education Program,
Preengineering Program Navy Collaborations

Center for Reforming Undergraduate
Education in Electrical Engineering Energy
Systems—A Critical Infrastructure for
National Security

Georgia Institute of Technology

Stevens Institute of Technology, with participation
of U.S. Naval Academy, Naval Postgraduate
School, University College London, Florida
Atlantic University, Webb Institute, and industry
partners

Maine Maritime Academy

Association for Unmanned Vehicle Systems

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers

Naval Undersea Warfare Center

NSWC

U.S. Naval Academy

University of Minnesota
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TABLE 4-3 Institutions Holding ONR Research or Educational Grants or
Contracts in the NNR-NE, FY 2009

Number Number
Institution of Projects Institution of Projects

U.S. universities
(except federal institutions)

Arizona State University 1
Brown University 1
California Institute of Technology 5
California State University–Chico 1
Carnegie Mellon University 1
City University of New York 1
Cornell University 4
Duke University 1
Florida Atlantic University 2
Florida State University 3
Georgia Tech 7
Johns Hopkins University 7
Lehigh University 3
Maine Maritime Academy 1
Massachusetts Institute of 4

Technology
Mississippi State University 1
Northwestern University 5
Pennsylvania State University 2
Princeton University 3
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 3
Stanford University 1
State University of New York–Buffalo 2
Stevens Institute of Technology 1
Temple University 1
Tennessee Tech University 1
University of Akron 1
University of Arizona 1
University of California, Berkeley 2
University. of California, Los Angeles 1
University of California, San Diego 8
University of Delaware 1
University of Florida 1
University of Iowa 4
University of Kentucky 2
University of Maryland 5
University of Massachusetts 2

University of Michigan 10
University of Minnesota 5
University of New Orleans 1
University of Notre Dame 4
University of South Carolina 3
University of Texas 2
University of Utah 1
University of Virginia 1
Villanova University 1
Virginia Polytechnic 7

Institute and State University
Western Michigan University 1

Navy and other federal
government institutions

Department of Energy 1
Naval Academy 7
Naval Air Warfare Center 2
Naval Postgraduate School 2
Naval Research Laboratory 5
Naval Surface Warfare Center 46
Naval Undersea Warfare Center 2

Private-sector firms and nonprofit
organizations

ABB Inc. 1
Applied Research Associates, Inc. 1
Association for Unmanned

Vehicle Systems 1
BMT Designers and Planners, Inc. 1
Dynaflow, Inc. 4
Force Technology 2
GE Global Research 1
Global Engineering and

Materials, Inc. 3
Icosystem Corporation 1
Science Applications 5

International Corporation
Society of Naval Architects

and Marine Engineers 1
T-Splines, Inc. 1
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TABLE 4-3 Institutions Holding ONR Research or Educational Grants
or Contracts in the NNR-NE, FY 2009 (continued)

Number Number
Institution of Projects Institution of Projects

Foreign research institutions
Bar Ilan Research and 1

Development Co., Ltd.
Bulgarian Ship Hydrodynamics 1

Centre
Centre Internacional de 1

Mètodes Numèrics
en Enginyeria

Cooperative Research Centre 3
for Advanced Composite
Structures, Ltd.

Imperial College of Science 1
and Technology

Istituto Nazionale per Studi 2
ed Esperienze di
Architettura Navale

Laboratory of Geophysical and 1
Industrial Fluid Flows

National Maritime Research 1
Institute

Osaka University 2
Seoul National University 2
Stichting Maritiem Research 2

Instituut
University of Cambridge 1
University of Newcastle upon Tyne 1
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FIGURE 4-4 Distribution of naval engineering 2009 grant holders by year of
graduate degree. (SOURCE: Tabulations of ONR 331 basic and applied research
projects provided to the committee by ONR.)

recent PhDs at least raises a question about the effectiveness of NNR-
NE in attracting new researchers.

• Principal investigators received their PhDs from diverse academic
departments. This suggests that, although naval engineering is a well-
defined specialty, naval engineering–related S&T is not a distinct
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discipline. ONR’s challenge is to attract researchers from diverse back-
grounds to work on a particular set of problems that are important to
the practice of naval engineering.

Planning, Review, and Coordination
The 2001memorandum specifies that the resources required to fulfill the
NNR-NEbe sought annually throughONR’s Investment Balance Review
and that the progress and impact of the NNR-NE be externally reviewed
every 5 years. In addition, the 2010 and 2007 ONR instructions (ONR
2010; ONR 2007) defining the criteria for designating newNNRs require
that the responsible department report annually on the execution and
progress of the NNR and require coordination of the NNR with ONR’s
Future Naval Capabilities (FNC) technology transition initiatives and
with DARPA. The 2001 memorandum also requires ONR to create con-
sortia and partnerships, to award specific numbers of fellowships, and to
issue certain broad agency announcements (See Box 1-2). The descrip-
tion of ONR planning and priority-setting for the NNRs provided to the
committee (K. Ng, presentation to the committee,May 5, 2010) does not
identify these activities explicitly, although some activities may be infor-
mally conducted.

Assessment of ONR Naval Engineering Discovery
and Invention Activities

The following subsections assess ONR’s activities in discovery and inven-
tion as contributions to achieving the NNR-NE objectives. Activities in
each of six research areas are evaluated as well as the activities addressing
education and outreach.
The committee’s assessment of the NNR-NE program used the

2010 version of the S&T areas included in NNR-NE and was based on
presentations from ONR managers and program officers, presentations
and discussions with workshop participants, ONR end-of-year reports
summarizing program activities and achievements, papers commissioned
by the committee, and presentations from ONR-funded researchers.
ONR identifies the outputs of its S&T investments as knowledge, tran-

sitions, and people (ONR 2009, 4). Chapter 3 describes the metrics of
these outputs used by ONR; they include publications and patents
awarded as a result of ONR-sponsored research, transitions of results of
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basic and early applied research to use in later-stage applied research and
development, and numbers of graduate students and advanced-degree
recipients supported byONR grants. Thesemetrics are indirectmeasures
of the actual benefits of this research to the Navy and the public.
For knowledge, the measures include the number of publications in

refereed papers, books, patents, and citations. Assessment based on
these measures tends to favor the university component of the naval
engineering enterprise, since they are often the end product of the uni-
versity participants. Each grant explores fundamental concepts, and
the output of the work is documented in papers and presentations that
are shared with the global community. The traditional peer-review
process helps validate the quality of the work, with citations providing a
secondarymeasure of potential quality. In a similar fashion, the non–U.S.
Navy government laboratories also can be assessed for their contributions
to knowledge on the basis of their publication records. In addition to
these outputs, the financial investment in each area is a measure of
commitment to each component of the naval engineering enterprise.
The knowledge component provided by industry is difficult to mea-

sure in terms of numbers of publications, patents, and citations. Industry
is focused on producing real-world designs and hardware. Industries
involved in the naval engineering enterprise typically do not pursue
patents on their work because of the restricted nature of the majority of
designs, thereby limiting the value of this measure. There are, however, a
number of commercial research and development firms that do focus on
the knowledge component, and their output can be measured by using
their publication records.
For transitions, reliablemeasures include the number ofONR-funded

basic research (BA 1) project results directly leading to applied research
(BA 2) projects and the number of transitions to ONR’s Innovative
Naval Prototype (INP) and FNCprograms.7 A database of ONRprojects

7 The FNCprogramhas been designed to facilitate technology transition to theU.S.Navy fleet. A fun-
damental component of the FNC program is to establish fleet ownership of the process by creating
teams of operating Navy, acquisition, and technical personnel that jointly direct activities address-
ing capability needs. FNCs consume approximately one-third of the U.S. Navy S&T budget, with
$500 million annually distributed to more than 200 individual project
(http://www.navy.mil/navydata/transformation/trans-pg92.html).While the FNCs are near opera-
tional concepts, the INPprogramexplores technologies that have the potential to introduce a game-
changing impact on the way the Navy operates.

7 The FNC program has been designed to facilitate technology transition to the U.S. Navy fleet. A fun-
damental component of the FNC program is to establish fleet ownership of the process by creating
teams of operating Navy, acquisition, and technical personnel that jointly direct activities address-
ing capability needs. FNCs consume approximately one-third of the U.S. Navy S&T budget, with
$500 million annually distributed to more than 200 individual projects (http://www.navy.mil/
navydata/transformation/trans-pg92.html). While the FNCs are near operational concepts, the
INP program explores technologies that have the potential to introduce a game-changing impact on
the way the Navy operates.
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that have transitioned to FNCs and INPs would serve as a valuable tool
for assessing the transitions and their associated university, laboratory,
or industry sources. ONR management reported to the committee that
counts of transitions are used to evaluate the NNRs, but data on NNR-
NE transitions were not provided to the committee.
The people component of ONR’s S&T output can be measured by

numbers of researchers participating, participants in STEM programs,
advanced degrees completed by graduate students working on ONR-
sponsored projects, and new researchers who received ONR support as
students and who join the naval warfare laboratories or who enter the
naval engineering industry. Trends of these measures over at least a
decade would provide significant samples for assessing and identifying
the contributions of each component to the naval engineering enterprise.

NNR-NE Research Portfolio
The committee reviewed the list of ONR-sponsored projects that ONR
defines as within the NNR-NE. The committee received briefings from
ONR that summarized the content, goals, and accomplishments of
research programs in each of the technical areas of theNNR-NE. In addi-
tion, ONR-sponsored researchers presented summaries of their work to
the committee (see Appendix A).
The committee’s observations concerning the research focus, objec-

tives, results, and potential gaps in each of the NNR-NE areas are sum-
marized below. Figures 4-6 and 4-7 show the ONR output metrics for
each area: the number of papers and book chapters published and the
number of investigators, students, and postdoctoral researchers engaged
in NNR-NE projects during 2006–2009. ONR reported these metrics to
the committee for eachONRprogramofficer, and the committee assigned
them to technical areas according to the primary area of responsibility of
eachprogramofficer, although someprogramofficersmayoverseeprojects
in more than one area. The publication metrics show considerable dis-
parity among technical areas in the rate of paper and book chapter pro-
duction, even after taking into account differences in research spending
among the areas. The committee did not have sufficient information to
examine the causes of these disparities. The differences suggest that
using themetrics to compare productivity among technical areas would
be problematic.
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FIGURE 4-6 Journal papers and book chapters published on
ONR-sponsored research in naval engineering–related topics,
2006–2009.
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Ship Design Tools The research associatedwith ship design toolswithin
ONR is more diffuse than in other S&T areas. This is, to some degree, the
result of the broad nature of ship design and the ultimate integration of
research in hydrodynamics, structures, and propulsion into research
within the ship design domain.
Structures, hydrodynamics, and propulsion are integral to the nature

of ship design. However, much of the research conducted in these areas
is in understanding and predicting physical phenomena or, in the case of
propulsion research, is devoted to improvement ofmachinery elements.
Tools developed in the hydrodynamics, structures, and propulsion fields
are intended to serve needs within those areas, and while they may ulti-
mately be incorporated into tools that could be used by designers at the
ship level, this does not appear to happen routinely.
In the course of its information gathering, the committee heard expres-

sions of concern frommembers of the community that ONR’s basic and
early applied research is not efficiently leading to development of new or
improved practical ship design tools. These concerns appear to vary by
technical area, where different standards are used byONRproject officers
as towhat design tool–related research can be appropriately supported by
S&T funding. This was a particular concern in the hydrodynamics area,
where the transition to design tools significantly lagged the other areas.
There may be a need for closer collaboration between ONR’s NNR-NE
personnel and technical staffs at NSWC-CD and NAVSEA concerning
how design tools that originate from an NNR-NE S&T area should be
incorporated in design tools whose purpose is total ship design.
InONR’s presentations to the committee, the objectives andapproaches

in ship design tools research within NNR-NEwere outlined as follows:
The objectives are to

1. Reduce platform design cycle time,
2. Reduce acquisition cost through integrated design and software tools,
and

3. Extend design options as long as possible.

The approaches are to

1. Use set-based design models,
2. Integrate emerging research into physics-based technology perfor-
mance evaluation tools,
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3. Complement concept development with analytical tool development,
4. Investigate translation of higher-order physics-basedmodels to faster-
running surrogate models appropriate to the order of the needed
design fidelity,

5. Treat all aspects of design as variables, and
6. Investigate alternative geometric design representations for alterna-
tive analytical techniques.

The committeemade use of the 5th ShipDesign ProcessWorkshop at
the Center for Innovation in Ship Design (CISD) to evaluate ONR’s use
of these approaches. The workshops are jointly supported by ONR,
NAVSEA, and the DOD CREATE program. Research discussed at the
workshop was performed by university researchers funded by ONR, by
employees of CISD (which is staffed by NAVSEA), and by private com-
panies funded by ONR. This workshop demonstrated that direction of
theONR ship design tools portfolio is integratedwith potential end users
of the work.
Approach 1, aimed at the development of set-based approaches to the

design of complex entities such as ships, is the subject of work being
performed with ONR funding. Status reports and discussions of ONR-
supported projects addressingApproaches 3, 4, and 5were also part of the
workshop. Work is being done to improve the modeling of the design
process itself; a new approach to improving the effectiveness of early-stage
design, called continuous collaborative concept formulation, is being
explored by a number of participants, including ONR researchers.
WhileONR’s stated approacheswere developed specifically to support

Objectives 1 through 3, some of the objectives are being addressed directly
byONR-fundedwork. Reducing ship costs by reducing design cycle time
is a central objective of the collaboratively performed project of model-
ing the design process. This program includes tool capability analysis,
staff capability analysis, and planning tools to support acquisition pro-
grammanagers and ship design managers.
The ONR-funded design research at universities is closely aligned

withwork being done byNAVSEApersonnel, whoboth apply the research
and assist theONRprojectmanagers in connecting the research objectives
to Navy needs. The BA 1 and BA 2 ship design tools research projects
sponsored by ONR and other programs generally are coupled closely
with subsequent BA 3 research activities, although those investments
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have been limited by funding availability. In addition, the performers
in this research domain usually are well known to each other and have
opportunities to communicate through workshops supported by ONR,
NAVSEA, and DOD CREATE. Even though university research is
funded by ONR and later-stage work is performed by government
employees supported by NAVSEA and DOD CREATE, the existence
of CISD helps ensure that these various entities are well connected to
each other.

Structural Systems Structural systems basic and early applied research
at ONR appears to receive significant attention. The research areas gener-
ally have clear potential value to naval engineering. The evident objectives
of the NNR-NE structures portfolio include the following:

• Developing technologies for life-cycle performance analysis andmon-
itoring of ship structural systems;

• Understanding the behavior of novel ship structures, such as compos-
ite and aluminum subsystems, during and after fire to enablemodeling
and predictions;

• Providing a protection system or armor that can defeat several threats
and meet structural and stiffness requirements; and

• Facilitating use of alternative hull forms that are lighter, more surviv-
able, stealthier, cheaper, easier tomaintain, and longer-lived than steel
or aluminum hulls.

Structural systems research places strong emphasis on structural
survivability after fire and explosions and onmaterials other than steel,
such as composite and aluminum structures. In research areas within
the portfolio such as fire resistance of composites, blast-resistant polyurea
coatings, and fully coupled fluid–structure interaction simulations,
there are breakthrough opportunities. The work on isogeometric analy-
sis could lead to a breakthrough in structural and fluid–structure
interaction analysis.
In the structural systems portfolio, basic research topics are awarded to

academic institutions, and applied research topics are awarded to applied
research laboratories such as NSWC-CD, the Naval Research Laboratory,
and industry research organizations. The ratio of basic to applied struc-
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tural systemsprojects is approximately 2:1; however,ONR’s FNCprogram
also conducts applied structures research. Although budgets are limited,
there appears to a balance between new and continuing projects.
Certain structures topics important for naval engineering are not in

the portfolio, including coatings and fatigue life extension. These are
topics of basic and early applied research in other ONR divisions not
included within the NNR-NE definition. Other topics that are relevant
to naval engineering but administered outside the division responsible
for NNR-NE include bearings and lubrication.
Navy plans call for building fewer new classes of ships and sustaining the

fleet through production of ships according to modified versions of exist-
ing designs. Existing ships will continue in service longer and be subject to
modernizations to extend service life. These decisionshave implications for
the relative importance of research on structures, design tools, and other
technical areaswithinNNR-NE.The committee couldnot identify research
programs in the NNR-NE portfolio that addressed this future need.
During the committeeworkshops, a numberof concernswere expressed

by members of the community who identified areas that they believed
should receive additional attention, including the following:

• Development ofmore efficient structural concepts using high-strength,
lightweight materials that are very durable;

• Development of computer simulation tools. Research is needed on
solving problems associated with multiscale andmultiphysics mod-
eling, real-time integration of simulation methods, model valida-
tion and verification, and the handling of large amounts of data;
and

• Improved computational efficiency and accuracy of solvers by incor-
porating adaptive multiscale techniques and tight multiphysics cou-
pling techniques in combination with the use of massively parallel
processors.

Hydromechanics and Hull Design; Propulsors The two principal
themes in the portfolio of recent ONR basic and early applied research
in hydromechanics and propulsors are (a) simulation-based analysis and
design capabilities to augment or replace traditional physical test–based
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approaches and (b) targeted research to address high-priority areas in
nonacoustic detection, extreme motions, and loads.
Amajor share of ship-related research concerns large-scale computa-

tional fluid dynamics. The portfolio includes a significant commitment
to the conduct of prototype tests by complementary efforts at NSWC-
CD. The commitment to testing appears healthy and indicates that ONR
recognizes that progress requires a balance between experimental and
computational work. Propulsormodeling has amuch higher profile than
a decade ago, with emphasis on crash-backmaneuvers. Investigators are
taking diverse approaches to this problem.
The objectives of several recent projects are prediction and control of

bubbly wake and the understanding of turbulent flow in the vicinity of
contact lines. The need for ever-greater detail in hydrodynamic model-
ing is a concern. As computing capability has increased over the years,
software tools have been developed to provide discrimination at smaller
and smaller scales. It is unclear whether this focus is a valid research
direction for prediction of forces, acoustic sources, and other elements
of practical relevance at appropriate scales of interest.
CurrentONR-sponsored propulsor research focuses on unsteady cav-

itation, highly separated flows, hydroacoustics, and advanced propulsor
concepts. In addition, as waterjets become more widely used for high-
speed vessels, research in cavitation of waterjets is growing.
Workshop participants cited the need for improved integration of

propulsor and hull hydrodynamic interaction on naval ships and the
subsequent integration of such research to develop useful design tools.
Other areas noted as in need of greater emphasis include

• Predictive tools for propulsor performance in extreme ship motions,
• Development of interactive educational tools in propulsor design,
• The understanding of unsteady forcing and development of analysis
tools required to design vessels with unsteady flow control,

• Improved methods for understanding the effects of turbulence on
fluid motion, and

• Production of computational fluid dynamics results in near real time.

Automation, Control, and System Integration The portfolio in
automation, control, and system integration should be growing and
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dynamic because the increasing complexity of ships is a key technical
problem confronting naval engineering. However, the focus and overall
objectives of the automation, control, and system integration portion of
the portfolio were not evident to the committee. The portfolio includes
some highly applied projects, but basic research of broad potential applic-
ability on system integration, system engineering, and system architecture
appears to be absent from the NNR-NE.
Recent projects in this research area concern the control of heteroge-

neous systems, adaptive automation for machinery control using a total
ship approach, and increased cognitive functions of automated systems.
Automated testing and design of damage-resilient ship subsystems are
also being pursued. These topics are related to theNavy’s desire in recent
years to reduce shipboard manning because of its long-term costs; how-
ever, the long-term effect on ship readiness of such reduced manning is
of growing concern.
While progress in these areas holds the promise of transforming ship

and vehicle design, the likelihood that such capabilities will bring with
them increased vulnerability to system failures and increased (and un-
predicted) severity of such failures cannot be ignored. Taking full advan-
tage of automation and its integration in systemcontrolwhile avoiding the
pitfalls of reducedmanning during the evolution of an emergency remains
a challenge.
It is apparent that automated and “smart” systems capabilities will be

of growing importancewith the emergence of all-electric ships, integrated
electric propulsion, and the desire for operations that are both robust and
robustly reconfigurable. The increased use of autonomous unmanned
vehicles and the increased availability of smart sensors make total ship
adaptive automated control of heterogeneous systems an alluring goal.
Shipboard damage control would likely benefit from research in this

area. Historically, this capability has been heavily dependent on signifi-
cant manpower resources, and many activities required to control or
ameliorate damage are heavily dependent on personnel.However, aspects
that could benefit from smart automated and adaptive systems remain:
the ability to configure shipboard systems rapidly to survive anticipated
hits, systems that detect and evaluate damage and fire spread and provide
guidance to crews, and control of deflooding systems.
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Platform Power and Energy This research area was not listed in the
2001 ONR memorandum creating the NNR-NE, yet in 2006 through
2009 (the years for which research spending data were provided to the
committee) it was the largest component of theNNR-NE portfolio, with
the most funding for applied research projects. The research was aimed
at supporting development of components and systems for providing
shipboard power of very high capacity comparedwith historical require-
ments. As noted in Chapter 3, theNavy’s 2011 research and development
budget estimate reports a decline in 2010 in all Navy applied research
(BA 2) spending for power and energy. Applied research funding for the
budget category “surface ship and submarine hull mechanical and elec-
trical (HM&E)” declined from $79 million in FY 2009 to $46 million in
FY 2010 (DON2010, 135). The budget estimate document states that the
decrease is due to the completion of an energy and power technology ini-
tiative, apparently a reference to a DOD-wide 5-year program begun in
2002 to coordinate research and development on energy efficiency tech-
nology improvements (Taylor et al. 2010).
The use of power electronics–based integrated power systems (IPS) to

manage power and energy needs and efficiency could have great impact
on the performance of futureNavy ships. ONRhas correctly defined and
pursued a research and development plan for such a system. However,
gaps in Navy planning threaten the transition of this technology from
ONR research and development to application.
The definition of power electronics–based IPS and the design of its

components, including converters, generators, energy storage systems,
and design tools for more conventional ship designs and weapon system
power loads, are adequately emphasized. However, there is inadequate
research and development on the dynamics of future systems, where
weapon load requirements may far exceed the capacity of available gen-
eration and therefore large energy storage systems will be essential. The
integration of power electronics–based IPS into the overall ship design
is also not adequately emphasized. Attention to this problem is essential
if future ships are to accommodate radar and weapon systems that the
Navy may wish to use.

Education Initiatives
ONR’s support of university researchmakes an essential contribution to
sustaining the supply of researchers available to work on basic and
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applied naval engineering research problems. Beyond this function,
ONR’s present conception of the NNR-NE lacks a clear definition of the
scope of the educational activities that are to be considered a part of the
initiative. Some provisions of the 2001memorandum and some descrip-
tions of the NNR-NE initiative that ONR presented to the committee
indicate that the scope of NNR-NEmay include a broader range of edu-
cational aims, including STEM education and promotion of training of
professional naval engineers.
ONR has been assigned primary responsibility for the Navy’s contri-

bution to the nationwide STEM initiative. This activity ismanaged at the
corporate level as a single program rather than as separate programs
within the divisions. ONR is a suitable home for the activity because its
staff understand the importance of the initiative and the elements of
scientific literacy. However, the practical significance ofmanaging STEM
as an element of the NNRs is not evident.
Ensuring an adequate naval engineering professional workforce is a

primary concernofNAVSEA,because that command,directly and through
its contractors, employs most engineers in the field. However, ONR
research grants innaval engineeringhave an important indirect role inpro-
viding the professional workforce. Faculty research funding is essential to
the survival of naval engineering professional programs because research
ensures the intellectual vibrancy of university academic programs. ONR
research investments should be directed according to the value to theNavy
of the scientific knowledge they produce, but the connection between
research support andprofessionalworkforce supply cannot be overlooked.

Contribution of ONR’s NNR-NE: Summary Observations

The committee’s assessment of theNNR-NE began by comparingONR’s
activities since 2001with the specified actions that would be taken to ful-
fill the NNR-NE. The purpose and constituent activities of the NNR-NE
according to the 2001 memorandum are summarized in Box 1-2 in
Chapter 1.
The 2010 and 2007 ONR instructions stating the policy for designat-

ing an S&T initiative as an NNR specify activities required in NNR ini-
tiatives (ONR 2010, 3–4). The department responsible for an NNR is to

• Formulate thrust areas within the field to provide S&T products suf-
ficient to ensure naval superiority,
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• Coordinate the NNRwith other efforts including ONR FNC technol-
ogy transition initiatives and activities at DARPA,

• Augment basic research with experiments focused on promoting
applications and balance theoretical with experimental research,

• Promote knowledge base development and retention through amilitary
officer fellowship program or an entry-level faculty support program,

• Report annually on progress of the NNR, and
• Submit the NNR to review by an independent board at least every
5 years.

The requirements in the 2010 instruction that are not found in the 2001
memorandum are annual reporting and coordination with FNC and
non–Department of the Navy activities.
The conclusions below address the degree to which ONR has carried

out the required activities. The committee concluded that there are sub-
stantial opportunities to improveONR’s execution of theNNR-NEmis-
sion. The specific conclusions are as follows:

• NNR-NEmeets a Navy need but requires planning and stronger links
to users and researchers.

• NNR-NE has not yet gained recognitionwithin or outsideONR as the
focus of naval engineering basic and early applied research.

• ONR does not appear to have conducted the reporting called for in
the 2001 memorandum establishing the NNR-NE.

• The role of NNR-NE in the Naval S&T Strategic Plan has not been
clearly defined.

• ONR has not defined the practical significance of NNR designation
for administration and budgeting.

• Some activities called for in the 2001 memorandum or the 2010
instruction have not been undertaken.

• The scope of NNR-NE functions and responsibilities with respect to
education and relevant research outside the Ship Systems and Engi-
neering Research Division lacks clear definition.

Conclusion: NNR-NE meets a Navy need but requires planning and
stronger links to users and researchers.

The committee concluded that research and educational activities within
NNR-NE have fulfilled certain of the Navy’s needs to sustain S&T in
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naval engineering–related fields. Specifically, a diverse research program
is supported, and significant numbers of graduate and postdoctoral stu-
dents are involved (see Figure 4-7). An outreach program is making
efforts to attract students into the field of naval engineering at the kinder-
garten through 12th grade, undergraduate, and graduate levels. Finally,
the physical infrastructure of laboratories and equipment, which receives
important support throughONR research grants, appears to be adequate
for current needs.
However, the NNR-NE initiative has yet to reach its potential. In par-

ticular, the vision in the 2001 NNR-NEmemorandum of systematic and
coordinated management of a research portfolio toward attainment of
clearly defined objectives has not been fulfilled. ONR has continued
to support important basic and applied research in the designated
technical fields, as it did before 2001, but the NNR-NE initiative has not
had visibility internally or externally, and the coordination and evalua-
tion steps called for in the memorandum have not been conducted con-
sistently. Reinvigorating the initiative by returning more closely to the
letter and spirit of the 2001memorandumwould enable ONR to achieve
the purposes of the initiative more reliably and efficiently. Effectiveness
would be increased if ONR developed a more rigorous procedure for
defining meaningful objectives for research in each of the fields within
NNR-NE and measuring progress toward them and if ONR reinforced
communications channels between NNR-NE managers and the broad
user and research communities.

Conclusion: NNR-NE has not yet gained recognition within or out-
side ONR as the focus of naval engineering research.

ONR created NNR-NE as a mechanism to focus its basic and applied
research and education activities in support of naval engineering and to
emphasize the importance of technical progress in naval engineering to
Navy missions. However, NNR-NE has never attained the intended
status or visibility. Marketing—outreach to the research community to
help attract the best talent and ideas and outreach to sponsors and
other stakeholders to ensure that the initiative remains relevant to their
needs andmaintains their support—is a necessary adjunct to theNNR-NE
initiative.
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Conclusion: ONR does not appear to have conducted the reporting
required by the 2001 memorandum establishing NNR-NE.

Themanagement of a collection of ONR activities in a coordinatedman-
ner to reach a common objective is essential to the NNR concept. The
2010 NNR instruction requires that the responsible department report
annually on the execution and progress of the NNR. Regular progress
reporting is a necessary step toward ensuring that the elements of NNR-
NE aremanaged as a unified initiative and recognized byONRmanagers,
researchers, and clients as the focal point of naval engineering–related
basic and early applied research. The 2001 memorandum establishing
the NNR-NE specifies that the progress and impact of the NNR-NE be
subjected to an external review every 5 years. The committee did not
receive documentation of past progress reports or evaluations of the
NNR-NE.

Conclusion: The role of NNR-NE in the Naval S&T Strategic Plan
is not clear.

ONR’s 2009Naval S&T Strategic Plan refers only briefly and generally to
the NNRs. The plan states objectives for naval engineering research in
such broad terms (e.g., platform survivability, stealth, efficient energy and
power systems, “new and novel advanced platformdesign,” reduced total
ownership cost of naval platforms) that the document appears to be of
limited use to research managers in setting priorities and balancing their
programs. Correspondingly, ONR has not taken the initiative to relate its
NNR-NE portfolio to theNaval S&T Strategic Plan and to communicate
the importance of efforts carried out under the NNR to the strategy. This
is an essential step in ensuring internal understanding of the critical
nature of the NNR-NE and of the merits of providing the NNR-NE ini-
tiative with adequate resources.

Conclusion:ONRhas not defined the practical administrative signifi-
cance of NNR designation.

The ONR 2001 memorandum establishing the NNR-NE and the 2010
instruction defining theNNRs do not identify the practical consequences
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ofNNRdesignation, that is, how designation of a portfolio ofONR activ-
ities as anNNRalters themanagement or objectives of the activities. ONR
was already engaged in all or nearly all of the activities that the 2001mem-
orandum designated as elements of the NNR-NE before the memoran-
dum was issued. The committee’s understanding is that, rather than
initiating new programs, the memorandum served as a declaration of
policy: assigning the NNR designation indicated that (a) the listed activ-
ities deserve special priority in planning and budgeting at ONR
because the identified S&T fields are critical to the Navy and no one
else will support them and (b) management of these activities must
be coordinated with the declared policy objective in mind. However,
the significance of NNR designation is not explicit in the ONR mem-
orandum or instruction.
Specific actions that ONR could incorporate in the NNR-NE initia-

tive to promote and strengthen naval engineering–related research could
include periodic evaluations of research output, periodic examinations
of the health of the field and of the performance of all Navy programs
supporting the field, procedures for giving priority to theNNR-NEfields
in ONR program planning and budgeting, and management arrange-
ments to ensure coordination of all relevant ONR activities toward
achieving the shared NNR-NE objectives.

Conclusion: Some prescribed NNR-NE activities may not have
been undertaken.

A number of activities specified in the defining NNR documents have
not been completed. The 2010 NNR instruction requires coordination
of the NNRs with ONR’s FNC technology transition initiatives and with
DARPA. The 2001NNR-NEmemorandum requires ONR to create uni-
versity–industry–laboratory consortia for fostering naval engineering
S&T. The committee was not presented with information on how these
requirements have been interpreted and carried out. ONR does not
appear to have conducted large-scale field experiments within theNNR-
NE research project portfolio, with the possible exception of certain
power and energy applied research projects, or to have issued special
broad agency announcements to fulfill specific objectives of the NNR-
NE, as the 2001 memorandum calls for.
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Conclusion: The scope of NNR-NE functions and responsibilities
lacks clear definition.

The 2001 NNR-NE memorandum and the 2010 NNR instruction
are imprecise as to how naval engineering–related basic and applied
research conducted by units other than the ONR Ship Systems and
Engineering Research Division should be coordinated with NNR-NE
and as to the scope of educational activities considered to be within
the NNR-NE.
The committee’s assessments of the significance of NNR-NE research

were complicated by the lack of a full picture ofONRwork related to naval
engineering. Particularly in the fields of ship design tools; structures; and
automation, control, and system integration, the committee understands
that some amount of relevant basic and early applied research is being con-
ducted in ONR divisions other than Ship Systems and Engineering
Research. Coordination of all relevant ONR research with the objectives
of theNNR-NE appears to bemissing in themanagement structure of this
initiative.

Recommendation: ONR should administer the NNR-NE program
with an organization clearly aligned with that envisioned when the
NNR-NE was established. To that end, the following actions should
be taken:

• ONR management should ensure that the elements and objectives
of theNNR-NE are communicated to researchers, programofficers,
and research product users. In addition, ONRmanagement should
ensure that new activities are within the scope of the NNR-NE and
contribute to the initiative’s objectives.

• ONR should develop an enterprisewide information system that
would make summary information on NNR-NE research projects
readily available to proposers and to ONR’s clients. Summary infor-
mation should include an abstract, funding history, and a point of
contact for each project. These summaries would be an effective
means of informing prospective proposers of ONR’s interests and
fundingpriorities andwouldhelp keepONR’s clients in theNavy and
shipbuilding informed of ONR research.
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• ONR should use the information system as a management tool for
assessing NNR-NE progress and funding allocation trends; for
performance benchmarking; and for communicating NNR-NE
progress, achievements, and potential.

• ONRshould prepare an annual report that compares the year’s activ-
ities with those prescribed in the 2001 memorandum and the 2010
instruction. The annual report would serve as a historical record
describing how the NNR designation helped achieve the NNR-NE’s
objectives and promoted the coordination of ONR naval engineer-
ing activities.

• Revisions of the Naval S&T Strategic Plan should delineate the
expected contributions of the NNR-NE to the plan.

• To fulfill the requirement of the 2001memorandum for creation of
consortia to foster naval engineering S&T,ONR should consider the
alternative organizationalmodels for cooperative research proposed
by the 2002 National Research Council Committee on Options for
Naval Engineering Cooperative Research (TRB 2002).

• ONR should revise the definition of NNR-NE, specifying educa-
tional responsibilities and requirements for coordination of naval
engineering–related basic and applied research outside the Ship
Systems and Engineering Research Division. The definition should
specify that all relevant research be coordinated through the
NNR-NE, regardless of its location in the ONR organization.
Requirements in the 2001memorandum that have not proved use-
ful should be eliminated.
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Annex 4-1

NNR-NE Scientific and Technical Areas
Definitions and Rationales

ONR provided the committee with the lists below, which summarize the
objective, approach, Navy-unique characteristics, and expected payoff of
the ONR research portfolio in each of five of the NNR-NE technical
areas—hydromechanics and hull design; structures; propulsors; auto-
mation, control, and system integration; and ship design tools—and for
the educational grant component of theNNR-NE.8 ONRdid not provide
such a list for the platform power and energy technical area.

HYDROMECHANICS AND HULL DESIGN

Objective:
• Identify, understand, predict and control the fundamental phenom-
ena of turbulence, cavitation, breaking waves, bubble generation and
hydroacoustics.

• Develop reliable physics-based computational prediction capabilities
to limit hydrodynamic surprises for new platforms.

Approach:
• Understand the independent and coupled roles of roughness, various
geometry complexities, drag reduction technologies, hydroacoustic
sources, separated flows, unsteadiness, etc. on turbulent flows.

• Develop theoretical and computational tools that have sufficient
physics to accurately predict performance.

8 Presentation by J. Pazik to the committee, April 6, 2010.
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• Understand the independent and coupled roles of geometry and fluid
properties (e.g., density profiles) on wake physics.

• Study the interaction of platforms in close proximity.
• Explore hydrodynamics of motions (e.g., interaction of flows be-
tween hulls), seaway effects (e.g., maneuvering in waves), and shape
optimization.

• Develop wave measurement from radar, fast wave prediction, and
appropriate ship response.

Navy Unique:
• Potential for radical or violent maneuvers used to defend against
attack.

• Requirement to operate in all sea states.
• Replenishment at sea.
• Frequent course changes.
• Operations in deep and shallow waters.
• Stealth.

Payoff:
• Establishmentof safe operating envelope for vessels in extreme sea states.
• Physics-based computation methods.
• Knowledge databases for understanding and tool validation.
• Computational tools, including shape optimization.
• Advanced hull form designs and operability.
• Energy-efficient hull forms.

STRUCTURES

Objective:
• Develop technologies for life cycle performance analysis and moni-
toring of ship structural systems.

• Develop an understanding of behavior of novel ship structures, such
as composite or aluminum subsystems, during and after fire to enable
modeling and prediction.

• Provide protection system and armor that can defeat several threats
and meet structural and stiffness requirements.
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• Facilitate use of alternative hull forms that are lighter, more surviv-
able, stealthier, cheaper, easier tomaintain and have a longer life than
steel or aluminum hulls.

Approach:
• Develop reliability-based, structural performance and degradation
models and supporting technologies.

• Develop ship structural health monitoring technologies to provide
basis for life-cycle management and operator guidance.

• Develop vulnerability assessment capability for light-weight ship
structures based upon an improved understanding of material and
structural response and life-cycle degradation effects.

• Develop the ability to model the failure of naval composite structures
under air blast and after fire.

• Develop models describing the effect of the implosion of a pressure
vessel.

Navy Unique:
• Composites and lightweight structures improve stealth and reduce
weight, corrosion, fatigue, and maintenance and operational costs.

• Rules and tools necessary to develop novel systems with tailored
response against shock and impact thatminimize damageon structures,
vehicles, personnel and sensitive equipment is needed.

Payoff:
• Advanced structural health monitoring systems that will sustain the
life of naval vessels.

• Tools that will assess the performance of new structural components
in naval vessels.

• Comprehensive, integrated toolsets and processes to accurately assess
the stability and structural integrity of a damaged ship.

• Understanding of heat conduction, charring, buckling, and residual
strength of composites under simultaneous heat and load.

• Predictive tools on long-term availability.
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PROPULSORS

Objective:
• Improve propulsive efficiency and optimize propulsor for givenNaval
application.

• Provide the Navy with quiet, efficient and affordable propulsor con-
cepts and capabilities that will meet emerging mission requirements.

Approach:
• Evaluate novel design such as counter-rotating props for fuel efficiency.
• Exploit novel materials in the design of the propulsor to improve
hydrodynamic efficiency and blade performance.

• Develop accurate, reliable and robust predictive–simulation tools and
methods for design and behavior of propulsors.

• Explore and demonstrate at lab-scale novel propulsor concepts.

Navy Unique:
• Navy propulsors must be able to survive high intensity impulse loads
caused by underwater explosions.

• Navy propulsors must also be efficient, affordable, quiet and easily
maintained.

• Integrated with naval platforms.

Payoff:
• Propulsion options for high-speed ships that support criticalmissions.
• Efficient and robust models to advance fundamental knowledge of
rotating marine structures which operate with complex, turbulent
flows.

• Advanced waterjet design and analysis technology.
• Understanding of the fundamental aspects of two-phase propulsion.

AUTOMATION, CONTROL, AND SYSTEM INTEGRATION

Objective:
• Develop science and technology necessary to demonstrate distrib-
uted monitoring and control of hull and mechanical and electrical
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systems for Navy vessels (including electrical, auxiliary, and dam-
age control systems).

• Develop and prototype an autonomous, distributed control system
featuring the integration of fluid, thermal, and power systems.

Approach:
• Construct a reduced-scale hardware in-the-loop evaluation platform
for agent-based control system testing–warship intelligent control
system multi-institution demonstrator.

• Perform hardware in-the-loop test and evaluation.
• Develop medium-scale integration of NAVSEA-Philadelphia fluid
and thermal systems with remote Purdue power system test bed.

• Develop and demonstrate an intracompartmental integrated wireless
sensing and data network.

• Investigate actuation technologies and approaches.
• Develop rapid damage recoverability decision support for structural
system to support the fleet with existing and future ships and vessels.

Navy Unique:
• Navy ships are complex platforms composed of disparate systems
where interactions and interdependencies are extensive and nonlinear.

• Overall system behavior cannot be inferred from the analysis of an
individual portion.

• The dynamic environment with the potential of severe stresses is
unique to naval platforms.

• True automationprovides increased platformperformance, faster deci-
sion time, increased survivability and recoverability, optimalmanning,
and increased safety.

Payoff:
• Demonstrated distributed monitoring and control architectures.
• Integrated, automated operation and reconfiguration of shipboard
machinery systems.

• Optimized manning, survivability, and recoverability.
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SHIP DESIGN TOOLS

Objective:
• Reduce platform design cycle time.
• Reduce acquisition cost through integrated design and software tools.
• Extend design options as long as possible.

Approach:
• Set based approaches.
• Integrate emerging research results into physics-based, technology
performance evaluation tools.

• Complement concept development activity with analytical tool devel-
opment and model testing.

• Investigate translation of higher order physics-based models to
quicker running surrogate models appropriate to order of design
fidelity.

• Determine methodologies to treat all aspects of the design as a vari-
able.

• Investigate alternative geometric design representations for alterna-
tive analytical techniques.

Navy Unique:
• Integration of complex war-fighting systems.
• Large variability in operational profile.
• Interfaces with proprietary design software.

Payoff:
• Support for innovative design concepts.
• Provision of traceability in design process applications.
• Intelligent search of design space.
• Provision of methodology to deal with uncertainty and variability of
inputs and designs.

• Systems optimization.
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EDUCATION AND UNIVERSITY LABORATORY INITIATIVE

Objective:
• Provide capable and knowledgeable future workforce in Naval
engineering.

• Maintain and enhance education infrastructure (programs, depart-
ments) to ensure education and research programs.

Approach:
• Partner with professional societies to create venues for student inter-
action with Navy labs, design agents, and focus universities.

• Leverage existing K-12 technology education infrastructure.
• Include real world Navy challenges.
• Leverage existing programs in outreach and education.
• Expand existing local programs.
• Insert outreach efforts into undergraduate level engineering courses.
• Focus ONR efforts on advanced degree capabilities.

Navy Unique:
• U.S. citizens required to work in naval facilities.
• Engineering optimizations in platformdesign and build different than
private sector.

• Undersea naval engineering opportunities very limited in private
sector.

• Amphibious capabilities.

Payoff:
• Development of an Experimental Introduction toMarine Engineering.
• Increase in student awareness of Naval Engineering course of study.
• Expansion of Sea Perch Program using Society of Naval Architects
and Marine Engineers.

• Expansion of number of teams participating in Autonomous Under-
water Vehicle Competition.

• Feedback from schools—enrollment in these programs is increasing,
direct links to this effort.
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Annex 4-2

Earlier Assessments of the State
of Naval Engineering

The 2001 ONR memorandum that created the NNR-NE cited the con-
clusions of a number of assessments of the status of naval engineering in
the United States as evidence of the need for the Navy to take a leading
role in investment in science and technology in the field (National Naval
Program for Naval Engineering, Oct. 22, p. 1). Below are summaries of
the following studies cited in the memorandum:

• National Research Council. 1996. Shipbuilding Technology and Edu-
cation.National Academy Press, Washington, D.C.

• American Society of Naval Engineers. 1998. Preserving Our Naval
Engineering Capability. Naval Engineers Journal,May.

• Chryssostomidis, C.,M. Bernitsas, andD. Burke, Jr. 2000.Naval Engi-
neering: ANational Naval Obligation.Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology Ocean Engineering Design Laboratory, May.

• NationalResearchCouncil. 2000.AnAssessment ofNavalHydromechan-
ics Science and Technology.National Academy Press, Washington, D.C.

• U.S. Department of Commerce. 2001.National Security Assessment of
the U.S. Shipbuilding and Repair Industry.May.

• Transportation Research Board. 2002. Special Report 266: Naval Engi-
neering: Alternative Approaches for Organizing Cooperative Research.
National Academies, Washington, D.C.

National Research Council, Shipbuilding Technology
and Education, 1996

The following were among the findings of this study:

• ONR should continue to support faculty members through fel-
lowships, through research projects directed at Navy objectives,
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and, to the extent possible, through projects that have economic
impacts.

• Naval architecture and marine engineering schools should become
more involved with the U.S. shipbuilding industry through research
in business-process, system, and ship-production technologies, as
well as by soliciting support for these and other kinds of research. The
schools should continue concentrating on subjects traditionally
taught but should also pay much greater attention to the economic
health of the industry. Universities, with theirmultiple disciplines, led
by the naval architects andmarine engineers who justifiably lay claim
to being good systems thinkers, should be able to seize the problem
that U.S. shipbuilders face; understand what it will take to create a
healthy industry; and reach as far afield as needed to understand the
cultures, politicalmotivations, and economic infrastructures of inter-
national competitors.

The focus of this study was naval architecture and marine engineering,
and early activity related to the NNR-NE tended to have this perspec-
tive. Naval engineering as it is now understood embraces many more
academic and professional disciplines, though naval architecture and
marine engineering are largely seen as key contributors to total ship
engineering. Appreciation of this total ship approach has increased in
recent years.

American Society of Naval Engineers, “Preserving Our Naval
Engineering Capability,” 1998

TheAmerican Society of Naval Engineers undertook the development of
a white paper specifically addressing the need tomaintain a robust naval
engineering capability, in all its facets, in the United States. In this paper,
the reader can see the developing line of thinking that led to ONR’s
establishment of the NNR-NE. The paper contains the following discus-
sion and recommendations:

• The problem [of maintaining a robust naval engineering capability]
is not just a shipyard or ship design issue. It involves the full spectrum
of naval engineering including
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– The research, development and operational evaluation of command
control, weapon systems, ordnance, aircraft and shipmechanical and
electrical machinery;

– The engineering and integration of the individual command control,
weapon andmachinery systems into effective combat, electrical and
propulsion systems;

– The physical and functional integration of these systems into com-
batant ship designs.

• Unless there is a national commitment to a design and construction
program in the years ahead, we cannot expect to attract engineering
students into the profession, . . . universities . . . will be forced to elim-
inate their naval engineering curricula. Theremust be challenging and
interesting career opportunities. . . . This reinforces the necessity for
the U.S. to commit to sustain at least a minimum level of naval engi-
neering, design and construction activity.

• Commitment to a scaled down but aggressive weapons and ship sys-
tems R&D program coupled with the periodic construction of at least
a few complex warships of new design is essential if theU.S. is to retain
naval technological and warfighting supremacy.

Recommendations:

• [The Navy should make a commitment to] . . . a planned, budgeted
program for periodic ship design and construction.

• [The Navy and others should make a long-term commitment to] . . .
sustain naval engineering education.

• [The Navy needs to] . . . produce a plan.

C. Chryssostomidis,M.Bernitsas, andD.Burke, Jr., Naval Engineering:
A National Naval Obligation, 2000

This study also focused significantly on naval architecture and marine
engineering. An excerpt from this paper follows:

As part of its national obligations, ONR must ensure U.S. world leadership in
thoseunique technology areas that insurenaval superiority.ONRaccomplishes
this mission through research, recruitment and education, maintaining an
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adequate base of talent, and sustaining critical infrastructure for research and
experimentation.One critical area requiring support byONR is the “knowledge
infrastructure” in Naval Architecture andMarine Engineering.

National Research Council, An Assessment of Naval Hydromechanics
Science and Technology, 2000

As is apparent from the title, this study focused on one important aspect
of naval engineering: hydromechanics. In this study the following state-
ment appears:

Historically, the Office of Naval Research (ONR) has promoted the world
leadership of the United States in naval hydromechanics by sponsoring a
research program focused on long-term S&T problems of interest to the
Department of the Navy, by maintaining a pipeline of new scientists and
engineers, and by developing products that ensure naval superiority.

The committee restated the objectives of the NNR-NE and then stated
the following:

The assumption of national responsibility for the support of a research area
requires the long-term commitment of a significant level of investment.

The committee is concerned that ONR support for research in ship and sub-
marine hydromechanics and, in turn, the output of new ideas and technol-
ogy have declined over the past decade.

The current system relies partially on funding made available from major
acquisition programs, which in turn produces dramatic variations in the
funding for naval research.

ONR should establish an institute for naval hydrodynamics (INH) subject to
the following guidelines:

1. The INH should capture the best talents and the largest body of knowl-
edge in hydromechanics from the United States and foreign countries. It
should leverage existing funding and ensure a well-coordinated approach
to research in hydromechanics.

2. The INH should be directed by a highly qualified scientific leader. The
management style and philosophy should be in tune with the intellectual
creativity expected of participants in the INH.

3. A small central facility should support the INH. This facility should be
open to all INH participants.
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4. The form of the center should be carefully determined. One attractive
option would be a virtual center that uses distributed assets and extensive
Internet communication. The virtual center would have a management
committee and a small central supporting entity.

U.S. Department of Commerce, National Security Assessment
of the U.S. Shipbuilding and Repair Industry, 2001

This study, centered as it was on the shipbuilders, largely confined itself
to the needs of those facilities to improve the process of construction. The
historical focus of the National Shipbuilding Research Program (NSRP),
referred to below, has been on improving the competitiveness and process
efficiency of U.S. shipbuilders. The report states the following:

A key reason for U.S. warship superiority has been the shipbuilding research
and development (R&D) expertise that currently resides . . . [in] the Navy’s
laboratories, acquisition commands and certain shipbuilders and universities.

An existing effort to bolster the shipbuilding R&D infrastructure is the
National Shipbuilding Research Project Advanced Shipbuilding Enterprise
(NSRP ASE). The U.S. Navy and the 11 major shipbuilders that comprise
NSRP are jointly funding R&D costs.

The report’s conclusions did not address R&D.

Transportation Research Board, Naval Engineering: Alternative
Approaches for Organizing Cooperative Research, 2002

This report concentrated on the evaluation of alternative structures for the
management of research and used the currentONRprincipal investigator
model as the baseline for comparison. Three alternativemodels were con-
sidered, and committeemembers strove to assess howwell the variedman-
agement structures would perform R&D that supports Navy needs. The
evaluations of the three alternative structures were not based on the eval-
uation of actual enterprises. The following excerpts are from the study:

TheNavy is facing serious limitations related to an adequate supply of the cre-
ative talent and knowledge base needed. ONR also lacks sufficient personnel
with broad, interdisciplinary experience. ONR stressed the importance of
an approach to research that incorporates total systems aspects of the naval
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engineering discipline. . . . The committee was able to describe and evaluate
only the alternative organizational models that were presented to it and that
are the leading contenders for consideration by ONR.

ONR has two overall goals that it needs to achieve in adopting a model for
naval engineering cooperative research: (a) to maintain and develop human
capital and (b) to revitalize naval engineering and improve ship design and
production.

Naval engineering graduates and practicing professionals need to approach
ship design, development, and production/construction from the “total ship”
point of view in order to meet the challenges of the future Navy. Hence, the
concept of “total ship engineer” must be infused into the education and pro-
fessional development of future naval engineers.

With regard to the second ONR goal, there is a critical need for the U.S. ship
design community to revitalize its ability to accomplish creative new research
and to support higher-performing, cost-effective designs and more innova-
tive ship systems engineering. In addition, research results need to be trans-
ferred to the next stage of technology development and used in actual ship
designs.

Organizationalmodels considered: individual principal investigator (current
practice); professional society/community of practitioners model; consor-
tium model; project-centered model.

The committee found that all three models for cooperative research organi-
zations that it evaluated are capable of meeting all of ONR’s program objec-
tives. No specific cooperative model was recommended.

An interesting feature of this study is the significant and repeated
emphasis on “total ship” methods, approaches, and education. This
appears to be consistent with the recognition that more than research
is necessary to stay at the forefront of knowledge in specific scientific
fields: it is essential to develop and keep healthy the national ability to
pull knowledge together as needed to support the design of the large,
complex structures that are Navy ships. The marrying and integration
of technologies are at least as important to the final result as are the
technologies themselves.
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Conclusions and Recommendations

TheOffice of Naval Research (ONR) asked the National Research Council
(NRC) to examine the state of basic and applied research in the scien-
tific fields that support naval engineering and to advise it onwhetherONR
activities, under its National Naval Responsibility for Naval Engineering
(NNR-NE) initiative, have been effective in sustaining these fields. The
study committee was also to identify opportunities to enhance innovation,
research, and graduate education in these fields and identify areas of scien-
tific research that provide opportunities tomake fundamental advances in
naval ship capabilities.
The committee’s conclusions and recommendations are presented in

five sections: the justification and value of the NNR-NE; the state of sci-
ence and technology (S&T) supporting naval engineering; the complete-
ness and balance of the NNR-NE portfolio of basic and applied research;
opportunities for enhancement of research and graduate and post-
doctoral education, and related institutional and physical infrastructure;
and, finally, the effectiveness of theNNR-NE initiative. Recommendations
are addressed to the administrators of theNNR-NE initiative andofONR.
Several of the recommendations that concern scientific research oppor-
tunities could be acted on within the present structure of the initiative.
Recommendations formeasures to increase the effectiveness ofNNR-NE
and to enhance innovation, research, and graduate education through
changes in management processes would require action by senior ONR
administrators.
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NEED FOR AND VALUE OF NNR-NE

Need for Navy Support

Researchprovides the fundamental technology andknowledge that ensure
Navy success in future operations.Within theNavy’s researchportfolio are
basic and applied research programs that provide advances in knowledge
and technology and lead to future naval capabilities. Some of the basic
and applied research used by the Navy is supported by the Department of
Defense (DOD), the National Science Foundation (NSF), the National
Institute of Standards and Technology, and other agencies. However,
some basic and applied research is so specific to Navy needs that it is sup-
ported only by theNavy.WithoutNavy support the researchwould not be
performed. NNR-NEwas created to support such research. Navy support
is necessary for basic and early applied research programs that

• Are in fields critical to naval engineering that would notmake progress
without Navy support,

• Have a long-term horizon (i.e., programs that expect to yield progress
on fundamental problems over a 10- to 20-year period), and

• Have potential for broad application and for discovery of knowledge
that may lead to advances in naval capabilities.

Navy support forNNR-NE research is critical for several reasons. Tech-
nological progress is essential to security to ensure that naval superiority is
maintained as the operating environment, missions, and resources avail-
able to the Navy change in the future. The history of innovation in ship
design and development provides examples of cases in which basic and
early applied research in fields related to naval engineering was essential
to the development of new naval capabilities. Moreover, the potential
exists for high-payoff applications of research in progress today, even if
the probability and form of applications cannot be predicted precisely.
Finally, in areas where improvements in ship design and capability have
been slow (e.g., innovations that aid in cost control), it is likely that lack
of innovation can be attributed, in part, to past lack of support for basic
research.
Navy support for NNR-NE is also valuable because DOD funding of

basic and applied researchhistorically has yieldedbenefits beyondnational
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defense and DOD is a primary funder of research and graduate education
in a number of engineering disciplines of importance to theU.S. economy.
WithoutNavy support, the criticalmass of technical expertise and research
talent in these fields would not be maintained, and the capability to inno-
vate in naval engineering would be lost in the United States.

Value of NNR-NE

Conclusion 1: The NNR-NE, as defined in the 2001 ONR memoran-
dum establishing it and the ONR instructions defining the NNRs in
general, is a useful means of organizing ONR support of basic and
applied research in the scientific and technical fields that underlie naval
engineering.

Assigning the NNR designation established Navy policy that the identi-
fied activities are deserving of special consideration in planning and
budgeting at ONR and that the activities are to be coordinated to sustain
U.S. research capability to work on problems important to the Navy,
maintain the supply of scientists and engineers in disciplines of unique
Navy importance, and ensure that ONR can continue to provide the
S&T products necessary for naval superiority. The NNR-NE designa-
tion is intended to establish naval engineering as an ONR priority,
define ONR objectives in naval engineering, and create a management
structure for integrating a diverse group of basic and applied research
programs with education and outreach activities. ONR’s naval engi-
neering activities need these three elements—high priority, clear objec-
tives, and effective management.
ONRhas designated four fields as NNRs: ocean acoustics, underwater

weaponry, underseamedicine, andnaval engineering. Among these fields,
the need forNNRdesignation is arguably the greatest for naval engineer-
ing. Management of research in the other three fields is simpler, because
each has a relatively narrow focus and the research objectives and research
community to be sustained are relatively easy to define. In contrast, naval
engineering is an essentially integrative activity thatmust apply scientific
knowledge from an expansive array of disciplines to solvemultiple com-
plex problems of naval ship design. Therefore, the attention to long-term
planning and research coordination that theNNRprocess calls for is crit-
ical for producing naval engineering innovation.
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HEALTH OF THE S&T ENTERPRISE SUPPORTING
NAVAL ENGINEERING

The committee examined the state of research, education, andphysical and
institutional infrastructure in the fields supporting naval engineering iden-
tified byONRaswithin the scope ofNNR-NE: ship design tools; structural
systems; hydromechanics andhull design; propulsors; automation, control,
and system integration; and platform power and energy. Because of the
breadth of the relevant scientific fields and the constraints of the study’s
schedule and resources, the committee does not regard its assessments
as definitive. The committee’s recommendations propose a process for
monitoring the health of these fields systematically so thatONRcanobtain
the information it needs to guide sound research investment decisions.

State of Research

The committee’s conclusions address the status of the research enterprise
in the scientific and technical fields supporting naval engineering as these
fields are pursued in universities, government laboratories, and industry.
The committee defined the health of research in afield in termsof the three
kinds of research outputs intended fromONR’s S&T investments: knowl-
edge, transitions, and people (ONR 2009, 4). A healthy research field was
defined as one that is productive in advancing fundamental knowledge,
has strong linkages to engineering practice as evidenced by the transition
of discoveries to applications and by the existence of effective channels
of communication between researchers and practitioners, and has posi-
tive prospects as evidenced by the development and retention of talented
researchers and by the attraction of new researchers and resources. Typ-
ically, in a healthy research field, diverse topics are under investigation,
many researchmethods are in use, and the resources allow ample oppor-
tunity for creative research and for the pursuit of transition opportunities.
The ultimate success of research depends on the availability of practition-
ers who are aware of the latest scientific developments, who are proficient
in the latest techniques, and whomaintain close communication with the
research community.

Conclusion 2: Some of the fields within the NNR-NE derive strength
from a breadth of related applications. These fields benefit from a
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diversity of funding sources and opportunities for cross-fertilization
among communities of researchers working under different sponsor-
ship. For example, vibrant research communities are devoted to com-
putational fluid dynamics and to structural materials and systems.

In these fields, the tasks for the NNR-NE initiative are to ensure that the
Navy takes full advantage of the broad pool of researchers that could con-
tribute to solving its high-priority problems and to fund basic and applied
research on specific problems relevant only to Navy applications. Mech-
anisms for these purposesmay include better marketing of ONR support
opportunities and establishment of more structured interactions with
other sponsoring agencies.
In other NNR-NE fields or subfields (e.g., propulsors and naval hydro-

dynamics), ONR and other Navy agencies are nearly the only sources of
support. If the Navy were to identify an urgent need to expand research
related to naval problems in these fields, the pool of researchers qualified
to work immediately on such problems and not already occupied with
Navy-sponsored researchwould be small.ONRhas great responsibility for
sustaining education and the institutional infrastructure in these fields.
Because of the differences among NNR-NE disciplines, ONR activities to
fulfill itsNNR-NEobligations need to be tailored to the status of eachfield.

Hydrodynamics and Hull Design; Propulsors

Conclusion 3a: Themajor supporters of hydrodynamics basic research
in the United States historically have been the Navy, NSF, and the
NationalAeronautics and SpaceAdministration (NASA).NSF supports
a diverse and substantial program of basic and applied research in fluid
mechanics, including projects that have potential applications ranging
from chemical engineering to robotics to medicine, but few address
hydrodynamics problems of likely relevance to naval engineering.

The field of naval hydromechanics, that is, research aimed at understand-
ing the physical phenomena that determine the hydrodynamic andhydro-
acoustic performance of naval ships, arguably would not survive without
Navy support. Themove in recent years to replace experimentalworkwith
computation—in part to save costs (and time)—has not yet achieved
the ultimate potential savings and has in fact created new demands for
experimentation and measurements to provide the necessary validation
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and calibration of codes andmodels. Given current resources and objec-
tives, the current mix of U.S. naval hydrodynamics basic research (pri-
marily, the ONR program) may be the best that can be achieved to meet
narrowly focused needs. However, the overall program is stretched thin
and will not be able to meet unanticipated critical Navy needs. More
important, it does not have sufficient depth in more basic investigations
to generate the breakthrough and disruptive technologies that could
redefine naval engineering in the future.
The balance between computational and experimental work in hydro-

dynamicsmust be carefullymonitored. Experimental validation remains
an essential step in the development of hydrodynamicmodels. However,
experiments are costly and therefore more vulnerable during periods of
budget pressure. Experimental facilities depend on funded research for
their support and without use will deteriorate. Major research facilities
aremaintained and used at theNaval SurfaceWarfare Center, Carderock
Division (NSWC-CD), and elsewhere, primarily at universities.

Structural Systems

Conclusion 3b: U.S. industry supports little naval structures research
because few large commercial ships are built in theUnited States.Naval
structures research is performed and funded in the commercial sector
in such countries as Japan and Korea, where commercial shipbuilding
is amajor industry. Basic research in structures and structural materials
(that is, research not focused onnaval applications) has a broad range of
potential applications and receives support frommultiple public sources
(including NSF and NASA) as well as private-sector sources; therefore,
many structures researchers are working in theUnited States who could
perform naval structures research if they received funding from ONR.
However, the health of the field of structures research directly related to
naval engineering, exclusive ofONRactivities, canonly be considered as
poor to fair in the United States.

Ship Design Tools

Conclusion 3c: Little research in the United States is aimed at
developing improved tools and methods for use in the early stages
of the design of naval ships.
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In the early design stages, the performance requirements for the new ship
must be translated into a viable design concept, and the design is defined
up to the level of detail required formaking cost and construction sched-
ule estimates (contract design). Decisionsmade at the early design stages
determine the basic architecture of the ship and ship systems and costs
of construction and ownership.
At the same time, the shipbuilding industry, with Navy support, has

invested significantly in the development of tools for detail design, the
stage of design that produces the plans and procedures that guide the
shipyard construction workers and provides control over construction
cost and schedule. These shipyard design tools are more advanced than
are those in use for commercial ship design and construction, because the
complexity ofmodern naval ships demandsmore sophisticatedmethods.
The advanced shipyard design tools have potential uses throughout

all stages of design. Some recent acquisition programs have applied inte-
grated product and process development, an approach to ship design
and construction in which the early design stages are integrated with
construction planning to improve the efficiencywithwhich performance
and cost objectives are met. However, broader use of shipyard design
tools and databases in this manner may be hindered because there has
been little transition of the technology developed by private-sector ship-
yards toNavy ship designers,many advances are regarded as proprietary,
and the level of detail in associated databases is often not compatible
with the early-stage analysis of alternatives and set-based design for new
concepts.
The NNR-NE portfolio does not include investments in detail design

tools because development of these tools is not considered to be basic
research. In general, research in ship design tools tends to be focused on
the transition of basic research knowledge gained inmultiple disciplines
to design applications; hence, it is often perceived as applied research
andmay receive low priority in programs oriented toward basic research.
Nonetheless, there are basic research opportunities associated with

generic technologies such as systems engineering, multidisciplinary opti-
mization, set-baseddesign, efficiency andaccuracyof solvers, physics-based
modeling, and multiphysics coupling techniques. These opportunities are
particularly relevant for advanced ship concepts where there is often a lack
of existing rules-based methods and experimental data and existing tools
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have not been verified, validated, or accredited for use. Because basic re-
searchon shipdesign tools has a limited range of potential applications and
receives meager support from government and private-sector sources, few
researchers in the United States are predisposed to perform such research
even if increased funding in the field were available fromONR.
Ship design tools research is actively pursued in the commercial sector

inAsia (where commercial design and shipbuilding are thriving competi-
tive industries) and in Europe. The focus in these markets is on large
product carriers, containerships, passenger ships, and offshore vessels and
platforms, and therefore the research has limited applicability and little
opportunity for transition to naval combatant ship design. However, the
international design industry has produced tools with potential applica-
tion to early-stage naval ship design.

Automation, Control, and System Integration

Conclusion 3d: Research in automation and control receives signifi-
cant support from NSF and from DOD. Both agencies support basic
research, and DOD is the major supporter of applied research. NASA
has supported work in this area in the past.

Basic andapplied research in automation andcontrol outsideONRappears
to be strong in terms of funding and numbers of researchers. In general,
controls, embedded systems, and automation are relatively well-funded
topics in engineering research today. This activity includes research rele-
vant to naval systems. The evident ONRniche in the field is application to
very specific Navy requirements (e.g., robotic underwater vehicles). Sys-
tem integration has fewer researchers but is funded by government agen-
cies in addition to theNavy. Aswith automation and control, the principal
Navy-specific problems appear to be application to special needs.

Platform Power and Energy

Conclusion 3e: Ensuring efficient transition of new power and energy
technology to the designers and builders of Navy ships is an urgent
concern.
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Power and energy technology is a dynamic field driven by developments
in computing, telecommunications, and power electronics for industrial,
consumer, and grid applications. Research anddevelopment in power sys-
tems is conducted and funded by industry, the Department of Energy,
NSF, and DOD. DOD, and in particular the Navy, has been among the
leaders in the funding of research to support design of power systems of
up to 100-MW capacity matching Navy needs. Research on land-based
systems can be expected to make a major contribution to components
and subsystem technologies that meet the Navy’s special power system
requirements. The Navy seeks to develop power and energy systems for
ships that will be equipped with electric drives and with electrically pow-
ered weapons, high-power radars, and electrical components replacing
hydraulic systems. Because future shipboard systemswill be of small phys-
ical dimensions and have power demands far exceeding the available on-
board generation, the problems and possibilities for ship-based power
system control and energy storage differ significantly from those for
land-based systems. Each weapon and radar system will not be able to
bring its own power system on board, and the future ship power system
will be different from that of the past.

Monitoring the Health of the S&T Fields That Support
Naval Engineering

Recommendation 1: To fulfill its obligation under the NNR-NE to
sustain U.S. research capability to work on problems important to
the Navy, ONR should carry out regular systematic assessments of
the state of health of each of the research fields supporting naval
engineering in the United States.

ONR assessments should examine the objectives and progress of related
research supported by ONR, other DOD agencies, other federal govern-
ment agencies, and the private sector. The examination should include
research in each field that is supported by non-Navy sources and moti-
vated by the potential for applications outside naval engineering but that
may constitute a pool of expertise and facilities that could be brought to
bear quickly on problems important to the Navy, if support were avail-
able and researcherswere induced towork onnaval engineering problems.
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Judging the relevance of current work in each field to the Navy mission
should be part of the assessments.
Themostmeaningfulmeasure of the health of research in the fields sup-

porting naval engineering is evidence of technology-driven improvement
in ship performance and cost. Therefore, as part of its monitoring of the
health of these research fields, ONR should evaluate U.S. and worldwide
innovation innaval engineeringpractice.ONR’s international connections
through the participation of foreign institutions in sponsored research in
the NNR-NE will be valuable as a source of information about worldwide
developments. The evaluation should look beyond ONR’s own programs
(a) to askwhetherprogress inperformance is beingmade (according to rec-
ognized measures such as match to threats, cost, and survivability) and
(b) to determine the sources of the technologies that allowed progress.

State of Education

Training of Future Researchers

Conclusion 4: The U.S. graduate education establishment that con-
ducts research and trains future researchers in theNNR-NEfields draws
strength from the diversity of the S&T disciplines engaged. However,
research centers and departments concentrating on certain specialized
fields critical to naval engineering and deriving a large share of their
research support from ONR (including centers and departments that
performresearch inhydrodynamics and in shipdesignmethods)maybe
vulnerable. A decline in research support for these fields would cause
thesedepartments todiminishordisappear.Critical research capabilities
wouldbe lost, and the supply of future researcherswouldbe interrupted.

Professional Education

Conclusion 5: The Navy recognizes that providing for the develop-
ment of future naval engineers is essential to itsmission. ONRhas ini-
tiated outreach programs to attract new students to the naval
engineering disciplines, but they are limited in scope and resources
given the needs. The recently funded Naval Engineering Education
Consortium may prove to be of value in recruiting and developing
students in naval systems engineering.
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The supply of engineering graduates for professional and research careers
in naval engineering is constrained by citizenship requirements. Persons
who are notU.S. citizens have difficulty in obtaining permanent residency
even with advanced degrees and training in needed disciplines.
Current initiatives are useful to the Navy in attracting new students

into naval engineering and maintaining an adequate pipeline of capable
researchers for the future, but the resources devoted to those initiatives
are limited, and vigilance will be necessary to ensure that Navy needs
continue to be met.

Conclusion 6: Few graduate professional engineering programs
in the United States provide multidisciplinary education focused
on naval engineering problems. While more than 20 colleges or
universities offer programs having some link to maritime, naval,
or ocean engineering at the undergraduate level, only 12 offer a
naval engineering course of study at the graduate level. Graduate
programs with strong multidisciplinary components are the most
promising setting for development of the knowledge and skills
required to carry out the essential integrative function of naval
engineering.

Recommendation 2: ONR should make a special effort to encourage
multidisciplinary graduate programs focused onnaval engineering that
train future researchers and professionals.

State of Infrastructure

The committee understood the reference to infrastructure in its task state-
ment tomean institutional as well as physical infrastructure. Institutional
infrastructure was defined as the established institutional framework
of research in naval engineering—schools; university, government, and
industry research laboratories; grant-making organizations such as ONR
and NSF; and scientific and professional societies. Physical infrastructure
was defined as the structures and equipment required to carry out research
in the naval engineering–related fields, for example, towing tanks, wave
basins, and cavitation flow tunnels for experimental hydrodynamics and
structural test facilities.
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Institutional Infrastructure
The committee solicited views on the state of the scientific and technical
institutions critical to naval engineering from researchers; educators; the
Naval Sea SystemsCommand (NAVSEA); andU.S. and foreign commer-
cial ship designers, builders, and operators. The four participants in naval
engineering S&T are the Navy, the private-sector shipbuilding and ship
design industries, commercial ship operators, and the research universi-
ties and other independent research organizations. The responses that the
committee received from this community indicate the following:

• Commercial shipbuilding is focused on efficiency and cost (one con-
cern of the Navy). U.S. industry investment in offshore technology is
strong, and industry demand for marine professionals is vital in sup-
porting themaritime-related university infrastructure and human cap-
ital pipeline.

• The activity of the international research community in major ship-
building countries such as Japan, Korea, and Norway (a center of the
offshore industry) is isolated fromU.S. interests and efforts.

• U.S. universities are a rich source of expertise that potentially is applic-
able to Navy problems but is not fully utilized by the Navy now. For
example, there is little overlap between the list of researchers receiving
support in NSF’s fluid mechanics program (NSF 2010) and NNR-NE
hydromechanics research grant recipients, and ONR management
expressed concern that ONR grant opportunities have not always been
publicized as effectively as possible.

• The U.S. government is overwhelmingly the major supporter of rele-
vant research; within the U.S. government, the Navy is the largest sup-
porter, and within the Navy, ONR.

The ability of the naval laboratories and governmentR&D facilities to sup-
port the naval ship systems engineering S&T infrastructure is varied. The
results of the committee’s assessment indicate the following:

• NAVSEA’s NSWC-CD is the primary facility conducting research and
development for transitioning NNR-NE research results to naval
applications.
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• NSWC-CDhas been effective in supporting advanced degrees in naval
engineering; in recruiting naval engineers; and in promoting science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) education.

• NAVSEA’s Naval Undersea Weapons Center has relevant but limited
activity in unmanned vehicles and in system integration (focused on
energy sources).

• The Naval Research Laboratory’s diverse mission does not emphasize
investments in the NNR-NE fields.

• Although NSF sponsors basic research in related areas (including fluid
dynamics, structural materials, energy and power, and systems engi-
neering), the projects are heterogeneous and rarely address problems
critical to naval engineering progress. Similarly, the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and other DOD agencies support
relevant research, but rarelywith potential naval applications or specific
Navy needs in mind.

Physical Infrastructure

Conclusion 7: The committee collected limited data on physical
research infrastructure from ONR, Navy laboratories, and naval engi-
neering researchers. No obvious shortfalls were identified. The exist-
ing infrastructure at government, university, and private research
laboratories appears to have been adequate for the needs of current
Navy research programs. Improvements in computer technology and
equipment have benefited research in areas such as real-time physics-
based simulations.

DOD’s Defense University Research Instrumentation Program, which
awards competitive grants for acquisition ofmajor equipment, has helped
maintain naval engineering research facilities.

Conclusion 8: Because the content of ONR’s research portfolio is
strongly influencedby researcher proposals, infrastructure needs for the
portfolio tend to be determined by availability. Maintaining and fund-
ing test facilities are challenges. Facilities rely heavily on fees collected
from users conducting government-sponsored research; therefore, if
research funding is interrupted, survival of facilities is jeopardized.
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The committee calls the attention of ONR to the 2000 report of the NRC
Committee for Naval Hydromechanics Science and Technology, which
noted that these facilities require ongoing investment to update instru-
mentation and strong technical support staffs to produce cutting-edge
research (NRC 2000, 3).

WHOLENESS OF THE NNR-NE PORTFOLIO

The task statement directs the committee to “assess the wholeness of the
program and, as appropriate, identify any key opportunities for theNavy
tomake fundamental leaps in sea platform capability and affordability.”
The study also is to assess whether the technical areas included within
ONR’s definition of NNR-NE adequately define its scope.
The first section below presents the committee’s overall conclusions

concerning thewholeness of theNNR-NE research portfolio and the defi-
nition of the scientific and technical areas included within it. The second
presents conclusions about the portfolio of research projects in each of the
technical fields that ONR includes within its definition of NNR-NE.

Overall Portfolio

Relationship of the Portfolio to Needs and Objectives

Conclusion 9: The wholeness of the NNR-NE portfolio can be judged
only by comparing its objectives and accomplishmentswith theNavy’s
priorities for innovation in naval engineering. Priorities should be
determined through regular communication with ship designers, fleet
strategic planners, and researchers in the fields allied with naval engi-
neering and should be specified in a plan. Definition of the focus and
expected value of NNR-NE basic research would be elements of such
a plan. Planning is necessary inmanaging an applied research program
and is not inconsistent with the spirit of basic research. The commit-
tee is not aware of a plan for guiding basic and early applied research
in the naval engineering–related fields that is specific enough to fulfill
this need.

The committee concurswith the findings of the 2005NRCCommittee on
Department ofDefense Basic Research that basic research inDOD should
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include studies aimed at “discovery arising from unfettered exploration”
as well as “focused research in response to identified DOD technology
needs” and that unless a clear understanding of the expected value of a
basic research program is communicated to DOD leadership, long-term
support of the research will be unlikely (NRC 2005, 3–4). In the case of
NNR-NE, the importance of focused research within the basic research
portfolio may be especially great.
The committee concurs also with the 2005 NRC committee’s conclu-

sion that “DOD should view basic research, applied research, and devel-
opment as continuing activities occurring in parallel, with numerous
supporting connections throughout the process” (NRC 2005, 2). There-
fore, to ensure the wholeness of theNNR-NEportfolio, ONRwill need to
identify the implications of DOD technology needs for basic and applied
research priorities. A clear correlation betweenneeds and research empha-
sis was not always evident to the committee in its examination of the
NNR-NE portfolio and its review of the research needs implications of
the Navy’s operational challenges.

Definition of the Technical Areas Within NNR-NE
In presentations and in project summaries provided to the committee,
ONRmanagement defined the scope of research within the NNR-NE to
include basic and early applied research in six scientific and technical
areas that support naval engineering: ship design tools; structural systems;
hydromechanics and hull design; propulsors; automation, control, and
system integration; and platform power and energy. The task statement
indicates that “the study will assess whether these seven disciplines ade-
quately define the scope of NNR-NE.” (The task statement lists hydro-
mechanics and hull design as two distinct fields, refers to ship propulsion
rather than propulsors, and does not refer to platformpower and energy.)
To respond to this part of its charge, the committee considered the prac-
tical implication of including each field within the scope of NNR-NE; that
is, that fieldswithin anNNRare to receive activeNavy stewardship because
they are essential to the Navy and unlikely to receive support elsewhere.
The committee’s conclusions concerning the definition are as follows:

• Advances in all six of the areas could contribute to innovation in ship
design.
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• The committeedoesnot see evidence that anyof the sixfields is “mature”
in the sense that the field is unlikely to produce future advances that
would contribute to ship design and performance.

• Each of the fields, if broadly defined, receives support from sources
other than theNavy and has application beyond naval engineering, but
the need to maintain scientific expertise in the special problems of
unique importance in naval engineering justifies including each of the
fields within an NNR.

• Power and energy provision will be a critical design problem for future
naval ships; therefore, this field should remain a part of the NNR-NE.
The committee understands that ONR basic and early applied research
in power and energy may not be managed in the ONR division that
housesmost of theNNR-NEfields. The definition ofNNR-NE should
not be dictated by organizational arrangements within ONR.

• Themajor gap in the present definition is inadequate acknowledgment
of the need for basic and early applied research to support the integra-
tive function that is central to the practice of naval engineering. The
present portfolio in automation, control, and system integration does
not appear to fulfill this need, and ONR needs a new vision to guide
research in these areas. Realizing the ultimate potential value (in terms
of contribution to the Navy mission) of a research breakthrough in
any one of the six fields in the present NNR-NE definition usually
depends on advances in other fields. ONR basic and early applied
research should provide an understanding of the relationships among
the fields.Without an integratedmultidisciplinary approach, there are
likely to be omissions in basic and early applied research and incorrect
projections of the course and speed of technology development; that
is, capabilities will not be available when needed.

Recommendation 3:ONR should retain the six fields of ship design
tools; structural systems; hydromechanics and hull design; propul-
sors; automation, control, and system integration; and platform
power and energy in the definition of the areas of basic and applied
research within NNR-NE. The definition should state that all ONR
basic and early applied research in these fields is to be coordinated to
meet the goals of the NNR-NE. In particular, basic and early applied
research in platform power and energy should be retained in the
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definition regardless of where this activity is housed in ONR. In
addition, the definition should explicitly identify multidisciplinary
systems engineering as an area of basic and early applied research
within NNR-NE.

Recommendation 4: The Navy should dedicate an important share
of its resources for naval engineering S&T to problemswhose solutions
are expected to have broad applicability to a range of possible future
ship programs.

The latter recommendation is consistent with the ONR Discovery and
Invention Portfolio’s objective of providing the Navy with technology
options (ONR2009, 26) andwith the long-termperspective that theNNRs
are intended to take. It also is consistent with the recommendation of the
2005 NRC Committee on Department of Defense Basic Research that
DOD should define basic research not as research that is designedwith no
specific applications relating to the Navy mission but rather as research
with the potential for broad rather than specific application (NRC2005, 1).

Research Portfolio in Each NNR-NE Technical Field

The committee reviewed the topics ofONR-fundedprojects in 2006–2009
in each of the NNR-NE fields, received presentations fromONRprogram
officers onobjectives and accomplishments in eachfield, and received pre-
sentations from ONR-sponsored researchers. The committee did not
review the content or quality of the products of individual research
projects. The committee’s assessment of the portfolio was not definitive
because of limitations on study resources and on the information that
ONR was able to provide the committee on content and output metrics.
For the same reason, recommendations concerning research priorities are
offered below only in selected areas where the need appeared clear.
The committee considered three aspects of the research projects in each

field: intellectual quality, mission alignment, and management commit-
ment and resource adequacy. On the basis of this review, the committee
reached the following conclusions with regard to the six research fields:

Conclusion 10a:The research portfolios in some of the fields (includ-
ing power and energy and structural systems) appear to be of high
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intellectual quality, organized aroundwell-defined objectives, demon-
strating progress, aligned with mission needs and potential applica-
tions, and adequately supported.

Conclusion 10b: For other fields (including automation, control, and
system integration and ship design tools), the objectives are not evident
and the project portfolios appear to lack cohesion or to be too nar-
rowly focused. The underlying sources of problems in the less strong
portfoliosmay be traceable to the extent andquality of input fromusers
and the research community in the articulation of research needs and
in user evaluations of the research products. Also, in some fields
(including ship design tools), relevant research at ONR that is outside
the administrative definition of theNNR-NE, and regardingwhich the
committee did not receive information, may address some apparent
gaps in the NNR-NE portfolio.
If ONR were to explicitly include systems engineering as a scientific

areawithin theNNR-NE research portfolio, as Recommendation 3 calls
for, it is likely that the areas of automation, control, and system integra-
tion and ship design tools would gain in focus, that the potential for
impact of research in these areas would becomemore evident, and that
theywouldbemore successful in attracting resources.ThepresentNNR-
NEdefinition contributes to the focuson theprecise technical challenges
in these areas. Under a systems engineering umbrella, it would be possi-
ble to integrate all the systemsmodeling activities in the portfolio.

Conclusion 10c: The pattern of funding large numbers of small
research projects that is evident in the portfolios of several of theNNR-
NE fields suggests a concern that the portfolios in these fields may not
be well coordinated toward achievement of a small number of sharply
defined goals. A tendency to spread available resources thinly but
widely would run counter to the intent of the NNR initiative to ensure
that limited resources are concentrated sufficiently to produce results
in the most critical fields (Gaffney et al. 1999, 15).

Awards of smaller grants allow ONR to support a larger number of aca-
demic departments that provide naval engineering training.
The conclusions of the committee concerning the research portfolio in

each of the NNR-NE fields are presented in the subsections below. The
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final section of this chapter presents a recommendation forONR conduct
of ongoing and systematic evaluations of the portfolios.

Hydromechanics and Hull Design; Propulsors

Conclusion 11: The two principal themes in the portfolio of recent
ONR basic and early applied research in hydromechanics and
propulsors are (a) simulation-based analysis and design capabilities
to augment or replace traditional physical test–based approaches
and (b) targeted research to address high-priority areas in reduction
of acoustic and radar signatures, nonacoustic detection, prediction of
extrememotions (particularly roll andmaneuvering), and prediction
of wave impact loads.

A major share of ship-related research is for large-scale computational
fluid dynamics. The portfolio also includes a significant commitment to
the conduct of prototype tests by complementary efforts at NSWC-CD.
The commitment to testing seems healthy and indicates that ONR recog-
nizes that progress requires a balance between experimental and compu-
tationalwork. Propulsormodeling has amuchhigher profile than adecade
ago, with emphasis on crash-back maneuvers. Several investigators are
taking diverse approaches to this problem.

Structural Systems
The following are the evident objectives of the NNR-NE structures
portfolio:

• Developing technologies for life-cycle performance analysis and the
monitoring of ship structural systems;

• Understanding the behavior of novel ship structures, such as compos-
ite and aluminum subsystems, during and after fire to enablemodeling
and predictions;

• Providing a protection system or armor that can defeat several threats
and meet structural and stiffness requirements; and

• Facilitating use of alternative hull forms that are lighter, more surviv-
able, stealthier, cheaper, easier tomaintain, and longer-lived than steel
or aluminum hulls.
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Conclusion 12: Structural systems research places strong emphasis on
structural survivability fromfire and explosions and onmaterials other
than steel, such as composite and aluminum structures.

Conclusion12a: In research areaswithin the portfolio such as fire resis-
tance of composites, blast-resistant polyurea coatings, and fully coupled
fluid–structure interaction simulations, there are breakthrough oppor-
tunities. Theworkon isogeometric analysis could lead to abreakthrough
in structural and fluid–structure interaction analysis.

Conclusion12b: In the structural systems portfolio, basic research top-
ics are awarded to academic institutions, and applied research topics are
awarded to applied research laboratories such asNSWC-CD, theNaval
Research Laboratory, and industry research organizations. The ratio of
basic to applied structural systems projects is approximately 2:1; how-
ever, ONR’s Future Naval Capabilities program also conducts applied
structures research. Although budgets are limited, there appears to a
balance between new and continuing projects.

Conclusion 12c: Certain structures topics important for naval engi-
neering are not in the portfolio, including coatings and fatigue life
extension. These are topics of basic and early applied research in other
ONRdivisions not includedwithin theNNR-NEdefinition.Other top-
ics that are relevant to naval engineering but administered outside the
division responsible for NNR-NE include bearings and lubrication.

Conclusion 13:Navy plans call for building fewer new classes of ships
in the future and sustaining the fleet through production of ships
according to modified versions of existing designs. Existing ships will
continue in service longer and be subject to modernizations to extend
service life. These decisions have implications for the relative impor-
tance of research on structures, design tools, and other technical areas
withinNNR-NE. The committee could not identify research programs
in the NNR-NE portfolio that addressed this future need.

Ship Design Tools
Basic and early applied research on problems in total ship systems design
is largely missing from the portfolio. The committee is aware that ONR
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conducts later-stage applied research (outside the scope of NNR-NE) on
these problems and conducts some basic and early applied research on
these problems outside the ONR Ship Systems and Engineering Research
Division (which administers the NNR-NE).

Recommendation 5: ONR should view total ship systems design as a
legitimate topic of basic and early applied research, and all such research
at ONR should be coordinated through the NNR-NE framework.

The focus and objectives of the design tools portfolio were not evident
to the committee. The portfolio includes topics ranging from genuinely
basic research to highly applied topics. Moreover, the objectives of the
portfolio, as stated in theONRpresentations to the committee, are beyond
the resources available and beyond the scope of basic and early applied
research. Tomanage the portfolio, a definition of the relationship of basic
research to design tools—that is, the gaps in scientific knowledge that
hinder ship design—is required.
ONR did not present data to the committee on transitions achieved

fromNNR-NE project results to later-stage applied research or applica-
tion; however, the committee is concerned that the analysis and compu-
tationmethods developed in basic and early applied researchmay not be
finding their way into the software packages used in design practice.

Conclusion 14: The effectiveness of ONR basic and early applied
research in design tools is hindered by the lack of an adequate Navy-
wide plan for research and development of design tools. Such a plan
would set goals; assign responsibilities among ONR, NAVSEA, and
others; and provide for coordination.

Recent workshops sponsored by ONR, NAVSEA, and the DOD Com-
putational Research andEngineeringAcquisitionTools andEnvironments
programandorganizedby theNavy’sCenter for Innovation in ShipDesign
(CISD) have taken a step toward defining theNavy ship design process and
associated tools, providing objectives for improvement, and identifying
actions and research necessary to achieve these objectives. However, a for-
mal connectionbetween the results of theworkshops andONRdesign tools
portfolio management has not been established. CISD offers an excellent
environment for bringing together the people who can provide focus and
objectives for design tools and should be leveraged for this purpose.
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Automation, Control, and System Integration

Conclusion 15: The portfolio in automation, control, and system inte-
gration should be growing and dynamic because the increasing com-
plexity of ships is a key technical problemconfrontingnaval engineering.
However, the focus and objectives of the automation, control, and sys-
tem integrationportionof theportfoliowerenot evident to the commit-
tee. The portfolio includes some highly applied projects aiming for
narrow objectives, but basic research of broad potential applicability to
system integration, systemengineering, and systemarchitecture appears
to be absent.

Assessing theNNR-NE automation, control, and system integration port-
foliowas difficult for the committee because it did not receive information
with regard to work on these topics that is being performed in other units
of ONR.

Platform Power and Energy

Conclusion 16: Platform power and energy was not identified in the
2001ONRmemorandum creating the NNR-NE, yet in 2006 through
2009 (the years for which research spending data were provided to
the committee) research funding in this area was the largest compo-
nent of the NNR-NE portfolio, withmost funding for applied research
projects. The research is aimed at supporting development of compo-
nents and systems for providing shipboard power of very high capacity
compared with historical requirements. The committee understands
that the portfolio has now been relocated within ONR.

Recommendation 6:To ensure continuity of component and subsys-
tem technology, the Navy should pursue research and development
for power and energy systems in partnership with U.S. industry. It is
equally important to pay due attention to integration of the power
system with the total ship system and to transition of the technology
rapidly and effectively to the ship planners. The transition process
should be initiated in the early conceptual design stages.

Use of power electronics–based integrated power systems (IPS) tomanage
power and energy needs and efficiency offers great potential for enhancing
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the performance of futureNavy ships.ONRhas correctly defined andpur-
sued a research and development plan for this technology. However,
gaps in Navy planning threaten to hinder transition of the technology
beyond ONR research and development.
Thedefinitionof power electronics–based IPS and thedesignof its com-

ponents, including converters, generators, energy storage systems, and
design tools formore conventional ship designs andweapon systempower
loads, are adequately emphasized. However, there is inadequate research
and development on the dynamics of future systems, where weapon load
requirementsmay far exceed the capacity of available generation and there-
fore large energy storage systemswill be essential. The integration of power
electronics–based IPS intooverall shipdesign is alsonot adequately empha-
sized. Attention to this problem is essential if future ships are to accom-
modate radar and weapon systems that the Navy may wish to use.

OPPORTUNITIES TO ENHANCE RESEARCH
AND EDUCATION

Enhancing Research

Conclusion 17:Opportunities exist for offering significantly improved
capabilities to the fleet through basic and applied research in the scien-
tific and technical fields supporting naval engineering.

Conclusion 17a: Basic research is needed on the problem of integrat-
ing ship systems, and research on components will stay on a productive
course only if it is tightly linked to long-term programs of research and
development of total ship systems. This need is especially apparent in
the areas of power and energy systems and ship design tools.

Conclusion 17b: The future of naval engineering likely lies in incorpo-
rating advances from younger and rapidly advancing disciplines. If it is
to maintain its relevance, the NNR-NE research portfolio must reflect
this trend.

Recommendation7: Inplanning theNNR-NE researchportfolio,ONR
should search for research directions and research topics by identifying
both (a) emerging scientific and technological developments that hold
promise for providing new capabilities or new technology options and
(b) gaps in fundamental scientific and technical knowledge that are hin-
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dering fulfillment of needs identified by the operating Navy. The search
by ONR for research direction and topics should be systematized, ade-
quately funded, measured, and incentivized and should be included as
part of the organization’s and its managers’ performance evaluation
processes. ONR could produce a valuable list of research opportunities
through regular and systematic external consultations with practicing
naval engineers, the operating Navy, researchers, and other technical
experts, and by documenting and publishing the research topic propos-
als generated by these consultations.

Research directions emanating from emerging S&T developments are
often referred to as technology push, while those emanating from gaps in
fundamental S&T knowledge are referred to as requirements pull.
Through its workshops and commissioned papers, the committee

received suggestions from researchers onopportunities presented by tech-
nology and frompracticing naval engineers andnaval analysts on technol-
ogy demands arising fromNavy requirements. FutureNavy requirements
for S&T products will be dictated by three driving forces: the operating
environment theNavymay face, the types of operations itmay be expected
to perform, and theNavy’s resource prospects. Examples of researchneeds
arising from these forces are the following:

• Needs arising from the future operating environment:
– New technologies to reduce ship signatures and more capable
radar, as means of defense against future threats

– Ice-strengthened structural design and cold weather operation of
ships, to prepare for an expanded Navy mission in the Arctic

• Needs arising from future naval operations (e.g., to support opera-
tions such as counterterrorism and irregular warfare):
– More versatile platforms for inshore and special operations
– Unmanned vehicles and the ships to carry and support them
– Integration of complex systems into ship designs with minimum
increase in complexity

• Needs arising from resource prospects:
– Naval engineering aspects of shipbuilding and ship construction
engineering aimed at reducing procurement costs

– Reduction of life-cycle costs, for example through development of
life-cycle cost–benefit models, durable structures, open architecture
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features to facilitate modernization, and self-repairing and self-
diagnosing systems

The role of NNR-NE is to identify and fill gaps in fundamental scientific
and technical knowledge that are hindering fulfillment of these needs.
The following are examplesof emergingdevelopments thatholdpromise

for providing new capabilities or new technology options for the Navy:

• Physics-basedmodeling and simulation and computationalmechanics.
Advances in this area together with the advances being made in super-
computers and parallel processing will greatly assist ship design. For
example, development of virtual prototype designs carried out in a real-
time simulation frameworkwill allow trade-off studies to be performed
quickly and efficiently;

• Virtual design, testing, and evaluation capabilities for platforms systems
and subsystems;

• Application of power electronics–based IPS for managing shipboard
power and energy needs; and

• Systems engineering tools capitalizing on advances in fields such as
human factors, biomechanics, and biomimicry, whichmay be applic-
able to ship design and production problems.

The preceding list illustrates needs and opportunities, but because of the
limited scope of the present study, it is not systematic or comprehensive.
ONRcould produce amore valuable list of opportunities by systematically
exploiting the same resources that the committee relied on, that is, by con-
sulting with practicing naval engineers, the operating Navy, researchers,
and other technical experts.

Enhancing Education

Conclusion 18: Outreach programs have been successful in interest-
ing students in STEM education andmaritime careers. ONR supports
the Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers (SNAME) in
expanding the SeaPerch program (an ocean science laboratory project
for middle school students). SNAME and the American Society of
Naval Engineers are well positioned to provide leadership and support
for these outreach initiatives. However, their efforts are limited by the
availability of volunteers and funding.
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Recommendation8:ONRshould embrace its role as STEM lead for the
Navy and adequately fund and manage STEM activities as part of its
S&Tportfolio. As part of its STEMactivities, ONR, in cooperationwith
NAVSEA, the professional societies, and industry, should consider the
following activities:

• Targeting populations in regions with community connections to
naval engineering (e.g., local naval architecture universities, ship-
builders, naval facilities),

• Expanding funding and aiding professional societies and indus-
try in volunteer support for collaborative outreach programs
(e.g., the Junior Engineering Technical Society), and

• Using NAVSEA funding of the Naval Engineering Education Cen-
ter Consortium to support SeaPerch and other initiatives.

NNR-NE EFFECTIVENESS

The committee’s task statement provides the following direction: “The
study . . . will assess the NNR-NE’s progress in the ability to: (l) provide
and sustain robust research expertise in theUnited Statesworking on long-
term problems of importance to the Department of the Navy; (2) ensure
that an adequate pipeline of new researchers, engineers, and faculty con-
tinues; and (3) ensure that ONR can continue to provide superior S&T in
naval architecture and marine engineering.” The committee’s evaluation
was not definitive because of the limits of its own resources and because
ONRdoes not have the information system that such an evaluationwould
require. Conclusions onNNR-NE effectiveness and recommendations on
howONRcould establish amanagement process thatwould allow system-
atic evaluation are presented below. Systematic evaluation would reveal
opportunities to increase effectiveness.

Overall Effectiveness

The conclusions in this subsection concern the effectiveness of theNNR-
NE and factors that influence its effectiveness. In outline, the committee
concluded the following:

• NNR-NEmeets a Navy need but requires planning and stronger links
to users and researchers.
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• NNR-NE is not yet recognized within or outside ONR as the focus of
naval engineering basic and early applied research.

• ONR does not appear to have conducted the reporting that the 2001
memorandum establishing the NNR-NE calls for.

• The role of NNR-NE in the Naval S&T Strategic Plan has not been
clearly defined.

• ONR has not defined the practical significance of NNR designation
for administration and budgeting.

• Some activities called for in the 2001memorandumor the 2010 instruc-
tion have not been undertaken.

• The scope of NNR-NE functions and responsibilities with respect to
education and relevant research outside the Ship Systems and Engi-
neering Research Division lacks clear definition.

Conclusion 19:NNR-NE meets a Navy need but requires planning
and stronger links to users and researchers.

The research and educational activities within NNR-NE have been effec-
tive in fulfilling theNavy’s basic need to sustain S&T innaval engineering–
related fields. A diverse research program is supported, and significant
numbers of graduate and postdoctoral students are involved. An outreach
program is making efforts to attract students into the field of naval engi-
neering at the kindergarten through 12th grade, undergraduate, and grad-
uate levels. The physical infrastructure of laboratories and equipment,
which receives important support through ONR research grants, appears
to be adequate for current needs.
However, the NNR-NE initiative has yet to reach its potential. In par-

ticular, the vision of the 2001 NNR-NEmemorandum—systematic and
coordinated management of a research portfolio toward attainment of
clearly defined objectives—has not been fulfilled. ONR has continued to
support important basic and applied research in the designated techni-
cal fields, as it did before 2001, but the NNR-NE initiative has not had
visibility internally or externally, and the coordination and evaluation
steps called for in the memorandum have not been conducted consis-
tently. Reinvigorating the initiative by returning more closely to the
letter and spirit of the 2001memorandumwould enableONR to achieve
the purposes of the initiative more reliably and efficiently. Effectiveness
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would be increased if ONR developed a more rigorous procedure for
defining meaningful objectives for research in each of the fields within
NNR-NE and measuring progress toward them and if ONR reinforced
communications channels between NNR-NE managers and the broad
user and research communities.

Conclusion 20: NNR-NE has not yet gained recognition within or
outside ONR as the focus of naval engineering research.

ONR created NNR-NE as a mechanism to focus its basic and applied
research and education activities in support of naval engineering and to
emphasize the importance of technical progress in naval engineering to
Navymissions.However,NNR-NEhas never attained the intended status.
The community of researchers andONRprogrammanagers does not jus-
tify or evaluate its efforts in terms of their place in theNNR-NE framework
or contributions to meeting NNR-NE objectives. Marketing—outreach
to the research community to help attract the best talent and ideas and
outreach to sponsors and other stakeholders to ensure that the initiative
remains relevant to their needs andmaintains their support—is a neces-
sary adjunct to the NNR-NE initiative.

Conclusion 21:ONR does not appear to have conducted the reporting
required by the 2001memorandum establishing the NNR-NE.

Essential to the NNR concept is that a collection of ONR activities is to be
managed in a coordinatedmanner to reach a commonobjective. The 2010
NNR instruction requires that the responsible department report annually
on the execution and progress of the NNR. Regular progress reporting is
a necessary step toward ensuring that the elements of NNR-NE are man-
aged as a unified initiative and recognized as the focal point of basic and
early applied research innaval engineering. The 2001memorandumestab-
lishing theNNR-NE requires that the progress and impact of theNNR-NE
be subjected to an external review every 5 years. The committee did not
receive documentation of past progress reports or evaluations of the
NNR-NE.

Conclusion 22: The role of NNR-NE in theNaval S&T Strategic Plan
has not been clearly defined.
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ONR’s 2009 Naval S&T Strategic Plan refers only briefly and generally to
theNNRs. The plan states objectives for naval engineering research in such
broad terms (e.g., platform survivability, stealth, efficient energy and
power systems, “new and novel advanced platform design,” reduced total
ownership cost of naval platforms) that the document appears to be of lim-
ited use to researchmanagers in setting priorities and balancing their pro-
grams. Correspondingly, ONR has not taken the initiative to relate its
NNR-NE portfolio to the Naval S&T Strategic Plan or to communicate
the importance of efforts carried out under theNNR to the strategy. This
is an essential step in ensuring internal understanding of the critical nature
of the NNR-NE and the merits of adequately resourcing the NNR-NE
initiative.

Conclusion 23:ONRhas not defined the practical administrative sig-
nificance of NNR designation.

The 2001 memorandum establishing the NNR-NE (ONR 2001) and the
2010 instruction defining the NNRs do not identify the practical conse-
quences of NNR designation, that is, how designation of a portfolio of
ONR activities as an NNR is to alter the management or objectives of the
activities. ONRwas already engaged in all or nearly all of the activities that
the 2001memorandum designated as elements of the NNR-NE when the
memorandum was issued. The committee’s understanding is that, rather
than initiating newprograms, thememorandumserved as a declaration of
policy: assigning the NNR designation indicated that (a) the listed activi-
ties deserve special priority in planning andbudgeting atONRbecause the
identified S&T fields are critical to the Navy and no one else will support
themand (b)management of these activitiesmust be coordinatedwith the
declared policy objective inmind.However, this significance of NNRdes-
ignation is not explicit in the ONRmemorandum or instruction.
Actions that ONR could incorporate in the NNR-NE initiative to pro-

mote and strengthen naval engineering–related research (and which may
not have been required in the absence of the NNR designation) could
include periodic evaluations of research output, periodic examinations of
the health of the field and of the performance of all Navy programs sup-
porting the field, procedures for giving special priority to the NNR-NE
fields in ONR program planning and budgeting, and management
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arrangements to ensure coordination of all relevantONRactivities toward
achieving NNR-NE objectives.

Conclusion 24: Some NNR-NE prescribed activities may not have
been undertaken.

The 2010NNR instruction requires coordinationof theNNRswithONR’s
Future Naval Capabilities technology transition initiatives and with
DARPA. The 2001 NNR-NE memorandum requires ONR to create
university–industry–laboratory consortia for fostering naval engineering
S&T. The committee was not presented with information on how these
requirements have been interpreted and carried out.ONRdoes not appear
to have conducted large-scale field experiments within the NNR-NE
research project portfolio, with the possible exception of certain power
and energy applied research projects, or to have issued special broad
agency announcements to fulfill specific objectives of theNNR-NE, as the
2001 memorandum calls for.

Conclusion 25: The scope of NNR-NE functions and responsibilities
lacks clear definition.

The 2001 NNR-NE memorandum and the 2010 NNR instruction are
imprecise with regard to how naval engineering–related basic and applied
research conducted by units other than the ONR Ship Systems and Engi-
neering Research Division should be coordinated with the NNR-NE and
on the scopeof educational activities considered to bewithin theNNR-NE.

Conclusion 26: The committee’s assessments of the significance of the
research were complicated by the lack of a full picture of ONR work
related to naval engineering. Particularly in the fields of ship design
tools; structures; and automation, control, and system integration, the
committee understands that some relevant basic and early applied
research is being conducted inONRdivisions other than Ship Systems
and Engineering Research. Coordination of all relevantONR research
toward the objectives of the NNR-NE appears to be missing in the
structure of the initiative.

A clear definition of the scope of the educational activities that are to be
considered part of the NNR-NE is lacking. The statement of task for this
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study (provided by the sponsor and accepted by NRC) identifies edu-
cation of future researchers as an objective of the NNR-NE. The 2001
NNR-NE memorandum and the 2010 NNR instruction also recognize
ensuring the supply of researchers as part of the NNRs. However, some
provisions of the 2001 memorandum and some descriptions of the
NNR-NE initiative that ONR presented to the committee indicate that
the scope of NNE-NE may encompass a broader range of educational
aims, including STEM education and training of professional naval
engineers.
ONRhas been assigned primary responsibility for theNavy’s contribu-

tion to the nationwide STEM initiative. It was recommended above that
ONR embrace this responsibility and consider expanding some STEM
activities.However, the practical significance ofmanaging STEMas an ele-
ment of the NNRs is not evident.
The reports and documents listed in the 2001 ONR memorandum in

support of the need for the NNR-NE frequently cite concern for the
future adequacy of the workforce of practicing naval engineers. Ensuring
an adequate professional engineering workforce is a primary interest of
NAVSEA, because that command, directly and through its contractors,
employs most engineers in the field. However, ONR research grants in
naval engineering have an important indirect role in providing the profes-
sional workforce. Faculty research funding is essential to the survival of
naval engineering professional programs because research ensures the
intellectual vibrancy of university academic programs. ONR research
investments should be directed according to the value to the Navy of the
scientific knowledge they produce, but the connection between research
support and professional workforce supply cannot be overlooked.

Recommendation 9: ONR should bring NNR-NE in line with the
structure of the initiative as envisioned when it was established by tak-
ing the following actions:
• Recommendation 9a: ONR management should ensure that
the elements and objectives of NNR-NE are communicated to
researchers, program officers, and research product users and that
ONR managers and grant applicants justify new activities within
the scope of the NNR-NE by showing how they will contribute to
the initiative’s objectives.
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• Recommendation 9b: ONR should develop an enterprisewide
information system that will make summary information on
NNR-NE research projects readily available to proposers and to
ONR’s clients, by posting on its website or other means. Summary
information should include an abstract, funding, and a contact for
each project. Project lists would be an effective way of advertising
ONR’s interests and funding availability to prospective proposers
and would help ONR’s clients in the Navy and shipbuilding to stay
informed of ONR research.

• Recommendation9c:ONR should use the enterprisewide informa-
tion system as a management tool in assessing NNR-NE progress;
tracking funding allocation trends; benchmarking performance; and
communicating NNR-NE progress, achievements, and potential.

• Recommendation 9d: ONR should prepare an annual report that
compares activities in the NNR-NE for the year with the activi-
ties required according to the 2001memorandumand2010 instruc-
tion and that compares accomplishments with the objectives of the
NNR-NE.The annual report should describe how theNNRdesigna-
tion raised the priority and aided the coordination of ONR naval
engineering activities.

• Recommendation 9e: In revisions of the Naval S&T Strategic Plan,
ONR should delineate the expected contributions of theNNR-NE to
the plan.

• Recommendation 9f: To fulfill the requirement of the 2001 mem-
orandum for creation of consortia to foster naval engineering S&T,
ONR should consider adoption of the alternative organizational
models proposed by the 2002 NRC Committee on Options for
Naval Engineering Cooperative Research (TRB 2002).

• Recommendation 9g: ONR should revise the definition of
NNR-NE, specifying educational responsibilities and require-
ments for coordination of naval engineering–related basic and
applied research outside the Ship Systems andEngineeringResearch
Division. The definition should specify that all relevant research
be coordinated through the NNR-NE, regardless of its location
in the ONR organization. Requirements in the 2001 memoran-
dum that have not proved useful should be dropped from the
definition.
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Increasing NNR-NE Effectiveness

Framework for Research Portfolio Management
High-performance research organizations standardize portfolio manage-
ment processes on the basis of a series of information search, decision-
making, performance, and evaluation tasks. The processes are outlined in
Figure 5-1. Planning theNNR-NE includes articulating the researchmis-
sion, aligning the research agenda with the mission, and identifying
researchers and research opportunities. Execution includes supporting
and funding research, graduate education, and associated infrastructure
and tracking performance indicators. Assessment includes measuring
outcomes, benchmarking performance and evaluating results, providing
feedback, establishing continuous improvement processes, and publish-
ing lessons learned and best practices. Key to high-performance portfolio
management processes are the assessment, benchmarking, and continu-
ous process improvement activities that align incentives with desired per-
formance (Eccles 1991; Eccles and Pyburn 1992; Brown 1996; Melnyk
et al. 2004; Reugg 2007; Newell and Simon 1971; Simon 1996; Tan and
Platts 2003; Tan et al. 2004).

Feedback

Planning Execution Assessment

• Articulate research
mission

• Align research agenda
with mission

• Identify researchers
and research
opportunities

• Establish key
performance indicators

• Support and fund
research

• Support and fund
graduate education 

• Support and fund
associated
infrastructure

• Gather performance 
data

• Measure outcomes
• Evaluate results
• Benchmark

performance
• Assess portfolio impact

and contribution to
discovery and invention

• Provide feedback
• Communicate lessons

learned 
• Align incentives with

research mission and
research agenda

• Establish continuous
process improvement
program

FIGURE 5-1 Framework for research portfolio management.
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This management procedure is consistent with the practices that Con-
gress required all executive agencies to follow in the Government Perfor-
mance and Results Act of 1993 (GPRA) and is related to the Office of
Management and Budget’s Program Assessment Rating Tool, a parallel
initiative to improve executive agency efficiency. GPRA requires agencies
to develop performance plans and to measure and report on progress
toward goals defined in the plans (GAO 2010, 2–5).
ONR’s procedures in the NNR-NE for establishing a research agenda,

identifying performers, supporting research, measuring outcomes, and
evaluating results are relatively informal. Practices appear to vary by field
at the discretion of the program officer. As a consequence, the initiative
appears to lack a consistent and rigorous process to define and track
performance indicators, assess performance, benchmark outcomes, and
achieve continuous improvement.

Conclusion 27a:ONR collects information on a variety of metrics that
could be helpful in evaluating progress toward objectives, incentivizing
performance, and improving the organization over time. However,
it was not clear to the committee that thesemetrics are linked to a set of
measurable objectives for the S&T enterprise inNNR-NE. The commit-
tee also could not determine whether any NNR-NE goals or objectives
were tied to strategic plans at the department or agency level. The
committee was unable to identify an NNR-NE strategic plan that
establishes priorities and identifies measurable objectives, an annual
performance plan, or performance reports.

Conclusion 27b: The committee could not identify a process by
which NNR-NEmission area needs and research strategies are prior-
itized or a systematic process by which research funds are allocated.
Instead, it appears that NNR-NE program officers fund research pro-
jects and principal investigators as opportunities arise, without an
enterprisewide evaluation process that prioritizes and evaluates
research project merit in a consistent manner across the NNR.

Conclusion 28: The committee did not find evidence that NNR-NE
measures or achieves balance in its research portfolio, despite its
stated balance goal. The committee found nometrics to measure or
establish balance in the portfolio. The lack of a metric leads to ques-
tions about how such a portfolio could be balanced or demonstrate
balance.
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Recommendation 10:ONR should establish an enterprisewide strate-
gic planning and assessment process to develop a strategic plan for
NNR-NE, link the plan to guiding goals and objectives, communicate
those goals and objectives clearly throughout the naval research com-
munity, and evaluate and incentivize NNR-NE performance against
the strategic plan and objectives. The NNR-NE strategic planning
and assessment process should encompass all facets of the NNR-NE
mission and should include the following elements:

• A process to articulate and prioritize NNR-NE mission area needs
and research priorities on an annual and continuing basis. Priori-
ties could be established by following a balanced scorecard or
other methodology; the priorities should guide annual and long-
term research program funding allocations in a transparent and
consistent manner across the NNR.

• A process for NNR-NE research fund allocation that is aligned with
the articulatedmission area needs and priorities so that resource allo-
cation decisions are guided by a transparent, enterprisewide eval-
uation process that prioritizes and evaluates research project merit
in a consistent manner across the NNR.

• Metrics for measuring the activities of research needs identifica-
tion, resource allocation, research management performance, and
continuous process improvement.

• A continuous process improvement activity that utilizes the metrics
to assess research portfolio management activities and alignment
with Navy needs and to evaluate and report annually on organiza-
tional progress over time.

• An enterprisewide communication system to promulgate lessons
learned, best practices, and organizational heuristics associated
with the NNR-NE strategic planning and assessment process.

• A research portfolio management procedure for the NNR-NE as a
framework to guide planning and information collection, research
administration, and assessment of performance and outcomes. The
procedure should follow recognized standards for research portfolio
management, including performance benchmarking. The goal of
instituting the procedure should be to establish a culture of continu-
ous process improvement.
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The enterprisewide strategic planning and assessment process should
include the following:

• A process to develop NNR-NE strategic priorities with respect to con-
nectivity with the wider naval engineering community as well as to
communication with stakeholders, technical advisory groups, the user
community, and the broader research community.The process should
include adoption of one or more of the cooperative research mod-
els reviewed in the 2002 NRC Committee on Options for Naval
Engineering Cooperative Research report;

• A process to identify NNR-NE priorities associated with human capital
and organizational development; and

• Metrics associatedwith connectivitywith the naval engineering com-
munity and human capital and organizational development.

Recommendation 11: ONR should identify, utilize, and periodically
reassess metrics to measure NNR-NE portfolio balance, in line with
ONR’s stated goals and articulated mission needs. Once established,
thesemetrics should be incorporated intoONR’s enterprisewide assess-
ment and continuous process improvement program.

Recommendation 12: As input to the identification of performers, to
enhance systematic dissemination of Navy mission and needs, and to
improve communications betweenONRandoperationalNavyunits, in
managing NNR-NE, ONR should utilize mission capability managers
who are responsible for understanding specific end-to-end Navy mis-
sions (e.g., antisubmarine warfare–antisurface warfare). All program
officers should justify their projects in termsofNNR-NEgoals, andONR
management should ensure that all aspects of the goals are attended to.

Necessary elements of the recommended process includemaintenance
of a team of talented and experienced managers, including managers
responsible for acting as technology interpreters (as defined below); an
internal review process for administrative accountability; arrangements
for vertical and horizontal integration of the NNR-NE research portfolio
with other related research and development within and beyond ONR;
and peer review (as proposed below) for quality control, relevance, and
accountability.
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Measuring the Output of NNR-NE
ONR uses three groups of metrics as indices of the output of its invest-
ments in its Discovery and Invention activities, including NNR-NE:
papers published, paper citations, and patents (as measures of new
knowledge produced); basic and applied research results that lead to
Innovative Naval Prototype or Future Naval Capabilities projects and
basic research results that lead to applied research projects (as measures
of transitions of results toward application); and numbers of graduate
students supported, participants completing degrees, and participants
joining Navy laboratories (as measures of contribution to the research
workforce). These metrics provide useful information. Trends will indi-
cate whether research is being completed and students are being trained
at rates consistent with experience. The transitions measures may indi-
cate the strength of NNR-NE’s linkage toONR’s later-stage research and
development activities.
However, the presentmetrics fall short of adequatemeasures of ONR’s

investment in NNRs. The transitions metrics are problematic for a basic
research programbecause a basis for determining an acceptable transition
“batting average” is lacking. Basic research should be expected to have a
low frequency of direct payoffs but often very high value when there is a
payoff. Also, basic research can lead to innovation by paths that are indi-
rect and difficult to observe. Papers published and students supported are
limited in value as metrics because they correlate with funding levels
regardless of the value of output.
ONR should systematicallymonitor the state of the S&Tfields that sup-

port naval engineering, in theUnited States and internationally. The indi-
cators produced by this monitoring would be metrics of the impact of
NNR-NE, because the NNR-NE initiative is intended to ensure the long-
term health of these fields.

Recommendation 13: As part of the research portfolio management
process for NNR-NE, ONR should develop a set of research perfor-
mance metrics that assess the contribution of its investments to dis-
covery and innovation. In addition to the traditional numbers of
publications, patents, and citations, ONR should develop metrics of
portfolio impact, discovery, and innovation. These metrics should be
inputs to investment decisions in managing the NNR-NE. They also
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should be used to increase visibility and understanding of the impor-
tance of ONR naval engineering research investments. Research
successes identified through themetrics should be publicized and com-
municated broadly, and research excellence should be incentivized and
celebrated in order to raise the visibility of high-quality research and
raise the standard of research quality.

Recommendation 14: Because of the importance and complexity of
emerging problems in naval engineering S&T, along with increasing
demands for integrative and interdisciplinary research across all tech-
nological disciplines (NRC 1999), ONR should consider, as part of its
continuous process improvement and assessment practices, adopting
integrative and interdisciplinary metrics of performance in and across
each of the NNR-NE functional areas.

Planning andassessmentof aprogramofbasic andearly applied research
present special problems. Individual basic research projects are inherently
high-risk, and the social benefit of the information a project producesmay
only appear after a long time and through a difficult-to-trace sequence of
events. Because of this difficulty, the results of planning and assessment
exercises will be imperfect, and determination of useful procedures will
require trial and error initially.
However, amajor share of the basic research withinNNR-NE falls into

the category of basic research defined by the 2005 NRC Committee on
Department ofDefense Basic Research as “focused research in response to
identified DOD technology needs” rather than in the category of studies
aimed at “discovery arising from unfettered exploration” (NRC 2005, 3).
That is, practical problems that the research may help solve are recog-
nized. When the ultimate goal is defined, all research should have a spec-
ified relationship to the goal. The 2005NRCcommittee also observed that
if researchmanagers insist that the value of basic research cannot bemea-
sured, institutional support for researchwill be undermined.Although the
value of individual projects is difficult to isolate, the value of basic research
can bemeasured at least cumulatively and retrospectively (NRC1999, 22),
that is, by showing how realized gains in ship performance depended ulti-
mately on basic research. The recommended monitoring of the state of
the S&T fields that support naval engineering would provide such a retro-
spective measure of research impact.
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NNR-NE integrativemetrics could include, for example, the number of
interdisciplinary projects, the number of interdisciplinary publications,
impact measures of research conducted within and outside the primary
disciplines, citations and funding received outside the primary disciplines,
and the numbers of publications and citations within disciplines. Such
metrics would encourage program officers and principal investigators
to consider and adopt interdisciplinary perspectives in research projects
and encourage program officers to look for opportunities for collabora-
tion across naval engineering S&Tand acrossONR to address critical naval
research priorities.
For applied research, appropriate metrics would relate to technology

transition into Navy research and development projects at the Budget
Activity 3 level and above.
Management of basic research depends primarily on the competence

of the program officers, ONR’s staff scientists. ONR’s expectation is that
its program officers “have the appropriate technical expertise and scien-
tific credibility to administer awards and recognize quality—in themar-
ketplace of science and technology, they are the Navy’s ultimate smart
buyers” (Gaffney et al. 1999, 13). The program officer is required to have
“the ability . . . to recognize a promising line of research even before it
has been summoned by a formally declared requirement” (Gaffney et al.
1999, 15). The committee’s observation is thatONRhas such talentedpro-
gram officers overseeing the NNR-NE research portfolio. However, staff
with such skills always are in short supply. Formal processes for planning
and for selecting research investments are necessary as a backup to the
judgment of the program officers, for quality control and management
oversight, and to ensure that progress in a field is not disruptedwhen a tal-
ented program officer is not available.
Staff time and funds for overhead activities, such as planning and eval-

uation, must be expended efficiently. Procedures should be kept simple.
Once ongoing collection of the necessary data is established, the burden of
periodic reporting and review should be minimized.

Peer Review
ONR’s performer evaluation process, including that for itsNNR-NEport-
folio, differs from that of someother government research sponsors in that
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it does not include an evaluation of its basic research proposals by exter-
nal peer reviewers. External review of proposals can be a valuable tool for
government agencies that fund basic research, whose impact on future
capabilities systemsmay not become apparent for decades. Organizations
that use external scientific peer review for most or all of the basic research
they fund includeNSF, theNational Institutes ofHealth, and theOffice of
Research and Evaluation of the National Institute of Justice (NAPA 2009,
67). Within DOD, the Air Force Office of Scientific Research employs a
peer-review process using review panels that typically include two review-
ers from other DOD offices and one from outside DOD.

Conclusion 29: External peer review (that is, review by technical
experts from outside ONR) throughout the research project selec-
tion process offers the opportunity to strengthen project selection
and to obtain the advice and counsel of technical experts, NAVSEA
technical authorities, and industry practitioners who are the ulti-
mate recipients of the developed technology, while maintaining the
ONR program officer’s independence in making decisions for his
or her program.

Recommendation 15:ONR should establish a process for NNR-NE
(and potentially other programs) in which the program officer
assembles a small group of Navy laboratory technical experts (e.g.,
from NSWC-CD) and NAVSEA technical authorities (who also serve
as industry surrogates) to review, assess, and rank relevant proposals
received in response to ONR broad agency announcements. The pro-
gram officer then would be responsible for considering these recom-
mendations and selecting projects. Themidproject external review that
ONRalready conductswould be carried out by this panelwith the addi-
tion of external reviewers according to the requirements of the present
midproject review procedure. The proposal review panel would not
remove ultimate responsibility from the program officer. Instead, the
panel process would create a dialogue and open lines of communica-
tion among ONR and the key Navy constituencies.

Management of the NNR-NE relies primarily on the ONR program
officers in the selection of projects and project investigators. Review
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of research project proposals and investigators before selection does
not involve formal external peer review or other formal consultative pro-
cedures. Peer review of proposals tends to sustain competition, avoid
parochialism, and enhance communication within a research field.
Review by appropriately constituted expert panels would ensure that

selection of NNR-NE research projects resulted in a portfolio reflecting
both the collective judgment of the research community and the views
within the Navy commands with regard to needed technology or strate-
gies. Introducing a wider spectrum of inputs to decisions on the direction
of research would speed the application of research results to new tech-
nologies of value to users in the design and shipbuilding communities.
The proposed reviewpanels would implement the function of the tech-

nology interpreter (described below) in the operation of the NNR-NE.
The program officer and the expert panel members would have explicit
responsibilities for fostering the technology transition process. Frequent
communication would inform the program officer of technologies that
the technical authorities need and want and would inform technical
authorities of new technologies as they emerge andmature.

Technology Interpreter
ONR today defines the scope of the NNR-NE in terms of six discrete sci-
entific and technical areas that support naval engineering (structural sys-
tems; hydromechanics and hull design; propulsors; automation, control,
and system integration; platformpower and energy; and ship design tools).
However, the discipline of naval engineering is essentially integrative. The
problem of the naval engineer is to apply the capabilities provided by
scientific knowledge in all these areas to the design, construction, and
operation of naval ships that satisfy mission requirements, respecting the
constraints imposed by human factors and cost considerations.
In recognition of the central importance of integration in naval engi-

neering, ONR should establish a formal role for a technology interpreter
in theNNR-NE to provide an institutional focus andmechanism for inte-
grating research, discovery, and innovation innaval engineering. The tech-
nology interpreter would be responsible for working with NNR-NE’s
clients to specify the technology and research implications of their perfor-
mance requirements and forworkingwithNNR-NE researchers to ensure
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that their proposals and projects are informed by understanding of the
interests of the operating Navy and the constraints of the naval vessel
environment.

Recommendation 16: To improve communication of operational
requirements and the transitioning of technology to naval ships, ONR
should implement the concept of a technology interpreter in the
NNR-NE. The task of the technology interpreter would be to assist the
technology transition process. The recommended peer-review panels
would implement the concept of a technology interpreter in theprogram
officer and technical authority communities. Frequent communication
between these communities would inform the program officer of tech-
nologies that the technical authorities need and want and inform the
technical authorities of new technologies as they emerge and mature.
In addition to the review panels, personnel dedicated to improving
communications and execution could significantly improve NNR-NE
integration with Navymissions, needs, and operational requirements.

The technology interpreter role could be implemented in a variety of
ways—as the responsibility of an individual within anONR department
or division taskedwith technology interpretation, advocacy, and connec-
tion responsibilities; as responsibilities of existing program officers who
were encouraged to pursue technology integration within and across
their disciplines; or through advisory or consultative arrangements, for
example, through peer review or other interactions with contributors
outside ONR.

Maintaining Connections Across the Wider
Naval Engineering Community
Maintaining connections among thewider naval ship systems engineering
community means bridging the valleys that naturally exist between the
naval research, design,manufacturing, and operational communities and
the commercial and offshore communities. While these communities
all share a bond relating to the environments in which they operate, the
systems that they build, and the manner in which they are deployed, an
innate separation is reinforced by regulations, cultures, values, motiva-
tions, and behaviors.
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A critical aspect of developing human capital and revitalizing naval
engineering is to enable the people who make up that community.
Enabling naval engineers requires the following actions:

• Providing naval engineering education;
• Providing naval engineering training to keep the workforce up to date;
• Providing naval engineering mentoring in and outside the workplace,
including activities with and through professional technical societies;

• Developing tools, including collection of supporting data and support
for verification, validation, and accreditation activities;

• Developing ship design processes, including those for continuous pro-
cess improvement and technology transition; and

• Developing documentation, including specifications, standards, hand-
books, and rules.

The committee did not find evidence that these activities are part of
NNR-NE planning, operations, or performance monitoring activities.

Conclusion 30:Connectivity, communication, and human resource
and organizational development are important to the success of the
naval engineering enterprise. However, the committee was unable to
find evidence that NNR-NE strategic planningmakes use ofmeasures
of connectivity, communication effectiveness, human capital, or
organizational development.

Recommendation 17: To maintain connectivity among the wider
naval engineering community, NNR-NE should utilize the concept
of technology interpreter or otherwise establish integrative and
connective responsibilities within ONR management and should
continue to support, participate in, and incentivize its ongoing
connectivity and communication activities, including conferences,
workshops, and seminars, and the activities of ONR Global. ONR
should consider adopting additional connectivity and communica-
tion activities, including brown bag seminars, scholarly exchange
events, and rotation and refreshment opportunities for NNR-NE
program officers. The latter should include research sabbaticals at
Navy laboratories and academic research institutions and in oper-
ational Navy settings.
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Recommendation 18: ONR should incorporate human capital and
organizational development goals andobjectives as explicit responsibil-
ities of NNR-NE during its enterprisewide strategic planning and
assessment activities.

Integrating Naval Engineering S&T
The committee found several examples of interdisciplinary and integrative
research in the NNR-NE portfolio. The commissioned papers and work-
shops provided additional evidence of signature integrative and inter-
disciplinary naval engineering projects, such as the integrated composite
mast and a number ofmaterials, hydrodynamics, and ship structures pro-
grams.However, the committee concluded that these effortswere the out-
growth of individual programofficers or industry representativeswho, for
personal or professional reasons, engaged in interdisciplinary research and
played a key role in developing such programs, rather than the outgrowth
of systematic ONR processes that fostered, nurtured, encouraged, or
incentivized interdisciplinary or integrative research.

Recommendation 19:As part of its enterprisewide strategic planning
process, ONR should establish a culture of interdisciplinary and inte-
grative research within and around the NNR-NE S&T enterprise and
should establish processes that foster, nurture, encourage, and incen-
tivize interdisciplinary or integrative research. TheNNR-NE interdis-
ciplinary and integrative research objectives should be established as
part of the NNR-NE strategic planning processes and should include
assessment, benchmarking, and continuous process improvement
components.

Developing Human Capital and Revitalizing Naval Ship
Systems Engineering
Developing a robust naval engineering pipeline is critical to the devel-
opment of a robust naval engineering enterprise. NNR-NE efforts in
naval engineering S&T workforce development have been sporadic and
inadequately supported to date. ONR has also been designated the lead
agency for STEM efforts for the Department of the Navy; however, such
efforts are considered auxiliary rather than core and critical functional
responsibilities.
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Recommendation 20:ONR should reinvigorate its efforts in develop-
ing the 21st century naval engineering workforce, including improve-
ment of outreach activities to underrepresented groups. ONR’s lead
role for STEMactivities should be strengthened and incorporated into
its strategic planning processes, and performance metrics for work-
force development and STEM achievements should be identified,
measured, incentivized, and included in ONR’s assessment, bench-
marking, and continuous process improvement activities.
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Presentations to the Committee at
Workshops and Meetings

The following presentations were given to the committee at publicmeet-
ings and workshops. Each presentation may be viewed at www.trb.org/
PolicyStudies/NavalEngine21Century.aspx.

MEETING, SEPTEMBER 30, 2009

Survivable Ship Structures, Roshdy Barsoum, Office of Naval Research
(ONR)

Computational Mechanics and Signatures, Luise Couchman, ONR
ONR Ship Structural Reliability Program, Paul Hess, ONR
Hull Performance/Undersea Hydromechanics, Ronald Joslin, ONR
Propulsor Hydrodynamics and Hydroacoustics, Ki-Han Kim, ONR
Ship Hydrodynamics, L. Patrick Purtell, ONR
National Naval Responsibility—Naval Engineering (NNR-NE),
John Pazik, ONR

WORKSHOP: EXAMINING THE SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY ENTERPRISE IN NAVAL ENGINEERING,
JANUARY 13, 2010

NAVSEA Perspective on Naval Engineering Needs, Heide Stefanyshyn-
Piper, Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA)

Naval Engineering S&T Needs from Perspective of Ship Designer, Robert
Keane, Ship Design USA

Naval Engineering S&T Needs from Perspective of Naval Shipbuilder,
Larry Dreher, Bath Iron Works
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Navy Needs for S&T from a Workforce Perspective, Ronald Kiss, Webb
Institute (emeritus)

Navy S&T Needs—Academic Perspective,Michael Bernitsas, University
of Michigan

Navy S&T Needs—Academic Perspective, John Leonard, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology

Navy S&T Needs—Academic Perspective, Ronald Yeung, University of
California, Berkeley

Navy S&T Needs—Academic Perspective, Spyros Kinnas, University of
Texas

Navy S&T Needs—Research Community Perspective, Woei-Min Lin,
Science Applications International Corporation

Navy S&T Needs—Research Community Perspective,William Milewski,
Applied Physical Sciences Corporation

Navy S&TNeeds—Naval Shipbuilder Perspective, JohnHackett, Northrop
Grumman Ship Systems

The Naval Engineering S&T Infrastructure—Navy Labs Perspective, Scott
Littlefield, Naval Surface Warfare Center (NSWC)

TheNaval Engineering S&T Infrastructure—Navy Labs Perspective, Pierre
Corriveau, Naval Undersea Warfare Center

The Naval Engineering S&T Infrastructure—Navy Labs Perspective,
Bhakta Rath, Naval Research Laboratory

The Naval Engineering S&T Infrastructure—DoD Perspective, Myles
Hurwitz, CREATE Ship, U.S. Department of Defense

The Naval Engineering S&T Infrastructure—Other Agency Perspective,
Susan Kemnitzer, National Science Foundation

The Naval Engineering S&T Infrastructure—Commercial Shipbuilding
Perspective, Brian Carter, General Dynamics NASSCO

The Naval Engineering S&T Infrastructure—Commercial Ship Design
Perspective, Keith Michel, Herbert Engineering

TheNaval Engineering S&T Infrastructure—Offshore Industry Perspective,
Peter Noble, ConocoPhillips

The Naval Engineering S&T Infrastructure—Industry Perspective, Owen
Oakley, Chevron

The Naval Engineering S&T Infrastructure—Class Society Perspective,
Kirsi Tikka, American Bureau of Shipping
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TheNaval Engineering S&T Infrastructure—Commercial Shipping Perspec-
tive, Jan Otto de Kat, MaerskMaritime Technology

MEETING, APRIL 6, 2010

ONR S&T Processes, John Pazik, ONR

WORKSHOP: NEEDS AND OPPORTUNITIES IN S&T
FIELDS SUPPORTING NAVAL ENGINEERING, MAY 5, 2010

Naval Game Changers,Norman Friedman
Workforce and Education, Ronald Kiss, Webb Institute (emeritus)
National Naval Responsibilities, Kam Ng, ONR
Planning and Priority Setting for Basic Research, Kam Ng, ONR
Undersea Weaponry NNR, Kam Ng, ONR
Potential Technology Implications for theNavy’s Future,RonaldO’Rourke,
Congressional Research Service

Science and Technology Challenges and Potential Game-Changing Oppor-
tunities,Michael Triantafyllou,Massachusetts Institute of Technology

WORKSHOP: NEEDS AND OPPORTUNITIES IN S&T FIELDS
SUPPORTING NAVAL ENGINEERING: TECHNOLOGY
PUSH AND REQUIREMENTS PULL, JUNE 10, 2010

Researcher Perspectives: Hydrodynamics, ScottMorris, Notre DameUni-
versity; Krishnan Mahesh, University of Minnesota; Thomas C. Fu,
NSWC-Carderock; David E. Hess, NSWC-Carderock

Researcher Perspectives: Power Systems, Robert Hebner, University of
Texas; Steinar Dale, Florida State University

Researcher Perspectives: Structures,Charbel Farhat, Stanford University;
Joachim Grenestedt, Lehigh University; Christopher Earls, Cornell
University

Transitioning Technology to Naval Ships,Norbert Doerry, NAVSEA
Composites Road to the Fleet—ACollaborative Success Story, JohnHackett,
Northrop Grumman Shipbuilding

DDG 1000 Human Systems Integration, John Hagan, Bath Iron Works
Research and Technology Challenges andOpportunities (Commercial Ship

Design Perspective), Keith Michel, Herbert Engineering; Peter Noble,
ConocoPhillips

Naval Ship Design and Construction, Paul Sullivan, USEC, Inc.
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Abstracts of Commissioned Papers

The committee commissioned nine papers that provide technical, policy,
and historical perspectives on issues important to the study. The authors
were selected by the committee, and each author was given a topic state-
ment identifying the questions to address.
This appendix contains an abstract of each commissioned paper.

Certain papers and their findings are also referenced in chapters of
the report. The papers are available at www.trb.org/PolicyStudies/
NavalEngine21Century.aspx.

COMMISSIONED PAPER 1

Examining the Science and Technology Enterprise
in Naval Engineering: Workforce and Education
Ronald K. Kiss, Webb Institute (May 13, 2010)

The purpose of this paper is to address the topic of workforce and edu-
cation. The needs for a technically literate workforce and its supporting
education system continue to draw the attention of national leaders. A
commonmessage has been issued by recent National Academy of Engi-
neering studies, President Obama’s April 2009 speech to the Academy,
and the November 2009 White House Educate to Innovate initiative:
the nation needs to increase its attention to and involvement with the
science and engineering education system and the professional devel-
opment pipeline.
This paper examines the continuum between the naval engineering

education system and the workforce that is employed in that profession.
A strong relationship exists between activities that attract talent, develop
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discipline-specific skills, and transition successful naval engineering grad-
uates into theworkforce, yet the links between these activities are not fully
coordinated. While the naval engineering pipeline exists, there does not
appear to be a single entity that is responsible for ensuring that national
naval engineering educational needs are being met.
The paper also explores the professional society engineering outreach

programs and reviews the current state of undergraduate and graduate
naval engineering education. The graduate-level review includes specific
programs both in naval engineering and in related disciplines. It exam-
ines the naval engineering workforce itself and identifies professional
developmentmodels and on-the-job training programs to attract, retain,
and educate the workforce.
The paper has three sections. One focuses on the undergraduate cur-

riculum, the second on graduate education, and the third on workforce
development programs (including engineering outreach programs,
industry-specific training, and recruiting efforts to draw talent from
related disciplines). The workforce referred to is that needed to meet
naval engineering innovation, research, and development needs. Given
the significant investment in education and training programs, proper
attention must be devoted to retain these skilled graduates in the naval
engineering field.

COMMISSIONED PAPER 2

Some Potential Technology Implications of the Navy’s Future
Ronald O’Rourke, Congressional Research Service (April 30, 2010)

This paper briefly surveys some potential technology implications of the
Navy’s future. These implications arise from theNavy’s future operating
environment, the kinds of operations the Navy may conduct in coming
years, and the Navy’s prospective resource situation. Each of these sub-
jects is discussed below. The collection of issues discussed in this paper
is not intended to be comprehensive, and the issues are not presented in
any particular order.
Specific features of the Navy’s future operating environment that

may have technology implications for the Navy include, but are not nec-
essarily limited to, the following: adversaries with antiaccess weapons;
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adversaries with cyberwarfare and related capabilities; adversaries with
nuclear weapons; terrorist and irregular warfare threats to forward-
deployedNavy ships; limited or uncertain access to, and vulnerability of,
overseas land bases; diminishment of Arctic sea ice; and policy-maker
focus on energy use and alternative energy.

COMMISSIONED PAPER 3

Game-Changing Ships and Related Systems
Norman Friedman (June 14, 2010)

Naval warfare is shaped by the vastness of the sea, which makes the
movements of ships beyond the horizon difficult to know. Thus, rel-
atively small groups of ships have exerted enormous impact, and until
the 20th century, all naval battles were fought near important places
ashore, because fleets found other fleets as a consequence of blockade
operations. The vastness of the sea required large ships for long-range
operations. Since those same ships had to come close to land to be effec-
tive, a second issue was whether small seagoing craft could tip the bal-
ance of naval power against large ships.
This paper is a study of the sources of innovation through the lens of

history. Few innovators consciously analyzed the character of sea power
and then set out to develop something earth-shaking. Some instinctively
grasped the implications of what they were doing. In most cases it is dif-
ficult to identify an individual with what is, in retrospect, an obviously
decisive development.
The innovations are categorized into three periods, which correspond

approximately to types of innovation. The first period, before about 1900,
was the era of inventors, of individuals who perceived a broad if unstated
requirement andmanaged tomeet it. The second period (1900–1945)was
the era of innovation by large naval organizations, which could develop
platforms or systems for specific new roles. The third period after 1945was
different because cold war navies were far more integrated into national
strategy extending beyond naval operations. Direct effects of naval oper-
ations against the land became more important because the probable
enemy, the Soviet Union, did not depend on sea transportation. The
advent of nuclear weapons greatly confused attempts to understandwhat
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the naval game was, hence what innovations were critical. The third
period is the current era of system integration, in which payloads often
dominate ship design in unpredictable ways.
The issue in innovation is always whether requirements or the innova-

tor (or technology) dominates. During the interwar period, requirements
pull appears to have dominated.WorldWar II in effect demonstrated that
technology offered new possibilities and thus was worth pursuing inde-
pendently of requirements.
Overall, the paper takes specific platforms or systems as shorthand

for large categories, such as amphibious ships. Some vital technologies
cannot be traced back to individual game-changing ships or devices,
such as mine countermeasures.

COMMISSIONED PAPER 4

Transitioning Technology to Naval Ships
Norbert Doerry, Naval Sea Systems Command (June 18, 2010)

Transitioning technology from the academic and industrial research
environment to installation onU.S. Navy ships is a complex process that
intersects five domains: the science and technology community, resource
sponsors, the acquisition and engineering community, industry, and the
fleet. This paper presents both the current model and an alternative
model for technology transition. The models reflect three drivers for
inserting a new technology into a given system: filling amilitary capabil-
ity gap, exploiting technology opportunities, andmanaging risk across a
portfolio of systems. A discussion of how the different domains affect the
processes is included. The paper continues with a discussion of technol-
ogy transition challenges, provides technology transition examples, and
offers recommendations to improve the process.

COMMISSIONED PAPER 5

Naval Ship Design and Construction:
Topics for the R&D Community
Paul E. Sullivan, USEC, Inc. (June 10, 2010)

The U.S. naval shipbuilding establishment has produced the best, most
technologically advanced, and most powerful navy in history. However,
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the price that the nation pays for naval superiority has caused erosion of
the number of ships in the fleet to the point that there are chronically
insufficient resources to fulfill theNavy’s global commitment. The Chief
of Naval Operations has stated the requirement for 313 to 324 battle-
force ships. Yet the fleet hovers at about 280 ships, and this number is
unlikely to increase significantly without substantial additional invest-
ment in new construction or significant service life extensions of ships in
the inventory. The naval shipbuilding plans that could quickly bring
ship numbers to required strength are unaffordable in the context
of a constrained shipbuilding budget. Simply put, numbers count.
Unless the overall cost of the fleet can be driven down dramatically
without sacrificing military superiority, the U.S. Navy will remain
short of resources to cover the need.
The biggest cost driver for naval shipbuilding is, in fact, mission

requirements. Quality and high performance cost money. Battle-force
ships will never be inexpensive. However, the shipbuilding community
has the obligation to help the requirements community by instituting
technology initiatives, process initiatives, and policy revisions that result
in “game-changing” influence on the requirements–cost trade-off process.
In addition, there are a myriad of issues driving shipbuilding costs that
do not influencemission requirements, and the community could adapt
them for all shipbuilding programs. This paper explores the needs for
substantive improvement in shipbuilding costs as follows:

• Cultural changes in the approach to requirements, ship design, and ship
construction that could reduce the overall cost of battle-force ships;

• Process changes and design tools that could substantively reduce
the time needed for and the cost of designing and constructing naval
ships; and

• Technology improvements that can simplify and reduce the cost of
ship construction and life-cycle maintenance.

The 30-year shipbuilding plan sent to Congress with the FY 2011 budget
requires a pace of 12 to 15 ships per year of all types. However, theNavy’s
shipbuilding and conversion budget for the past decade has provided
only seven to nine ships per year. There is little prospect of the budget
increasing in real terms, so the shipbuilding plan is likely unaffordable.
The naval ship design and construction communitymust embracemany
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changes to give the Chief of Naval Operations options for building the
battle-force ships required by the 30-year shipbuilding plan.

COMMISSIONED PAPER 6

Science and Technology Challenges and Potential
Game-Changing Opportunities
Michael Triantafyllou,Massachusetts Institute of Technology (May 2010)

The future of naval engineering in the 21st century will be shaped by
novel and emerging technologies. These technologies will provide
unprecedented capabilities but will require radical rethinking of naval
ship and vehicle design. This change is already in the works as engi-
neering schools in major universities are hiring young faculty trained
in new fields and developing novel technologies. This investment is
expected to bring radical changes tomature fields, such as naval architec-
ture and marine engineering; hence it is necessary to prepare the ground
now to reap the benefits.
The paper is structured on the basis of these emerging technologies

and the impact they are expected to have, providing discussion of their
impact on naval ships and vessels and their capabilities. Traditional
mechanical engineering departments and naval architecture andmarine
engineering schools are turning increasingly toward nanoengineering,
novel power trains and synthetic fuels, and robotic devices and smart
sensors to revitalize mature disciplines.
A discussion of the implications of the following emerging technolo-

gies and fields for naval ship design is given:

• Efficient power trains, especially of the hybrid type; efficient engines
using alternative fuels, which are more sustainable and environmen-
tally friendly; and fuel cells that use conventional fuelsmore efficiently;

• Progress in surface chemistry allowing the development of novel coat-
ings to protect ship hulls and cargo holds, reduce deposits in pipelines,
and reduce fluid drag;

• The all-electric ship, which has generated newmethods for designing
and operating ships with increased automation, reduced manning,
and increased reliability;
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• New sensor arrays, which will allow sensing of the self-generated flow
and will create the capability for active flow manipulation and hence
increased capabilities for maneuvering and efficient propulsion;

• Robotic developments that promise routine unmanned inspection
and remote underwater intervention;

• Smart autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) that increase sub-
stantially the operational capability of ships and submarines. Naval
ship and submarine designwill be influenced significantly by the need
to accommodate the storage and servicing as well as the launching and
retrieval of AUVs in rough weather;

• New high-strength steels that improve hull protection against impact
and fatigue, including operation in very cold climates; and

• Global ocean modeling and prediction that will allow effective rout-
ing and operation of vessels in rough seas with unprecedented detail.

The paper closeswith an assessment of the shape of future naval designs
and the capabilities they will offer.

COMMISSIONED PAPER 7

The Future for Naval Engineering
Millard S. Firebaugh, University of Maryland (September 2010)

In the future, a broad integrating outlook on the part of naval engineer-
ing leadership is imperative for success. Success will be recognized in the
formof aU.S. Navy thatmaintains naval dominance at costs that are reli-
able and reasonable in the context of the many other challenges the
nation faces. The U.S. Navy must nurture leadership in naval engineer-
ing by paying close attention to the selection of leaders and by providing
for their education and experience. Broad knowledge and consideration
of future trends across all naval engineering elements will be critically
important in creating naval systems that can serve effectively and effi-
ciently for many years.
The U.S. Navy is highly dependent on technology, faces much uncer-

tainty as to the capabilities of the future threat, is entering a period of
even more intense downward pressure on its budget, and must absorb
new technologies from across the globe to maintain superiority. There-
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fore, naval engineering faces business, programmatic, and technological
challenges. The Navy exists to deploy military force from the sea in the
national interest. For the most part, the Navy carries out its mission in
highly developed and specialized ships. The technologies concerning
ships and the systems and equipment that operate in and from those
ships are the province of naval engineering.
In this paper three themes are discussed: first, the importance of devel-

oping the individuals who are the future for naval engineering; second,
the key business, programmatic, and technological challenges that will be
important in future naval engineering developments; and third, areas of
knowledge that naval engineering leaders need to master, beyond the
usual content of formal engineering education.
As with most great enterprises, naval engineering for the U.S. Navy is

fundamentally about people—their imagination, knowledge, skills, ded-
ication, culture, work ethic, and vision for the future.

COMMISSIONED PAPER 8

Composites Road to the Fleet: A Collaborative Success Story
John P. Hackett, Northrop Grumman Shipbuilding (June 18, 2010)

This paper traces the history of Northrop Grumman Shipbuilding—
Gulf Coast’s (NGSB-GC’s) quest to bring composite materials to naval
shipbuilding and the fleet. It will show the initial NGSB-GC independent
research and development activity in composites, eventually leading to
teaming with the Navy on major composite projects. Numerous small
projects became stepping stones that enabled larger projects to go for-
ward. Examples of composite applications that made it to the fleet, as
well as some that did not, will be addressed. One example of a success,
the development of the advanced enclosed mast–sensor system mast
concept [its design, manufacture, test articles, and installation on the
USSArthurW. Radford (DD 968) as a demonstration] and eventually its
implementation on the LPD 17 class of ships, will be discussed. Another
case study, the DDG 51 Flight IIA composite hangar, a technical success
that did not make it to the fleet, will be addressed. The high-speed ves-
sel demonstrated the use of composites for the forward one-third of its
290-foot-longhullwith its complex shape.These large composite structure
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successes made the next step, of a composite superstructure with
embedded antennas and low observability, an achievable goal. TheDDG
1000 class, with a composite superstructure, will become the first class
of large U.S. Navy ships so outfitted.

COMMISSIONED PAPER 9

Human Systems Integration (HSI)/Crew Design Process
Development in the Zumwalt Destroyer Program:
A Case Study in the Importance of Wide Collaboration
John Hagan, Bath Iron Works (June 8, 2010)

The paper reviews the Bath Iron Works–led human–systems integra-
tion (HSI)–crew design effort in the DDG 1000 program, or Zumwalt
destroyer, which was chargedwith deriving a highly detailed crew design
coincident with and traceable to the hardware and software designs. The
following are of special interest in the paper:

• A description of HSI processes and tools developed or adapted for
DDG 1000, along with lessons learned and recommendations;

• The critical importance of collaboration, both inside the design team
(intrateam) and with multiple outside entities (interteam); and

• The importance of HSI as a component of the systems engineering
effort (rather than treatingHSI as a component of logistics or as a stand-
alone activity).
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